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5Preface
The purpose of this review is the collection and systematization of results concerning the
quantization approach to the Jacobian conjecture.
The Jacobian conjecture of O.-H. Keller remains, as of the writing of this text, an open and
apparently unassailable problem. Various possible approaches to the Jacobian conjecture have
been explored, resulting in accumulation of a substantial bibliography, while the development of
vast parts of modern algebra and algebraic geometry were in part stimulated by a search for an
adequate framework in which the Jacobian conjecture could be investigated. This has engendered
a situation of simultaneous existence of circumstantial evidence in favor and against the positivity
of this conjecture.
One of the more established plausible approaches to the Jacobian problem concerns the study
of infinite-dimensional algebraic semigroups of polynomial endomorphisms and groups of auto-
morphisms of associative algebras, as well as mappings between those. The foundation for this
approach was laid by I.R. Shafarevich. During the last several decades, the theory was developed
and vastly enriched by the works of Anick, Artamonov, Bass, Bergman, Dicks, Dixmier, Lewin,
Makar-Limanov, Czerniakiewicz, Shestakov, Umirbaev, Bia lynicki-Birula, Asanuma, Kambayashi,
Wright, and many others. In particular, the results of Anick, Makar-Limanov, Shestakov and
Umirbaev established a connection between the Jacobian conjecture for the commutative poly-
nomial algebra and its associative analogues on the one hand with combinatorial and geometric
properties (stable tameness, approximation) of the spaces of polynomial automorphisms on the
other.
More recently, the stable equivalence between the Jacobian conjecture and a conjecture of
Dixmier on the endomorphisms of the Weyl algebra has been discovered by Kanel-Belov and
Kontsevich and, independently, by Tsuchimoto. The cornerstone of this rather surprising feature
is a certain mapping (sometimes referred to as the anti-quantization map) from the semigroup
of Weyl algebra endomorphisms (a quantum object) to the semigroup of endomorphisms of the
corresponding Poisson algebra (the appropriate classical object). In view of that, it seems rea-
sonable to think there are insights to be gained by studying quantization of spaces of polynomial
mappings and properties of the corresponding quantization morphisms.
In this direction, one of the larger milestones is given by a series of conjectures of Kontsevich
concerning equivalences between polynomial symplectomorphisms, holonomic modules over alge-
5
6bras of differential operators, and automorphisms of such algebras. Another rather non-trivial
side of the quantization program rests upon the interaction with universal algebra.
In this review we present some of our progress regarding quantization, Kontsevich conjecture,
as well as recall some of our recent results on the geometry of Ind-scheme automorphisms, ap-
proximation by tame automorphisms together with its symplectic version, and torus actions on
free associative algebras. We also provide a review of work of Kanel-Belov, Bokut, Rowen and
Yu, which sought to connect the Jacobian problem with various problems in universal algebra, as
conceived by the brilliant late mathematician A.V. Yagzhev.
We have benefitted greatly from extensive and fruitful discussions with E. Aljadeff, I.V.
Arzhantsev, V.A. Artamonov, E.B. Vinberg, A.E. Guterman, V.L. Dolnikov, I.Yu Zhdanovskii,
A.B. Zheglov, D. Kazhdan, R.N. Karasev, I.V. Karzhemanov, V.O. Manturov, A.A. Mikhalev,
S.Yu. Orevkov, E.B. Plotkin, B.I. Plotkin, A.M. Raigorodskii, E. Rips, A.L. Semenov, N.A.
Vavilov, G.B. Shabat, U. Vishne and G.I. Sharygin. It is a pleasant task to express our utmost
gratitude to our esteemed colleagues.
This work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation grant No. 17-11-01377.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Quantization and algebra problems
This section provides the overview of the Jacobian conjecture together with motivation for the
theory of Ind-schemes and quantization, as well as some necessary preliminaries on the proof of
Bergman’s centralizer theorem. Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with multiplicative
identity.
1.1.1 Free algebras
A free algebra is a noncommutative analogue of a polynomial ring since its elements may be
described as ”polynomials” with non-commuting variables, while the free commutative algebra is
the polynomial algebra. Let us first give the definition of a free monoid, which is needed in our
definition of free algebras [168].
Definition 1.1.1. Let X = {xi : i ∈ I}. A word is a string with elements in X. A free associative
monoid on a set X, namely X∗, is the set of words in X, including the empty product to represent
1. The multiplication on X∗ is given by the juxtaposition of words.
Next we can naturally give a definition of the free associative algebra respect to a generating
set over a commutative ring.
Definition 1.1.2. Let C be a commutative ring with multiplicative identity. A free associative
C-algebra C〈X〉 with respect to a generating set X = {xi : i ∈ I} is the free C-module with base
X∗.
Remark 1.1.3. This C-module becomes a C-algebra by defining a multiplication as follows: the
product of two basis elements is the concatenation of the corresponding words and the product of
two arbitrary C-module elements are thus uniquely determined. Note that C〈X〉 :=
⊕
w∈X∗ Cw
and the elements of C〈X〉 are called noncommutative polynomials over C generated by X.
By the same token, we can also define the free associative algebra respect to a generating set
X = {xi : i ∈ I} over an arbitrary field k, namely k〈X〉.
7
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Remark 1.1.4. If C is an integral domain, then the product of leading monomials of two non-
commutative polynomials f and g in C〈X〉 is the leading monomial of fg. It follows that C〈X〉
is a domain (but still noncommutative) as well.
We finally remark that we will only discuss free associative k-algebras with respect to a gen-
erating set X = {x1, . . . , xs} (for s ≥ 2) over a field k instead of a commutative ring throughout
this review.
1.1.2 Matrix representations of algebras
Let A be a k-algebra, and let K be a field extension of k. We talk about finite dimensional
representations of A in this work, so when we mention a representation, we mean it is a finite-
dimensional representation.
Definition 1.1.5. An n-dimensional matrix representation over K is a k-homomor-
phism ρ : A 7→Mn(K) to the matrix algebra over K.
Remark 1.1.6. Two representations ρ′, ρ are equivalent if they are conjugate, namely ρ′ = τρτ−1
for some invertible matrix τ ∈Mn(K).
The representation is irreducible if the images of A generates the matrix algebra as K-algebra,
or if the map A⊗K 7→ Mn(K) is surjective. Usually, we study the case when K = k. With this
assumption, we call a representation ρ : A 7→ Mn(k) is irreducible if and only if it is surjective.
1.1.3 Algebra of generic matrices
In order to use the concept of generic matrices, we need to first introduce the matrix represen-
tation of free associative algebra [14]. We have introduced matrix representations of any k-algebras
in Section 1.1.2. A matrix representation of the free associative ring k〈X〉 = k〈x1, . . . , xs〉 over
k generated by a finite set X = {x1, . . . , xs} of s (s ≥ 2) indeterminates is given by assigning
arbitrary matrices as images of the variables. In itself, this is not very interesting. However,
when one asks for equivalence classes of irreducible representations, the other is directed to an
interesting problem in invariant theory. We will discuss this topic in the following.
Definition 1.1.7. Let n be a positive integer, and let {x
(ν)
ij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, ν ∈ N} be independent
commuting indeterminates over k. Then
Xν := (x
(ν)
ij ) ∈Mn(k[x
(ν)
ij ])
is called an n× n generic matrix over k, and the k-subalgebra of Mn(k[x
(ν)
ij ]) generated by the Xν
is called the algebra of generic matrices and will be denoted by k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 or simply k{X}.
8
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The algebra of generic matrices is a basic object in the study of the polynomial identities and
invariants of n× n matrices.
There is a canonical homomorphism
π : k〈x1, . . . , xs〉 7→ k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 (1.1)
from the free associative ring on variables x1, . . . , xs to this ring.
If u1, . . . , us are n × n matrices with entries in a commutative k-algebra R, then we can
substitute uj for Xj , and thereby obtain a homomorphism
k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 7→Mn(R).
There is an important property of the homomorphism π: an element f of the free associative
algebra is in the kernel of the map π, if and only if it vanishes identically on Mn(R) for every
commutative k-algebra R, and this is true if and only if f vanishes identically on Mn(k). In
addition, the (irreducible) matrix representations of the free ring A of dimension ≤ n correspond
bijectively to the (irreducible) matrix representations of the ring of generic matrices. This result
is a core tool in our proof.
Let u1, . . . , uN (N = n
2) be a basis for the matrix algebra Mn(K¯), and let z1, . . . , zN be
indeterminates. Then the entries of the matrix Z =
∑
zjuj are all algebraically independent.
Moreover, we have the famous Amitsur’s theorem [14] as follows.
Theorem 1.1.8 (Amitsur). The algebra k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 of generic matrices is a
domain.
Proof. cf. [14] Theorem V.10.4 or [231] Theorem 3.2.
1.1.4 The Amitsur-Levitzki theorem
For the free associative algebra A = k〈X〉, the commutator of two elements in A is defined by
[x, y] = xy−yx. The commutator has analogues for more variables, called generalized commutators
[14] of elements x1, . . . , xn of A,
Sn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) :=
∑
(−1)σxσ1 · · ·xσn, (1.2)
where σ runs over the groups of all permutations. It is clear that S2(x, y) = [x, y]. Note that the
generalized commutators are multilinear and alternating polynomials in the variables. Moreover, a
general multilinear polynomial in n variables has the form p(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
cσxσ1 · · ·xσn, where
the coefficients cσ are elements of k.
There is an important and powerful result [6] which is first proved by A. S. Amitsur and J.
Levitzki in 1950.
9
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Theorem 1.1.9 (Amitsur-Levitzki). Let R be a commutative ring, and let r be an integer.
(i) If r ≥ 2n, then Sr(a1, . . . , ar) = 0 for every set a1, . . . , ar of n× n matrices with entries in R.
(ii) let p(x1, . . . , xr) be nonzero multilinear polynomial. If r < 2n, then there exist n× n matrices
a1, . . . , ar such that p(a1, . . . , ar) 6= 0. In particular, Sr(x1, . . . , xr) is not identically zero.
The identity S2n ≡ 0 is called the standard identity of n× n matrices. Note that S2 ≡ 0 is the
commutative law, which holds for any 1× 1 matrices but not for any n× n matrices if n > 1.
Remark 1.1.10. The Amitsur-Levitzki theorem is quite important [14]. Suppose we study a
representation A 7→ Mn(k) of a k-algebra A. Let I ⊂ A be the ideal generated by all substitutions
of elements of A into S2n, and let A˜ = A/I. The Amitsur-Levitzki theorem tells us that S2n = 0
is true in Md(k) if d ≤ n whereas it is not true if d > n. Killing I has the effect of keeping
the representations of dimensions ≤ n, and cutting out all irreducible representations of higher
dimension.
The original proof of the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem by Amitsur and Levitzki is a direct proof,
which is quite involved. Rosset (1976) gives a short proof [167] using the exterior algebra of a
vector space of dimension 2n. This proof can be also found in [231] Theorem 1.7. Then we obtain
the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1.11. Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices.
a) Every minimal polynomial of A ∈ k{X} is irreducible. In particular, A is diagonalizable.
b) Eigenvalues of A ∈ k{X} are roots of irreducible minimal polynomial of A, and every eigen-
value appears same amount of times.
c) The characteristic polynomial of A is a power of minimal polynomial of A.
There is an important open problem well-known in the community.
Problem 1.1.12. Whether for big enough n, every non-scalar element in the algebra of generic
matrices has a minimal polynomial which always coincides with its characteristic polynomial.
This is an important open problem. For small n, Galois group of extension quotient field of
center of algebra of generic matrices might not be symmetry. But it still unknown for big enough
n.
From above Proposition 1.1.11 c), for n = p, a big enough prime, we can obtain following
corollary.
Corollary 1.1.13. Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices of a big enough prime order
n := p. Assume A is a non-scalar element in k{X}, then the minimal polynomial of A coincides
with its characteristic polynomial.
10
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Proof. Let m(A) and c(A) be the minimal polynomial and the characteristic polynomial of A
respectively. Note that deg c(A) = n, and c(A) = (m(A))k. Because A is not scalar, hence
degm(A) > 1. Since n is a prime, k divides n. Hence k = 1.
Let us here remind the following fact:
Proposition 1.1.14. Every matrix with same eigenvectors as a matrix A commutes with A.
Proof. Let A,B ∈ Mn×n(k) and having n eigenvectors meaning that the have n linearly inde-
pendent eigenvectors. And since A and B are n × n matrices with n eigenvectors, then they
both are diagonalizable and hence A = Q−1DAQ and B = P
−1DBP, for Q and P are matrices
whose columns are eigenvectors of A and B associated with the eigenvalues listed in the diag-
onal matrices DA and DB respectively. But A and B according to the hypothesis, have same
eigenvectors and hence P = Q =: S. And hence A = S−1DAS and B = S
−1DBS and so
AB = S−1DASS
−1DBS = S
−1DADBS and in a same way we have BA = S
−1DBDAS and since
DA and DB are diagonal matrices, then commute and hence so do A and B.
Proposition 1.1.15. If n is prime, A is a non-scalar element of the algebra of generic matrices,
then all eigenvalues of A are pairwise different.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.1.11 and Corollary 1.1.13 directly.
Proposition 1.1.15 implies following results.
Proposition 1.1.16. The set of generic matrices commuting with A are diagonalizable with A
simultaneously in the same eigenvectors basis as A.
If A is a non-scalar matrix, then we have following.
Proposition 1.1.17. A is a non-scalar element of the algebra of generic matrices k{X}, then
every eigenvalue of A is transcendental over k.
1.1.5 Deformation quantization
Literature review
In general, the “quantization problem” can be stated as following. Given a classical physi-
cal model (Hamiltonian system, Lagrange system on a Riemannian manifold etc.), quantization
amounts to replacing the observable functions with operators acting on a Hilbert space, such that
they satisfy some specific quantization conditions. In quantum mechanics, this quantization con-
dition is called the canonical commutation relation, which is the fundamental relation between
canonical conjugate quantities. For example, the commutation relation between different compo-
nents of position and momentum can be expressed as [Pˆi, Qˆj] = i~δij , where i is the imaginary
unit and δij is the Kronecker delta. M. Hermann Weyl studied the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple in quantum mechanics by considering the operator ring generated by P and Q. For any 2n
11
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dimensional linear space V , the Kronecker delta can be realized as a symplectic form ω such that
u ⊗ v − v ⊗ u = ω(u, v) defines a Weyl algebra W (V ) over V . In this sense, classical mechanics
corresponds to symmetric algebra, while the Weyl algebra is the ”quantization” of symmetric
algebra.
In 1940s, J. E. Moyal [156] conducted a more in-depth study of the Weyl quantization. Unlike
Weyl, the object he was interested in is not operators, but the classical function space: Weyl
ignores the Poisson structure of the classical function space. Instead of building a Hilbert space
from a Poisson manifold and associating an algebra of operators to it, He was only concerned with
the algebra. He used the star product and Moyal bracket to define a Poisson algebraic structure
named Moyal algebra over the classical function space. Through the investigation of the Moyal
algebra, F. Bayen [30] et al. raised that the quantum algebra can be regarded as the deformation
of the classical algebra if we think of ~ as the deformation parameter. In particular, they proved
that for the classical Poisson algebraic structure on the symmetric algebra over R2n, the Moyal
algebra is the only possible deformation in the sense of normative equivalence. That is, quantum
mechanics is the only possible “deformation” of classical mechanics.
We use the Poisson bracket to “deform” the ordinary commutative product of observables
in classical mechanics, elements of our function algebra, and obtain a noncommutative product
suitable for quantum mechanics. In order to make deformation, we ask that the Moyal product
is not only an asymptotic expansion, but also a real analytical expansion. There is no a prior
guarantee for this. From the Darboux theorem, the local Poisson algebra structure on the sym-
plectic manifold can always be deformed into the Moyal algebra. We only need to extend this
local deformation to the entire manifold after equipping a flat symplectic connection. However,
for a typical Poisson manifold, the situation is much more complicated.
In mid 1970s, the existence of star-products for symplectic manifolds whose third cohomology
group is trivial was proved, but this restriction turned out to be merely technical. In the early
1980s the existence of star-products for larger and larger classes of symplectic manifolds was
proved, and finally it was shown that any symplectic manifold can be “quantized”. A further
generalization was achieved with [94] where Fedosov proved that the results about the canonical
star-product on an arbitrary symplectic manifold can be used to prove that all regular Poisson
manifolds can be quantized. However, in physics we sometimes require manifolds which have a
degenerate Poisson bracket and so are not sympletic. Therefore all the results mentioned above
provided only a partial answer to the problem of quantization.
In 1993-1994 M. Kontsevich proposed the Formality Conjecture which would imply the desired
result. If the Formality Conjecture could be proved, this would infer that any finite-dimensional
Poisson manifold can be canonically quantized in the sense of deformation quantization. The
Formality Conjecture is proved by Kontsevich in [123]. Kontsevich then derived an explicit quan-
tization formula which gives a formal definition of the Moyal product for any Poisson manifold.
However, it is not clear whether it gives the only possible deformation quantization in the sense
12
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of canonical equivalence.
Another direction in which research in deformation quantization has developed is strict defor-
mation quantization in which the parameter is no longer a formal parameter, but a real one. In
a way, the deformed algebras A[[~]] are identified with the original algebra A.
Definitions and basic results
Definition 1.1.18 (Ring of formal power series). Let R be a commutative ring with identity, R[[X ]]
is said to be a ring of formal power series in the variable X over R if and only if any element of
R[[X ]] is of form
∑
i∈N aiX
i and satisfying following:
∑
i∈N
aiX
i +
∑
i∈N
biX
i =
∑
i∈N
(ai + bi)X
i (1.3)
∑
i∈N
aiX
i ×
∑
i∈N
biX
i =
∑
n∈N
(
n∑
k=0
akbn−k
)
Xn (1.4)
The above product 1.4 of coefficients is called the Cauchy product of the two sequences of
coefficients, and is a sort of discrete convolution. Note that the zero element and the multiplicative
identity of the ring of formal power series are the same as ring R’s.
Remark 1.1.19. The series A =
∑
n∈N anX
n ∈ R[[X ]] is invertible if and only if its constant
coefficient a0 is invertible in R. The inverse series of an invertible series A is B =
∑
n∈N bnX
n ∈
R[[X ]] with:
b0 =
1
a0
bn = −
1
a0
n∑
i=1
aibn−i, n ≥ 1
An important example is the geometric series
(1−X)−1 =
∞∑
n=0
Xn.
If R is a field, then a series is invertible if and only if the constant term is non-zero.
Definition 1.1.20. A Lie algebra is a vector space with a skew-symmetric bilinear operation
(f, g) 7→ [f, g] satisfying the Jacobi identity
[[f, g], h] + [[g, h], f ] + [[h, f ], g] = 0
Definition 1.1.21. A Poisson algebra is a vector space equipped with a commutative associative
algebra structure (f, g) 7→ fg and a Lie algebra structure (f, g) 7→ {f, g} satisfying the Leibniz
13
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rule
{fg, h} = f{g, h}+ {f, h}g
Definition 1.1.22. A Poisson manifold is a manifold M whose function space C∞(M) is a
Poisson algebra with the pointwise multiplication as commutative product.
Let k be an arbitrary field, and A be a unitary k-algebra. Denote by k[[~]] the ring of formal
power series in an indeterminate ~, and by A[[~]] the k[[~]]-module of formal power series with
coefficients in A.
Definition 1.1.23. A formal deformation or star product of the algebra A is an associative, ~-adic
continuous, k[[~]] bilinear product
⋆ : A[[~]]×A[[~]] 7→ A[[~]]
satisfying the following rule on A:
f ⋆ g =
∞∑
n=0
Bn(f, g)~
n = fg +
∞∑
n=1
Bn(f, g)~
n ∀f, g ∈ A (1.5)
where Bn : A×A 7→ A are bilinear operators.
Remark 1.1.24. We usually want the bilinear operators Bn to be bidifferential operators, i.e.
bilinear maps which are differential operators with respect to each argument.
Remark 1.1.25. The formal deformation extends k[[~]]-linearity in A[[~]] with respect to:(
∞∑
k=0
fk~
k
)
⋆
(
∞∑
m=0
gm~
m
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(
∞∑
m+k+r=n
Br(fk, gm)
)
~n.
There is a natural gauge group acting on star-products. This group consists of automorphisms
of A[[~]] considered as an k[[~]]-module, of the following form:
f 7→ f +
∞∑
n=0
Dn(f)~
n, ∀f ∈ A ⊂ A[[~]]
∞∑
n=0
fn~
n 7→
∞∑
n=0
fn~
n +
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=1
Dm(fm)~
n+m, ∀
∞∑
n=0
fn~
n ∈ A[[~]]
where Di : A 7→ A are differential linear operators.
Definition 1.1.26. D(~) as defined above is called a gauge transformation in A. The set of such
D(~) is naturally a group.
If D(~) = 1 +
∑∞
m=1Dm~
m is such an automorphism, then it defines an equivalence and acts
on the set of star products as
⋆ 7→ ⋆′, f(~) ⋆′ g(~) := D(~)(D(~)−1(f(~)) ⋆ D(~)−1(g(~))), ∀f(~), g(~) ∈ A[[~]] (1.6)
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Each associative formal deformation ⋆ of the multiplication of A admits a unit element 1⋆.
Moreover, such an associative formal deformation ⋆ is always equivalent to another formal defor-
mation ⋆′ with 1⋆′ = 1A, where 1A is the unit element of A. We are interested in star products up
to gauge equivalence.
The following lemma gives a Poisson structure for an associative formal deformation of the
multiplication of an associative and commutative k-algebra A.
Lemma 1.1.27 ( [119], lemma 1.1). Let ⋆ be an associative formal deformation of the multipli-
cation of an associative and commutative k-algebra A. For f, g ∈ A, put
{f, g} := B1(f, g)− B1(g, f).
Then the map {, } is a Poisson bracket on A, i.e., a k-linear map such that the bracket is a Lie
bracket and satisfies Leibniz rule. In addition, the bracket is dependent only on the equivalence
class of ⋆.
Proof. For simplicity, we write [f, g]⋆ the commutator of the star product f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f for short.
The map
(f, g) 7→
1
~
[f, g]⋆ (1.7)
clearly defines a Lie bracket on A[[~]]. The bracket {, } equals the reduction modulo ~ of this
Lie bracket, i.e. it satisfies
1
~
[f, g]⋆ ≡ {f, g} mod ~A[[~]]. (1.8)
We may write it in the another form as follows
{f, g} :=
[f, g]⋆
~
∣∣∣∣
~=0
= B1(f, g)− B1(g, f) (1.9)
Therefore the bracket {, } is still a Lie bracket, and it also satisfies the Leibniz rule because the
Lie bracket defined in 1.7 obeys the rule by associativity of the star product.
Suppose D(~) is an automorphism which yields equivalence of ⋆ and ⋆′, then we have
B1(f, g) +D1(fg) = B
′
1(f, g) +D1(f)g + fD1(g)
for all f, g ∈ A. Thus the difference B1(f, g)−B
′
1(f, g) is symmetric in f, g and does not contribute
to {, }.
One can also decompose the operator B1 into the sum of the symmetric part and of the
anti-symmetric part:
B1 = B
+
1 +B
−
1 , B
+
1 (f, g) = B
+
1 (g, f), B
−
1 (f, g) = −B
−
1 (g, f).
15
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Then gauge automorphisms affect only the symmetric part of B1, i.e. B
−
1 = (B
′
1)
−. The
symmetric part is killed by a gauge automorphism. In this notation, we infer that
{f, g} = B1(f, g)− B1(g, f) = 2B
−
1 (f, g).
Thus, gauge equivalence classes of star products modulo ~2A[[~]] are classified by Poisson
structures. However, it is not clear whether there exists a star product for a given Poisson
structure. Moreover, we may ask whether there exists a preferred choice of an equivalence class of
star products. As we mentioned before, Maxim Kontsevich [123] showed that there is a canonical
construction of an equivalence class of star products for any Poisson manifold.
Formal deformation quantization
In this section, we may assume that A is the algebra of smooth functions on a Poisson manifold
M .
Definition 1.1.28. A deformation quantization of a Poisson manifold M is a star product on A
such that 2B−1 = {, }.
We will not reproduce Kontsevich’s proof here. His proof that we will not deal with is in
terms of the cohomology of the Hochschild complex. From the following theorem given by M.
Kontsevich [123], there is a surjection from the equivalence classes of formal deformations of A
onto Poisson brackets on A.
Theorem 1.1.29 (Kontsevich [123]). Let M be a smooth manifold and A = C∞(M). Then there
is a natural isomorphism between equivalence classes of deformations of the null Poisson structure
on M and equivalence classes of smooth deformations of the associative algebra A.
In particular, any Poisson bracket on M comes from a canonically defined (modulo equivalence)
star product.
Moreover, Kontsevich constructs a section of map, and his construction is canonical up to
equivalence for general manifolds M . A later result shows that in addition to the existence of a
canonical way of quantization, we can define a universal infinite-dimensional manifold parametriz-
ing quantizations.
The simplest example of a deformation quantization is the Moyal product for the Poisson
structure on Rn. This is the first known example of a non-trivial deformation of the Poisson
bracket.
Example 1.1.30. Let M = Rn and consider a Poisson structure with constant coefficients
α =
∑
i,j
αij∂i ∧ ∂j , α
ij = −αji ∈ R
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where ∂i = ∂/∂x
i is the partial derivative in the derivation of coordinate xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In
such a case, we could have
{f, g} =
∑
i,j
αij∂i(f)∂j(g).
The Moyal ⋆-product is then given by exponentiating this Poisson operator
f ⋆ g = e~α(f, g)
= fg + ~
∑
i,j
αij∂i(f)∂j(g) +
h2
2
∑
i,j,k,l
αijαkl∂i∂k(f)∂j∂l(g) + . . .
=
∞∑
n=0
~n
n!
∑
i1,...,in;j1,...,jn
n∏
k=1
αikjk
n∏
k=1
∂ik(f)
n∏
k=1
∂jk(g).
The Moyal product is a deformation of (M,α) but this formula is only valid when α has constant
coefficients.
In particular,
Example 1.1.31. Let M = R2. Consider the Poisson bracket given by
{f, g} = µ ◦
(
∂
∂x1
∧
∂
∂x2
)
(f ⊗ g) =
∂f
∂x1
∂g
∂x2
−
∂f
∂x2
∂g
∂x1
where µ is the multiplication of functions on M . Then Kontsevich’s construction yields the
associative formal deformation given by
f ⋆ g =
∞∑
n=0
∂nf
∂xn1
∂ng
∂xn2
~n
n!
.
The explicit construction of Kontsevich’s formal quantization uses combinatorics, such as quiv-
ers. We close this section here since we do not need to construct an explicit formula of deformation
quantization in our proof.
1.1.6 Algebraically closed skew field
The role of algebraically closed fields in commutative algebra is well known. There are some
parallel generalizations of the concept of an algebraically closed skew field to non-commutative
skew fields have proved useful for settling various questions in ring theory. However, there are
various definitions. The diversity of definitions of algebraically closed skew fields is based on
different choices of some particular characteristic of a commutative algebraically closed field. A
most natural generalization is in the sense of solvability of arbitrary equations which was brought
in sight by Bokut [55–57]. In [57], in particular, Bokut raises a question whether algebraically
17
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closed skew fields exist or not. The affirmative answer to the question is given by L. Makar-
Limanov [138]. His result is one of the fundamental contributions to the theory of non-commutative
algebraically closed skew fields. In [62], P. M. Cohn outlined a wide research program for skew
fields that are algebraically closed in the various senses. Note that not every associative algebras
can be embedded into an algebraically closed one, in the sense of solvability of arbitrary equations.
For example, the “Metro-Equation” ax − xa = 1 (cf. [61]) is never solvable in any extension of
a quaternionic skew field. In [121], P. S. Kolesnikov re-prove the Makar-Limanov theorem on
the existence of an algebraically closed skew field in the sense of there being a solution for any
generalized polynomial equation. He employs a simpler argument for proving that the skew field
constructed is algebraically closed.
Existence of algebraically closed skew field
We construct a non-commutative skew field A satisfying the following (cf. [121]):
Definition 1.1.32. A with center F is said to be algebraically closed if, for any S(x) ∈ A∗F [x]\A,
there exists an element a ∈ A such that S(a) = 0; here, ∗ stands for a free product.
It is easy to see that if A is a field, that is, A = F , then Definition 1.1.32 checks with the usual
definition of an algebraically closed field.
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and G be a commutative group
generated by the elements
pλ11 , q
µ1
1 , p
λ2
2 , q
µ2
2 , . . . ,
where λi, µi ∈ Q, and p1, qi are symbols in some countable alphabet. The group is isomorphic
to a direct sum of countably many additive groups Q of rational numbers. Then we define the
lexicographic order on G by setting p1 ≪ q1 ≪ p2 ≪ · · · < 1, where a ≪ b means that a
n < b
for all n > 0. Correspondingly, p−11 ≫ q
−1
1 ≫ p
−1
2 ≫ · · · > 1. Put Gn = 〈p
λn
n , q
µn
n , p
λn+1
n+1 , . . . , 〉 and
G(m) = 〈p
λ1
1 , q
µ1
1 , . . . , q
λm
m 〉. Obvious, Gn is isomorphic to G.
Given G and F , we construct a set A of Maltsev-Neumann series. Elements a ∈ A has the
form
a =
∑
g∈Ha
a(g)g, Ha ∈ G is well ordered, a(g) ∈ F \ {0},
the set Ha is denoted by suppa. Choose a subset A of A so that
A = {a ∈ A|suppa ⊂ G(n(a)}.
Accordingly, put An = {a ∈ A|suppa ⊂ Gn} and A(n) = {a ∈ A|suppa ⊂ G(n)}. The set A
constructed is exactly the universe of the desired algebraic system. For the series on An, we define
ordinary addition and multiplication, and also derivations
(
∂
∂pn
, ∂
∂qn
)
. Derivatives of the elements
g ∈ Gn w.r.t. p1 and q1 are elements of An. There are several formula related to those derivations
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which is omitted here. Following [121, 138], multiplication ∗ on A is defined thus:
a, b ∈ A, a ∗ b =
∑
i≥0
1
i!
∂ia
∂qi1
∂ib
∂pi1
.
The ∗ is well defined and associative (cf. [121]). Then the system 〈A,+, ∗, ||〉 is an associative
algebra with valuation. That this is a skew field follows from the fact that a∗x = 1 has a solution
in A. Moreover, A does not satisfy any generalized polynomial identity, i.e. for every non-trivial
generalized polynomial S(x) ∈ A ∗ F [x] \ A, there exists an element a ∈ A such that S(a) 6= 0
(cf. [121] Lemma 1.3.).
We bring the following notion that generalizes the concept of an homogeneous polynomial in
A ∗ F [x].
Definition 1.1.33. An homogeneous operator over An is
Sn(x) =
∑
ı,
fı,x
(i1,j1) . . . x(ik ,jk),
where ı = (i1 . . . ik),  = (j1 . . . jk), fı, ∈ An, and x is a common element in An, if the following
conditions hold:
(1) there exists an m such that fı, ∈ A(m) for all ı, ;
(2) for ant g ∈ Gn, x ∈ An, the following inequality holds only for finitely many summands in
Sn(x):
|fı,x
(i1,j1) . . . x(ik ,jk)| ≤ g;
(3) all summands have the same degree over x, denoted deg Sn(x)(= k).
In [121], Kolesnikov solves |S(x)| = g and then S1(x) = f1. In his proof, there is a modification
of Makar-Limanov’s original proof which is expedient for it compensates for this loss by instilling
much more simplicity in the argument for algebraic closedness.
In [122], Kolesnikov shows that every polynomial equation containing more than one homoge-
neous component over such a skew field has a non-zero solution necessarily. Precisely, he obtains
following proposition:
Proposition 1.1.34 (cf. [122] Theorem 1.). Let Si(x), i = 1, . . . , n be homogeneous operators over
A, where n ≥ 1, and T (x) be a homogeneous operator such that deg Si < deg T . Then the equation∑
i S(x) = T (x) has a solution x ∈ A, x 6= 0.
Algebraically closed skew field in the sense of matrices
Another conception of algebraic closedness is associated with the notion of singular eigenvalues
of matrices. The definitions are given in Cohn [62].
Let D be a skew field with center k. Denote by Mn(D) a ring of all n × n-matrices over
D. A matrix A ∈ Mn(D) is said to be singular if there exists a non-zero column u ∈ D
n such
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that Au = 0. A square matrix is singular if and only if it is not invertible. The property of
being singular for a matrix is preserved under left or right multiplication by an invertible one, in
particular, under elementary transformations of columns with coefficients from the skew field on
the right, and of rows - on the left.
An element λ ∈ D is called a singular eigenvalue of A if A − λI is a singular matrix. It is
worth mentioning that singular eigenvalues of matrices are not always preserved under similarity
transformations, but central eigenvalues are invariant in this sense.
The following definition of algebraically closed skew field is due to P. Cohn [62].
Definition 1.1.35. A skew field D is said to be algebraically closed in the sense of Cohn (written
AC) if every square matrix over D has a singular eigenvalue in that skew field. D is said to be
fully algebraically closed (written FAC) if every matrix A ∈ Mn(D), which is not similar to a
triangular matrix over the center of D, has a non-zero singular eigenvalue in D.
The definition of FAC skew field is equivalent to the following:
Definition 1.1.36. A skew field D is fully algebraically closed if every matrix A ∈Mn(D) which
is not nilpotent has a non-zero singular eigenvalue in D.
Consequently, if A is similar to a triangular matrix over the center of D then either it is
nilpotent or has a non-zero eigenvalue. Conversely, if A is nilpotent then it is similar to its
canonical form containing only 1 on a secondary diagonal.
Definition 1.1.37. We say that D is an ACn (resp., FACn) skew field if every (non-nilpotent)
matrix A ∈Mm(D), m ≤ n, has a non-zero eigenvalue in D.
Proposition 1.1.38 (cf. [122] Theorem 2.). Let D be an FACn skew field and ai, bi, c ∈ D, i =
1, . . . , n. Then the equation
Ln(x) =
n∑
i=1
aixbi = c
has a solution x = x0 ∈ D if Ln(x) ≡ 0 for all x ∈ D.
1.2 Automorphisms of polynomial algebras and Kontse-
vich Conjecture
One of the main objects of study in the theory of polynomial mappings are given by Ind-
schemes, the points of which are automorphisms of various algebras with polynomial identities.
The latter are normally algebras of commutative polynomials K[x1, . . . , xn] of n variables, the free
algebras K〈x1, . . . , xn〉 of n generators, some selected quotients, as well as algebras with additional
structure – the prominent example is the polynomial algebra equipped with the Poisson bracket.
This area of research is rooted in the widely famous Jacobian Conjecture. Thanks to the relatively
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recent progress of A. Belov-Kanel and M. Kontsevich [39, 40] and Y. Tsuchimoto [187, 188]), as
well as in connection with earlier studies, a significant place in the scientific program regarding the
Jacobian Conjecture has come to be occupied by questions related to the quantization of classical
algebras.
Studying the geometry and topology of Ind-schemes of automorphisms, development of approx-
imation theory of symplectomorphisms by tame symplectomorphisms, as well as the construction
of a correspondence between plane algebraic curves and holonomic modules (over the correspond-
ing the Weyl algebra) are the basis of the approach to solving the Conjecture of A. Belov-Kanel
and M. Kontsevich on automorphisms of the Weyl algebra, built by A. Elishev, A. Kanel-Belov
and J.-T. Yu in articles [110, 111] (cf. also [84]).
1.2.1 Jacobian Conjecture
One of the most well-known unresolved problems in the theory of polynomials in several vari-
ables is the so-called the Jacobian Conjecture, formulated in 1939 by O.-H. Keller [120]. Let K be
the main field, and for a fixed positive integer n are given n polynomials
f1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , fn(x1, . . . , xn)
ofn variables x1, . . . , xn. Any such system of polynomials defines a unique image endomorphism
of the algebra K[x1, . . . , xn]
F : K[x1, . . . , xn]→ K[x1, . . . , xn]
F ↔ (F (x1), . . . , F (xn)) ≡ (f1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , fn(x1, . . . , xn),
the K-endomorphism F of polynomial algebra is determined by its action on the set of generators.
Let J(F ) denote Jacobian (the determinant of the Jacobi matrix) of the map F :
J(F ) = det

∂f1
∂x1
· · · ∂f1
∂xn
...
. . .
...
∂fn
∂x1
· · · ∂fn
∂xn

The Jacobian Conjecture is as follows.
Conjecture 1.2.1 (The Jacobian Conjecture, JCn). Let the characteristic of the base field K be
equal to zero. Then, if the Jacobian J(F ) of the endomorphism F is equal to a nonzero constant
(that is, it belongs to the set K×), then F is an automorphism.
An elementary exercise is to verify the statement that automorphisms of polynomial algebra
always have a nonzero Jacobian constant. The Conjecture 1.2.1 is thus partially inverse statement
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of this property. It is also easy to see that if a polynomial endomorphism F is invertible, then the
inverse will also be a polynomial endomorphism.
The Jacobian conjecture is trivial for n = 1. On the other hand, when the field K has positive
characteristic, the Jacobian Conjecture formulated as Conjecture 1.2.1 is incorrect even in the
case of n = 1. Indeed, if charK = p and n = 1, we can take ϕ(x) = x − xp; the Jacobian of such
a mapping is equal to unity, but it is irreversible.
Despite the apparent simplicity of wording and context, the Jacobian Conjecture is one of the
most difficult open questions of modern algebraic geometry. This problem has become the subject
of numerous studies and has greatly contributed to the development of related fields of algebra,
algebraic geometry and mathematical physics, which are also of independent interest.
The literature on the Jacobian Conjecture, its analogues and related problems is extensive. A
detailed discussion of the results established in the context of the Jacobian Conjecture is beyond
the scope of this work; Below we give a brief overview of some results directly related to the
Jacobian Conjecture (i.e., for the algebra of polynomials in commuting variables). Among studies
of issues similar to the Jacobian Conjecture in associative algebra, it is worth noting the work of
Dicks [71] and Dicks and Levin [72] on an analogue of the Jacobian Conjecture for free associative
algebras, the proof by U.U. Umirbaev [190] of an analogue of the Jacobian Conjecture for the free
metabelian algebra, as well as the deep and extremely non-trivial work of A.V. Yagzhev [215–218]
(see also [33]).
1.2.2 Some results related to the Jacobian Conjecture
While the general case of the Jacobian Conjecture (or even the Jacobian Conjecture on the
plane) remains, at the time of writing this text, an open problem, various partial results are
known. We mention but a few of them.
S.-S. Wang [213] established the Jacobian conjecture for the case of endomorphisms defined by
polynomials of degree 2. Also, H. Bass, E.H. Connell, and D. Wright [19] showed that the general
case of the Jacobian Conjecture would follow from the special case of the Jacobian Conjecture for
the so-called endomorphisms of homogeneous cubic type, which are defined as mappings of the
form
(x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1 +H1, . . . , xn +Hn)
where the polynomials Hk are homogeneous of degree 3.
Moreover, L.M. Druz˙kowski [81] proved that the previous hypothesis can be weakened, by
considering as Hk only polynomials that are cubes of linear homogeneous polynomials.
In the works of M. de Bondt and A. van den Essen [67,68], as well as in the work of Druz˙kowski
[82], it was shown that the Jacobian Conjecture was enough to be established for endomorphisms
of homogeneous cubic type with a symmetric Jacobi matrix.
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Suppose, as before, that the polynomial endomorphism F is given by the set of images of the
generators:
F ↔ (F (x1), . . . , F (xn)) ≡ (F1, . . . , Fn).
Then F is invertible if and only if the algebras
K[x1, . . . , xn] and K[F1, . . . , Fn]
are isomorphic to each other. Keller’s original paper [120] considered a rational analogue of the
presented criterion, i.e. case of isomorphism of function fields
K(x1, . . . , xn) and K(F1, . . . , Fn)
and the invertibility following from the existence of an isomorphism is established by L.A. Camp-
bell [59]. A generalization of Keller’s original result to the case when K(x1, . . . , xn) is a Galois
extension of the field K(F1, . . . , Fn) (see also the works of M. Razar [165] and D. Wright [214]
generalizing the result mentioned).
In addition, some efforts were aimed at testing the fulfillment of the Jacobian Conjecture
for all endomorphisms defined by polynomials of degree not higher than some fixed number.
Moh [154, 155] performed a similar test for polynomials of two variables of degree not exceeding
100.
Despite the existence of the results described above (as well as some other similar theorems),
the general case of the Jacobian Conjecture remains not only open, but, apparently, at the moment
unassailable.
On the other hand, there are situations in which mappings, by their geometric properties close
to polynomial endomorphisms, are nevertheless not invertible. S.Yu. Orevkov [158] points to the
following reformulation of the Jacobian Conjecture, leading to a similar situation. Let l be an
infinitely distant line in the complex projective plane CP 2, U be its tubular neighborhood, f1, f2
are meromorphic functions on U , holomorphic on U\l and defining a locally one-to-one mapping
F : U\l → C2.
The Jacobian conjecture is equivalent to the statement about the injectivity of mappings of this
kind. S.Yu. Orevkov [158] constructed the following example.
Theorem 1.2.2 (S.Yu. Orevkov, [158]). There is a smooth, non-compact complex analytic surface
X˜, on which there is a smooth curve L˜, isomorphic to the projective line, with the self-intersection
index +1, and two functions f1, f2, meromorphic on X˜ and holomorphic on X˜\L˜, such that the
mapping defined by
F : X˜\L˜→ C2
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is locally one-to-one, but not injective.
As noted in [158], if U˜ is a tubular neighborhood of the curve L˜, then the pairs (U, l) (as
above) and (U˜ , L˜) are diffeomorphic, which implies the existence of a smooth immersion in a two-
dimensional complex exterior space of a ball which is geometrically similar to a polynomial map
and non-invertible. Also, if the pairs (U, l) and (U˜ , L˜) were biholomorphic to each other, then
from the example of Orevkov one would derive the existence of a counterexample to the Jacobian
Conjecture. This consideration allows one to conclude that suspicion in favor of the negativity of
the Jacobian Conjecture are generally warranted.
In his classic work, D. Anick [8] developed a theory of approximation of polynomial endomor-
phisms by tame automorphisms (one of the main results of this paper is the proof of a symplectic
analogue of Anick’s main theorem). In connection with D. Anick’s theorem on approximation,
the Jacobian Conjecture can be reduced to solving the question of the invertibility of limits of
sequences of tame automorphisms. Moreover, a symplectic analogue of Anick’s theorem gives a
natural (albeit requiring non-trivial extensions) idea to solve the lifting problem of polynomial
symplectomorphisms to automorphisms of the Weyl algebra in order to prove the Kanel-Belov –
Kontsevich Conjecture (often called the Kontsevich Conjecture), an overview of which we provide
in the latter section of this paper.
The central question in the approach to the Jacobian Conjecture and to the Kontsevich Con-
jecture based on approximation by sequences of tame automorphisms is the proof of polynomial
nature of the resulting limit. While in the case of the lifting of symplectomorphisms (Kontsevich
Conjecture, [111]) the proof of the correctness of the construction seems to be possible (a signif-
icant role in it is played by the invertibility of the sequence limits, which is obviously not the
case for the Jacobian Conjecture), in the context of the Jacobian Conjecture there is no clarity in
the matter, and considerations following from S.Yu. Orevkov [158], indicate possible significant
obstacles.
The Jacobian Conjecture is studied by the methods of covering groups in S.Yu. Orevkov
[157, 159] and A.G. Vitushkin [202, 203].
The Jacobian Conjecture is also the subject of highly non-trivial work of Vik S. Kulikov
[129, 130].
A number of other difficult problems from the theory of polynomial automorphisms are closely
connected with the Jacobian Conjecture and with affine algebraic geometry. These problems
are important in the general mathematical context. For example, a special case of the classical
Abyankar-Sataye Conjecture [162, 230] posits isomorphisms of all embeddings of the complex
affine line into three-dimensional space (in other words, it is a conjecture about the possibilities
of formally algebraic definition of the knot).
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1.2.3 Ind-schemes and varieties of automorphisms
One of the essential areas of algebraic geometry, the development of which was motivated
Jacobian Conjecture is the theory of infinite-dimensional algebraic groups. The main reference
is the seminal article of I.R. Shafarevich [171], in which he defined concepts that allowed one
to study questions about some natural infinite-dimensional groups – for example, the group of
automorphisms of an algebra of polynomials in several variables – using tools from algebraic
geometry. In particular, Shafarevich defines infinite-dimensional varieties as inductive limits of
directed systems of the form
{Xi, fij , i, j ∈ I}
where Xi are algebraic varieties (more generally, algebraic sets) over a field K, and the morphisms
fij (defined for i ≤ j) are closed embeddings. The inductive limit of a system of topological
spaces carries a natural topology, and therefore the natural questions about connectivity and
irreducibility arise, which were also studied in [171].
Following generally accepted terminology, we will call the direct limit of systems of varieties
and closed embeddings an Ind-variety, and the corresponding limits of systems of schemes and
morphisms of schemes an Ind-scheme.
The Jacobian Conjecture has the following elementary connection with Ind-schemes. Since the
algebra of polynomials K[x1, . . . , xn] can be endowed with a natural Z - grading in total degree
deg, which is defined as the appropriate monoid homomorphism by the requirement deg xi = 1,
we can define the degree of endomorphism ϕ: namely, if
ϕ = (ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn))
defined by its action on algebra generators, then the degree deg ϕ is the maximum value of deg
on the polynomials ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn). It defines an increasing filtration
End≤N K[x1, . . . , xn], N ≥ 0
on the set EndK[x1, . . . , xn] of endomorphisms of the polynomial algebra; points
End≤N K[x1, . . . , xn]
are endomorphisms of degree at most N . It is easy to see that the algebraic sets
End≤N K[x1, . . . , xn]
are isomorphic to affine spaces of appropriate dimension; the coordinates of the point ϕ are the
coefficients of the polynomials
ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn)
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, and for
EndK[x1, . . . , xn]
these coordinates are not connected by any relations.
The total degree filtration also enables endowing the sets of automorphisms with the Zariski
topology as follows (see also [171]): if ϕ is a polynomial automorphism, then consider a set of
polynomials
(ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(x1), ϕ
−1(x1), . . . , ϕ
−1(xn))
- the images of generators under the action of the automorphism and its inverse. The coefficients
of these polynomials serve as coordinates of ϕ as a point of some affine space.
Define the subsets
Aut≤N K[x1, . . . , xn] = {ϕ ∈ AutK[x1, . . . , xn] : degϕ, degϕ
−1 ≤ N}
as sets of automorphisms such that all coefficients of polynomials in the presentation above for
degrees greater than n are zero.
The sets Aut≤N K[x1, . . . , xn] are algebraic sets; Indeed, the identities that define the points
Aut≤N are derived from the identity
ϕ ◦ ϕ−1 = Id
and, it is easy to see, are specified by polynomials.
Now let J≤N denote a subset of
End≤N K[x1, . . . , xn],
whose points are endomorphisms with a Jacobian equal to a nonzero constant.
Then Conjecture 1.2.1 can be clearly reformulated as follows
∀ϕ ∈ J≤N ⇒ ϕ ∈ AutK[x1, . . . , xn], ∀N, for charK = 0.
1.2.4 Conjectures of Dixmier and Kontsevich
J. Dixmier [73] in his seminal study of Weyl algebras found a connection between the Jacobian
Conjecture and the following Conjecture. Let Wn,K denote the n-th Weyl algebra over the field K
defined as the quotient algebra of the free algebra
F2n = K〈a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn〉
of 2n generators by the two-sided ideal IW , generated by polynomials
aiaj − ajai, bibj − bjbi, biaj − ajbi − δij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n)
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(δij is the Kronecker symbol). The Dixmier Conjecture states:
Conjecture 1.2.3 (Dixmier Conjecture, DCn). Let charK = 0. Then EndWn,K = AutWn,K.
In other words, the Dixmier conjecture asks whether every endomorphism of the Weyl algebra
over a field of characteristic zero is in fact an automorphism.
The Dixmier conjecture for n variables, DCn, implies the Jacobian Conjecture JCn for n
variables (see, for example, [199]). Significant progress in recent years in the study of Conjecture
1.2.1 has been achieved by A. Kanel-Belov (Belov) and M.L. Kontsevich [40] - and independently
by Y. Tsuchimoto [188] (also see [187]) - in the form of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.4 (A.Ya. Kanel-Belov and M.L. Kontsevich [40], Y. Tsuchimoto [188]). JC2n
implies DCn.
In particular, the Theorem 1.2.4 implies the stable equivalence of the Jacobian and Dixmier
conjectures - i.e. the equivalence of the conjectures JC∞ and DC∞, where JC∞ denotes the
conjunction corresponding conjectures for all finite n.
Theorem 1.2.4 laid the foundation for the research into Jacobian Conjecture based on the study
of the behavior of varieties of endomorphisms and automorphisms of algebras under deformation
quantization. The principal reference in this direction is given by an article by A. Kanel-Belov and
M.L. Kontsevich [39]; in it several conjectures concerning Ind-varieties of automorphisms of the
corresponding algebras are formulated . The main Conjecture is called the Kontsevich Conjecture
and is as follows.
Conjecture 1.2.5 (Kontsevich Conjecture, [39]). Let K = C be the field of complex numbers. The
automorphism group AutWn,C of the n -th Weyl algebra over C is isomorphic to the automorphism
group AutPn,C of the so-called n -th (commutative) Poisson algebra Pn,C:
AutWn,C ≃ AutPn,C
The algebra Pn,C is by definition the polynomial algebra
C[x1, . . . , xn, p1 . . . , pn]
of 2n variables, equipped with the Poisson bracket - a bilinear operation { , }, which is a Lie
bracket satisfying the Leibniz rule and acting on generators of the algebra in the following way:
{xi, xj} = 0, {pi, pj} = 0, {pi, xj} = δij .
Endomorphisms of the algebra Pn are endomorphisms of the algebra of polynomials that preserve
the Poisson bracket (which we sometimes call the Poisson structure in the text). Elements of
AutPn,C are called polynomial symplectomorphisms; the choice of name is due to the existence of
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an (anti-) isomorphism between the group AutPn,C and the group of polynomial symplectomor-
phisms of the affine space A2n.
Kontsevich conjecture is true for n = 1. The proof of this result is a direct description of
automorphism groups AutP1,C and AutW1,C, contained in the classical works of Jung [99], Van
der Kulk [200], Dixmier [73] and Makar-Limanov [136] (see also [135]). Namely, consider the
following transformation groups: the group G1 is a semidirect product
SL(2,C)⋊C2
whose elements are called special affine transformations, and the group G2 by definition consists
of the following, “triangular” substitutions:
(x, p) 7→ (λx+ F (p), λ−1p), λ ∈ C×, F ∈ C[t].
The automorphism group of the algebra P1,C then [99] is isomorphic to the quotient group
of the free product of the groups G1 and G2 by their intersection. J. Dixmier [73] and, later,
L.G. Makar-Limanov [136] showed that if in the description above one replaces the commuting
Poisson generators with their quantum (Weyl) analogues, one obtains a description of the group
of automorphisms of the first Weyl algebra W1,C.
Remark 1.2.6. The theorems of Jung, van der Kulk, Dixmier and Makar-Limanov also mean
that all automorphisms of the polynomial algebra of two variables and the first Weyl algebra W1 are
tame (definition of the concept of tame automorphism, which plays a significant role in this study,
we provide in the sections below). Also, Makar-Limanov [135] and A. Czerniakiewicz [64, 65]
proved that all automorphisms of the free algebra K〈x, y〉 are tame.
In view of these circumstances, the case of two variables is to be considered exceptional. How-
ever, the Jacobian Conjecture is a hard open problem even in this case.
Recently A. Kanel-Belov, together with A. Elishev and J.-T. Yu, have suggested a proof of the
general case of Kontsevich conjecture ( [110,111]). An independent proof of a closely related result
(based on a study of the properties of holonomic D - modules) was proposed by C. Dodd [74].
In contrast to the Jacobian Conjecture, which is an extremely difficult problem, in the study
of the Kontsevich Conjecture there are several conceivable approaches. First of all, in the program
article [39] Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich have formulated several generalizations of the Conjecture
1.2.5. In [40] and [188], which is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.4, the construction of
homomorphisms
φ : AutWn,C → AutPn,C
and
φ : EndWn,C → EndPn,C,
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involved in the construction, from a counterexample to DCn, of an irreversible endomorphism
with a single Jacobian, has been presented. A straightforward strengthening of Conjecture 1.2.5 is
the statement that the homomorphism φ realizes the isomorphism of the Kontsevich Conjecture.
Also - namely, in Chapter 8 of the article [39], an approach to resolving the problem of lifting
of polynomial symplectomorphisms to automorphisms of the Weyl algebra (i.e., constructing a
homomorphism inverse to φ) was discussed. Conjecture 5 of the paper [39], along with Conjecture
6, which is a weaker form of Conjecture 1.2.5, make up the essential contents of the construction
proposed in [39]. To solve the problem of lifting of symplectomorphisms in the sense of these
conjectures, it is necessary to study the properties of D - modules – (left) modules over the Weyl
algebra. The work of Dodd [74] is based on this approach.
1.2.5 Approximation by tame automorphisms
Tsuchimoto [187,188], and independently Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich [40], found a deep con-
nection between the Jacobian conjecture and a celebrated conjecture of Dixmier [73] on endomor-
phisms of the Weyl algebra, which is stated as in Conjecture 1.2.3.
The correspondence between the two open problems, in the case of algebraically closed K, is
based on the existence of a composition-preserving map
EndWn(K)→ EndK[x1, . . . , x2n]
which is a homomorphism for the corresponding automorphism groups. Furthermore, the
mappings that belong to the image of this homomorphism preserve the canonical symplectic form
on A2nK . In accordance with this, Kontsevich and Kanel-Belov [39] formulated several conjectures
on correspondence between automorphisms of the Weyl algebra Wn and the Poisson algebra Pn
(which is the polynomial algebra K[x1, . . . , x2n] endowed with the canonical Poisson bracket) in
characteristic zero. In particular, there is a
Conjecture 1.2.7. The automorphism groups of the n-th Weyl algebra and the polynomial algebra
in 2n variables with Poisson structure over the rational numbers are isomorphic:
AutWn(Q) ≃ AutPn(Q)
Relatively little is known about the case K = Q, and the proof techniques developed in [39] rely
heavily on model-theoretic objects such as infinite prime numbers (in the sense of non-standard
analysis); that in turn requires the base field K to be of characteristic zero and algebraically
closed (effectively C by the Lefschetz principle). However, even the seemingly easier analogue of
the above conjecture, the case K = C, is known (and positive) only for n = 1.
In the case n = 1, the affirmative answer to the Kontsevich conjecture, as well as positivity
of several isomorphism statements for algebras of similar nature, relies on the fact that all auto-
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morphisms of the algebras in question are tame (see definition below). Groups of tame automor-
phisms are rather interesting objects. Anick [8] has proved that the group of tame automorphisms
of K[x1, . . . , xN ] is dense (in power series topology) in the subspace of all endomorphisms with
non-zero constant Jacobian. This fundamental result enables one to reformulate the Jacobian
conjecture as a statement on invertibility of limits of tame automorphism sequences.
Another interesting problem is to ask whether all automorphisms of a given algebra are tame
[64, 65, 99, 181, 200]. For instance, it is the case [135, 139] for K[x, y], the free associative algebra
K〈x, y〉 and the free Poisson algebra K{x, y}. It is also the case for free Lie algebras (a result of P.
M. Cohn). On the other hand, tameness is no longer the case for K[x, y, z] (the wild automorphism
example is provided by the well-known Nagata automorphism, cf. [179]).
Anick’s approximation theorem was established for polynomial automorphisms in 1983. We
obtain the approximation theorems for polynomial symplectomorphisms and Weyl algebra auto-
morphisms. These new cases are established after more than 30 years. The focus of this paper is
the problem of lifting of symplectomorphisms:
Can an arbitrary symplectomorphism in dimension 2n be lifted to an automorphism
of the n-th Weyl algebra in characteristic zero?
The lifting problem is the milestone in the Kontsevich conjecture. The use of tame approxima-
tion is advantageous due to the fact that tame symplectomorphisms correspond to Weyl algebra
automorphisms: in fact [39], the tame automorphism subgroups are isomorphic when K = C.
The problems formulated above, as well as other statements of similar flavor, outline behavior
of algebra-geometric objects when subject to quantization. Conversely, quantization (and anti-
quantization in the sense of Tsuchimoto) provides a new perspective for the study of various
properties of classical objects; many of such properties are of distinctly K-theoretic nature. The
lifting problem is a subject of a thorough study of Artamonov [9–12], one of the main results
of which is the proof of an analogue of the Serre-Quillen-Suslin theorem for metabelian alge-
bras. The possibility of lifting of (commutative) polynomial automorphisms to automorphisms of
metabelian algebra is a well-known result of Umirbaev, cf. [190]; the metabelian lifting property
was instrumental in Umirbaev’s resolution of the Anick’s conjecture (which says that a specific
automorphism of the free algebra K〈x, y, z〉, charK = 0 is wild). Related to that also is a series
of well-known papers [179–181].
In this note we establish the approximation property for polynomial symplectomorphisms and
comment on the lifting problem of polynomial symplectomorphisms and Weyl algebra automor-
phisms. In particular, the main results discussed here are as follows.
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Theorem 1.2.8. Let ϕ = (ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xN)) be an automorphism of the polynomial algebra
K[x1, . . . , xN ] over a field K of characteristic zero, such that its Jacobian
J(ϕ) = det
[
∂ϕ(xi)
∂xj
]
is equal to 1. Then there exists a sequence {ψk} ⊂ TAutK[x1, . . . , xN ] of tame automorphisms
converging to ϕ in formal power series topology.
D. Anick [8] proved this tame approximation theorem for polynomial automorphisms. In this
paper we get the approximation theorems for polynomial symplectomorphisms and Weyl algebra
automorphisms.
Theorem 1.2.9. Let σ = (σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn), σ(p1), . . . , σ(pn)) be a symplectomorphism of
K[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn] with unit Jacobian. Then there exists a sequence {τk} ⊂ TAutPn(K) of
tame symplectomorphisms converging to σ in formal power series topology.
Theorem 1.2.10. Let K = C and let σ : Pn(C) → Pn(C) be a symplectomorphism over complex
numbers. Then there exists a sequence
ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψk, . . .
of tame automorphisms of the n-th Weyl algebra Wn(C), such that their images σk in AutPn(C)
converge to σ.
The last proposition is of main concern to us. As we shall see, sequences of tame symplecto-
morphisms lifted to automorphisms of Weyl algebra (either by means of the isomorphism of [39],
or explicitly through deformation quantization Pn(C) → Pn(C)[[~]]) are such that their limits
may be thought of as power series in Weyl algebra generators. If we could establish that those
power series were actually polynomials, then the Dixmier conjecture would imply the Kontsevich’s
conjecture (with Q replaced by C). Conversely, approximation by tame automorphisms provides a
possible means to attack the Dixmier conjecture (and, correspondingly, the Jacobian conjecture).
1.2.6 Holonomic D-modules, Lagrangian subvarieties and the work of
Dodd
The following general conjecture holds ( [39], see also [124]).
Conjecture 1.2.11. Let X be a smooth variety. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
(irreducible) holonomic D(X) - modules and Lagrangian subvarieties T ∗X of the corresponding
dimension.
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Kontsevich [124] introduces the general definition of the holonomic D - module as follows. Let
X be a smooth affine algebraic variety of dimension n over the field K. Consider the K - algebra
D(X) of differential operators - the algebra of operators, acting on the ring O(X) generated by
functions and K - derivations:
f 7→ gf, f 7→ ξ(f), g ∈ O(X), ξ ∈ Γ(X, TX/ SpecK)
The natural filtration is defined on the algebra
D(X) = ∪k≥0D≤k(X)
with respect to the order of operators, the associated graded algebra is naturally isomorphic to
the algebra of functions on the cotangent bundle T ∗X . Let M be a finitely generated module over
D(X), and V be a finite-dimensional subspace of elements generating M . It induces a filtration
M≤k = D≤k(X)V ⊂M, k ≥ 0,
such that the associated graded module gr(M) is finitely generated over O(T ∗X). It is known
(this result belongs to O. Gabber, see [124]) that its support
supp(gr(M)) ⊂ T ∗X
is a coisotropic variety; in particular, the dimension of any of its irreducible components is not
less than n. The support is independent of the choice of the subspace V (and is denoted in the
original article [124] via supp(M)).
A finitely generated moduleM is called holonomic if, by definition, the dimension of its support
is n.
Conjecture 1.2.11 (which can also be called the Kontsevich Conjecture) generalizes the Con-
jecture 1.2.5, as well as Conjectures 5 and 6 of the article [39] in the context of the lifting of
symplectomorphisms. Namely, with any symplectomorphism one may naturally associate a La-
grangian subvariety (namely, its graph). On the other hand, holonomic D - modules correspond
to autoequivalences of Weyl algebra, from which in principle (taking into account Conjecture 5 of
article [39]) one can get a correspondence with automorphisms.
In connection with these circumstances, the necessity to study the holonomic D - modules has
naturally presented itself. The problems of lifting of polynomial symplectomorphisms in the case
of low dimensions - namely, for n = 1, which corresponds to the well-known case of Kontsevich’s
conjecture, has become the prime candidate for testing these new deep insights. Some progress in
this direction has been achieved in the paper [38] by Kanel-Belov and Elishev. The general case
of arbitrary dimension was investigated by Kontsevich in the main article. [124] (see also [52]);
significant results on the Conjecture 1.2.11 were obtained (according to our understanding) by
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Dodd [74].
Namely, Dodd devised the proof of the following result.
Theorem 1.2.12 (C. Dodd, [74]). Let X be a smooth variety over C, L ⊂ T ∗X be a Lagrangian
subvariety of the cotangent space. Suppose that:
1. The projection π : L→ X is a dominant mapping.
2. The first singular homology group Hsing1 (L,Z) is trivial.
3. There exists a smooth projective compactification L¯ of the variety L with trivial (0, 2) -
Hodge cohomology.
Then there exists a unique irreducible holonomic D(X) - module M with constant arithmetic
support 1, equal to L, with multiplicity 1.
This theorem partially resolves the problem of finding sufficient conditions for the correspon-
dence between holonomic modules and Lagrangian varieties as formulated in the Conjecture 1.2.11.
Dodd also notes that in the case when X = An is an affine space, condition 2 of Theorem 1.2.12
can be dropped, in connection with which there is a corollary:
Corollary 1.2.13 (C. Dodd, [74]). Let L ⊂ T ∗Am be a smooth Lagrangian subvariety satisfying
conditions 2 and 3 of Theorem 1.2.12. Then there exists a unique irreducible holonomic D(Am)-
module M whose arithmetic support is L, with multiplicity 1.
This result is closely related to the construction studied in [38].
As Dodd notes, Theorem 1.2.12 and Corollary 1.2.13 allow us to give a description of the Picard
group Pic(Wn,C) of the Weyl algebra. Recall that the Picard group of an associative algebra is
defined as a group of classes (modulo isomorphism) of invertible bimodules over a given algebra,
with a group operation given by the tensor product of modules.
Consider polynomial symplectomorphisms of the variety T ∗Am. It is easy to show that the
graph of any symplectomorphism ϕ is a Lagrangian subvariety of Lϕ in T ∗A2m, isomorphic to A2m
and, therefore, satisfies cohomological conditions of Theorem 1.2.12. Applying Corollary 1.2.13,
we obtain (uniquely identified) D(A2m) ≃ D(Am)⊗ D(Am)op - module Mϕ corresponding to Lϕ.
One can check [74] that the inverse symplectomorphism ϕ−1 in such a construction corresponds
to inverse bimodule.
From these considerations, Dodd obtains the following result.
Theorem 1.2.14 (C. Dodd, [74]). There is an isomorphism of groups (over C)
Pic(D(Am)) ≃ Sympl(T ∗Am),
where Sympl(T ∗Am) denotes the group of polynomial symplectomorphisms (this group is a geo-
metric analogue of the group AutPm,C).
1For the definition of arithmetic support, see [124].
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In the case m = 1, it is known (Dixmier, [73]) that
Pic(D(A1)) = Aut(D(A1)),
and the algebra D(A1) is isomorphic to the first Weyl algebra W1,C. This means that we are in
the situation of Conjecture 1.2.5 for m = 1.
1.2.7 Tame automorphisms and the Kontsevich Conjecture
Dodd’s constructions are deep in content and, apparently, prove the Kontsevich Conjecture
on the correspondence between Lagrangian varieties and holonomic modules (more precisely, its
essential part). On the other hand, starting from Theorem 1.2.14 we cannot immediately arrive
at the general case of Conjecture 1.2.5 - proof of Conjecture 1 of article [39] requires a solution to
the lifting problem of symplectomorphisms to automorphisms of the corresponding Weyl algebra.
One of the main results of the paper [39] was the proof of the following homomorphism prop-
erties
φ : AutWn,C → AutPn,C
constructed in [39] and [188]. First, let ϕ be an automorphism of the polynomial algebra
K[x1, . . . , xn]. We call ϕ elementary if it has the form
ϕ = (x1, . . . , xk−1, axk + f(x1, . . . , xk−1, xk+1, . . . , xn), xk+1, . . . , xn).
In particular, automorphisms given by linear substitutions of generators are elementary. Denote
by TAutK[x1, . . . , xn] the subgroup generated by all elementary automorphisms. Elements of this
subgroup are called tame automorphisms of the algebra of polynomials; non-tame automorphisms
are called wild automorphisms.
Tame automorphisms of the algebra Pn,K are, by definition, compositions of those tame ele-
mentary automorphisms which preserve the Poisson bracket. Tame automorphisms of the Weyl
algebra are defined Wn,K similarly.
The following theorem is proved in [39].
Theorem 1.2.15 (A. Kanel-Belov and M.L. Kontsevich, [39]). The homomorphism
φ : AutWn,C → AutPn,C
restricts to isomorphism
φ|TAut : TAutWn,C → TAutPn,C
between subgroups of tame automorphisms.
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In particular, due to the tame nature of automorphism groups of Weyl and Poisson algebras
for n = 1, the homomorphism φ gives an isomorphism of the Kontsevich Conjecture between
AutW1,C and AutP1,C.
It is not known whether all automorphisms of the Poisson and Weyl algebras are tame for
n > 1, or even stably tame (an automorphism is called stably tame if it becomes tame after adding
dummy variables and extending the action on them by means of the identity automorphism). For
the algebra of polynomials in three variables, the Nagata automorphism
(x, y, z) 7→ (x− 2(xz + y2)y − (xz + y2)2z, y + (xz + y2)z, z)
is wild (the famous result due to I.P. Shestakov and U.U. Umirbaev, [179]).
Nevertheless, tame automorphisms turn out to play a significant role in the context of the
Kontsevich Conjecture and Jacobian Conjecture, due to the following reason. D. Anick [8] showed
that the set of tame automorphisms of the algebra of polynomials K[x1, . . . , xn] (n ≥ 2) is dense
in the topology of formal power series in the space J of polynomial endomorphisms with nonzero
constant Jacobian. In particular, for any automorphism of a polynomial algebra there exists
a sequence of tame automorphisms converging to it in this topology - in other words, Anick’s
theorem implies the existence of approximations of automorphisms, or approximations by tame
automorphisms (and in general, endomorphisms with nonzero constant Jacobian). In view of the
theorem of Anick, the Jacobian Conjecture can be formulated as a problem of invertibility of
limits of sequences of tame automorphisms (this is discussed in the conclusion of the article [8]).
This formulation of the Jacobian Conjecture can be directly generalized to the case of a field of
arbitrary characteristic, see more below as well as in [118].
Anick’s results, together with Theorem 1.2.15, suggest the idea of solving the lifting problem
of polynomial symplectomorphisms to automorphisms of the Weyl algebra, alternative to that
proposed in [39] constructs. Namely, if there is a symplectic analogue of Anick’s theorem - that
is, if there is an approximation of polynomial symplectomorphisms by tame symplectomorphisms,
then, taking a sequence of tame symplectomorphisms converging to a given point, we can take
the sequence their pre-images under the isomorphism φ|TAut and try to prove that its limit exists
and is an automorphism of the Weyl algebra. The symplectic analogue of Anick’s theorem was
proved in [112]. The application of approximation theory to the lifting problem constitutes the
main idea of the proof of Conjecture 1.2.5 in [111].
However, the direct application of the main result of [112] to the solution of the lifting problem
does not achieve the desired result, since the homomorphism φ does not preserve the topology
of formal power series (due to commutation relations in the Weyl algebra). In connection with
this circumstance, the naive approximation approach needs some modification. It turns out that
such a modification is possible (see [111]). The nature of this modification is significant. It is
connected with the geometric properties of Ind-schemes of automorphisms of the corresponding
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algebras. Therefore, the study of the geometry of Ind-schemes of automorphisms is justified in the
framework of Kontsevich Conjecture.
1.2.8 Homomorphism φ and Ind-schemes
It is necessary to mention one more circumstance justifying the study of Ind-schemes in the
context of Kontsevich Conjecture. In the construction of the homomorphism
φ : AutWn,C → AutPn,C
as in the papers [39] and [188], tools from model theory and non-standard analysis are used. In
particular, the fixed nonprincipal ultrafilter U on the index set as well as a fixed infinitely large
prime number [p] are involved in the construction of φ.
Briefly, the construction of the homomorphism φ proceeds as follows. First of all, we make the
following observations (cf. [39, 40, 187, 188]).
1. Over the field Fp of positive characteristic p the Weyl algebra Wn,Fp has a large center given
by a subalgebra
Fp[x
p
1, . . . , x
p
n, d
p
1, . . . , d
p
n]
(xi, dj are generators of the Weyl algebra; thus, the center is the polynomial algebra).
2. Any endomorphism ϕ of the algebra Wn,Fp restricts to an endomorphism ϕ
c center (i.e.
maps the center into itself).
3. On the center Fp[x
p
1, . . . , x
p
n, d
p
1, . . . , d
p
n] there is a natural Poisson bracket which descends
from the ambient algebra. Namely, we take in Fp the prime subfield Zp and define the projection
π : Wn,Z → Wn,Zp
from the Weyl algebras over the ring of integers. Let a, b belong to the center of Wn,Zp. Take
arbitrary inverse images a′, b′ of elements a, b under reduction. Consider the expression
{a, b} = π
(
−
[a′, b′]
p
)
.
It can be shown that it correctly defines the Poisson bracket on the center of the algebra Wn,Zp.
It can be extended linearly to the entire algebra Wn,Fp. Since the Poisson bracket is induced by
the commutator, for any endomorphism ϕ its restriction to the centerϕc preserves the Poisson
bracket. Thus, in characteristic p there is a homomorphism from the group of automorphisms of
the Weyl algebra to the group of polynomial symplectomorphisms. (Strictly speaking, the result
of the mapping ϕ 7→ ϕc has to be untwisted via the action of the inverse Frobenius automorphism;
it is done in order to get rid of the p-th powers of the coefficients in the image).
The case of characteristic zero reduces to positive characteristic as follows. It is well known
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(see [131] and [95]) that the set of minimal prime ideals of the ring
A =
∏
I
Ai
where Ai are domains and I is an arbitrary nonempty set of indices (finite or infinite), is in one-
to-one correspondence with the set of all ultrafilters on the set of subsets of I. Namely, if U is an
ultrafilter, then we put
(U) = {a ∈ A | θ(a) ∈ U},
Where
θ(a) = {i ∈ I | ai = 0}.
Then (U) is a minimal prime ideal in A, and all minimal prime ideals are of this form. Furthermore,
if PN is the set of sequences of prime numbers, and U is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on subsets of
natural numbers (playing here the role of the index set I), then it determines the equivalence
relation on prime number sequences: two sequences are equivalent if the set of indices on which
the entries of the two sequences coincide lies in U . Consider the set of equivalence classes:
∗P ≡ PN/ ∼U .
Among points in that set there are points corresponding to prime numbers (classes of stationary
sequences), while there are also other classes. The latter are called infinitely large primes. Such
a definition corresponds to the concept of a prime number in the ring of hyperinteger numbers
(see [166] pp. 432-440).
If we fix the nonprincipal ultrafilter U (on N) and consider any infinitely large prime [p]
represented by the sequence (pm), then we can consider the ring∏
m∈N
Fpm
(direct product of a countable number of algebraically closed fields of positive characteristics).
The Krull dimension of the direct product (of any set) of fields is zero, therefore the minimal
ideal (U) will also be the maximal, so that the quotient ring is a field. When [p] is infinitely
large relative to U , this factor set has the power of the continuum (the proof can be found, for
example, in [188] or in [40]). It is also easy to see that such a field is algebraically closed and of
characteristic zero. Therefore, due to the well-known result from field theory, this field will be
isomorphic to the field of complex numbers.
Now, consider the ultraproduct (a direct product factorized with respect to the equivalence
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relation induced U) of Weyl algebras (∏
m∈N
Wn,Fpm
)
/(U).
The center of this algebra contains a (proper) subalgebra isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials
C[ξ1, . . . , ξ2n]
(it is obtained due to the isomorphism of the base field and observation 1 above). Taking an
arbitrary endomorphism of algebra Weyl in characteristic zero, one can lift it to an automorphism
of the ultraproduct and then apply the results of observations 1 - 3 to the endomorphisms in
the ultraproduct decomposition and restrict these symplecto-endomorphisms onto the subalgebra
C[ξ1, . . . , ξ2n] (which is possible due to the fact that the original endomorphism is of finite degree).
Thus constructed mapping defines the Belov - Kontsevich homomorphism φ (the construction
given here follows Y. Tsuchimoto [188]).
The nature of infinitely large primes (as well as the nature of the ultrafilter U) is fundamentally
non-constructible. In view of that, the question of independence of the homomorphism φ = φ[p]
of the choice of infinitely large prime number [p] naturally arises. This issue was resolved in the
paper [40]. In the proof presented in [40], the properties of the so-called loop morphism
Φ : AutWn,C → AutWn,C,
obtained from φ[p] and φ[p′] ([p] 6= [p
′]) under the assumption of the Conjecture 1.2.5 (which in turn
is justified in the article [111]) are studied. The loop morphism provides an example of an Ind-
automorphism of Ind-schemes, and some of its essential properties (for example, local unipotency)
can be proved using the algebraic-geometric methods examined in the article [118]. In this sense,
the situation with the Kontsevich Conjecture is similar to the investigation of Ind-schemes in [118],
however, it should be noted that the geometry of Ind-schemes AutPn,C (and AutWn,C) is more
complicated than that of their analogues in the commutative and free associative cases.
The study of the geometry of Ind-schemes of automorphisms was conceived separately from
the Jacobian Conjecture and related conjectures in the classical works of B. I. Plotkin [160, 161].
In particular, Plotkin studied the problem of the structure of sets
AutAut and AutEnd
whose elements are automorphisms of automorphism groups (respectively, semigroups endomor-
phisms) of algebras with polynomial identities. Significant results in this direction were obtained
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by A. Kanel-Belov, R. Lipyanski and A. Berzins [37, 41, 48]. A description of the sets
Aut EndK[x1, . . . , xn]
and
Aut EndK〈x1, . . . , xn〉
of automorphisms of semigroups of endomorphisms of polynomial algebra and free algebra was
obtained.
Similar questions for automorphism groups can be resolved at the level of automorphisms of
Ind-schemes given by
AutIndAut
for the polynomial algebra and the free associative algebra. This was done by A. Kanel-Belov, A.
Elishev and J.-T. Yu in the paper [118]. The fact that the study of the sets of Ind-automorphisms
utilizes approximation by tame automorphisms along with techniques from algebraic geometry
and topology (namely, the study of the properties of curves in Aut), which find their application
in the (modified) context of the lifting problem and Kontsevich Conjecture. In this sense, the
study of the geometry of Ind-schemes is necessary to prove Kontsevich Conjecture and - in the
sense of the lifting problem - that study precedes it.
Generally speaking, the geometry of automorphism groups of affine varieties, going back to
I. R. Shafarevich and B. I. Plotkin, is an actively developing field, regardless of progress in the
work on the Jacobian Conjecture. Various topics of independent interest are discussed in the
review article by J.-P. Furter and H. Kraft [97]. The study of questions similar to the results
discussed in the present review was the subject of the works of T. Kambayashi [106,107], H. Kraft
and A. Regeta [127], H. Kraft and I. Stampfli [128], S. Kovalenko, A.Yu. Perepechko and M.G.
Zaidenberg [126], I.V. Arzhantsev, K.G. Kuyumzhiyan and M.G. Zaidenberg [15].
Of particular interest, in the light of results obtained in [111,112], is the recent work by K. Urech
and S. Zimmermann [198], which proves the following result: if an automorphism of the Cremona
group of arbitrary rank is also a topology homeomorphism in either Zariski or Euclidean topology,
then it is an inner automorphism (up to action of an automorphism induced by an automorphism
of the base field). Also in [198] a similar result is established, obtained by replacing the Cremona
group with the group of polynomial automorphisms of an affine space, thus the work of Urech and
Zimmermann is a generalization of [118].
1.2.9 Approximation and analysis of curves in Aut
In the proof of Kontsevich conjecture in [111], namely in the proof of the correctness of the
lifting of augmented symplectomorphisms, a certain kind of analysis of curves of automorphisms is
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used. In essence, it is a technique that allows, by considering curves in an infinite-dimensional va-
riety Aut, one to control the degrees of large-order terms in the automorphism and its image under
a morphism Φ, as long as the initial automorphism is close enough to the identity automorphism.
Also, this procedure plays a significant role in the proof of the main results of [118].
As we mentioned before, the naive approximation by tame symplectomorphisms does not
achieve the resolution of the lifting problem to the Weyl algebra. In connection with the search
for a stronger approximation theory, it became necessary to introduce the deformation (or aug-
mentation, see [111]) of algebras and, accordingly, of the power series topology. In the augmented
case, the singularity analysis procedure presented below (which we often call the ”singularity
trick”, eng. singularity trick) allows one to establish the correctness of the lifting procedure,
which in turn allows one to apply the theory of approximation by tame symplectomorphisms to
the construction of the lifting map acting on augmented symplectomorphisms.
This idea amounts to a very useful procedure when working with infinite-dimensional varieties.
It was first described in [118] (Theorem 3.2, Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7).
For the case of the commutative algebra of polynomials K[x1, . . . , xn] the singularity trick has
the following form.
Let L = L(t) be a curve whose points are linear automorphisms, i.e. a curve
L ⊂ Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]),
the points of which are given by linear changes of variables. Suppose that as t tends to zero, the
i-th eigenvalue of the matrix L(t) (corresponding to linear substitutions) also tends to zero as tki,
ki ∈ N. Such a curve always exists.
Now note that the orders {ki, i = 1, . . . n} of singularities of eigenvalues at zero are such that
for any pair (i, j), if ki 6= kj , there exists a positive integer m what
either kim ≤ kj or kjm ≤ ki.
Definition 1.2.16. The largest such m will be called the order of the curve L(t) at t = 0.
Since all ki are natural numbers, the order equals the integer part of
kmax
kmin
.
Let M ∈ Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) be a polynomial automorphism preserving the origin. The
following statement holds.
Lemma 1.2.17. The curve L(t)ML(t)−1 has no singularity at zero for any everywhere diagonal-
izable conjugating curve L(t) of order ≤ N if and only if M ∈ HˆN , where HˆN denotes the subgroup
of automorphisms that are homothety 2 modulo N degrees of the expanding ideal (x1, . . . , xn).
2Detailed definitions are given in the first section of Chapter 2.
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From a topological point of view, this is a criterion for a point to belong to some sufficiently
small neighborhood of the identity automorphism. In particular, variations of this singularity trick
are useful in proving the continuity of mappings with sufficient regularity. The proof of Lemma
1.2.17 is given in [118].
1.2.10 Quantization of classical algebras
As already noted, the approach to the Jacobian conjecture, using techniques from the theory of
deformation quantization - namely, the approach based on stable equivalence between the Jacobian
conjecture and the Dixmier conjecture as well as, to a somewhat lesser extent, the Kontsevich
Conjecture - is currently one of the more promising approaches to finding a possible solution
to the Jacobian Conjecture. However, as in questions of the geometric theory of Ind-schemes
and infinite-dimensional algebraic groups, the issues arising in connection with the application of
quantization methods, due to their nontriviality and depth, is a direction whose value may well
be comparable with the value of a possible solution to the original problem.
Analogues of JC and DC for algebras of quantum polynomials are not obvious and often do not
admit a naive transfer of formulations (for example, E. Backelin [17] wrote about the q-quantum
version of the Dixmier conjecture). On the other hand, the well known theorem of Umirbaev [194],
showing the validity of an analogue of the Jacobian conjecture for free metabelian algebras, may
be considered as an argument in favor of the validity of the Jacobian Conjecture.
Significant development of algebra and non-commutative geometry of quantum polynomials
has been achieved by V.A. Artamonov [9–13]. In particular, he proved [12] the quantum-algebra
analogue of the Serre conjecture (Quillen–Suslin theorem) – the result which is extremely non-
trivial even in the commutative case.
In connection with the Jacobian Conjecture, we mention the works of Dicks [71], Dicks and
Lewin [72] as well as Yagzhev [215–218]. In a sense, they can be interpreted as works consistent
with the point of view on the Jacobian problem as a problem related to quantization. Regarding
the practical benefits of studying relationships induced by quantization-type correspondences,
there are known examples of application of the elements of the quantization procedure to some
(previously proven by other means) problems of general algebra. An example [115, 231] is a
new proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem 2.1.4 of the free associative algebra, based on the
deformation quantization procedure, which we discuss in this work.
1.3 Torus actions on free associative algebras and the
Bia lynicki-Birula theorem
In the proof of the results concerning the geometry of Ind-schemes automorphisms, we use the
famous A. Bia lynicki-Birula theorem [49,50] on the linearizability of regular actions of a maximal
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torus on an affine space merits consists in the following.
Let K be the base field, and let K× = K\{0} be the multiplicative group of the field, considered
as an algebraic K - group.
We call a n -dimensional algebraic K - torus a group
Tn ≃ (K
×)n
(with obviously certain multiplication).
Definition 1.3.1. An n-dimensional algebraic K-torus is a group
Tn ≃ (K
×)n
(with obvious multiplication).
Denote by An the affine space of dimension n over K.
Definition 1.3.2. A (left, geometric) torus action is a morphism
σ : Tn × A
n → An.
that fulfills the usual axioms (identity and compatibility):
σ(1, x) = x, σ(t1, σ(t2, x)) = σ(t1t2, x).
The action σ is effective if for every t 6= 1 there is an element x ∈ An such that σ(t, x) 6= x.
In [49], Bia lynicki-Birula proved the following two theorems, for K algebraically closed.
Theorem 1.3.3. Any regular action of Tn on An has a fixed point.
Theorem 1.3.4. Any effective and regular action of Tn on An is a representation in some coor-
dinate system.
The notion of regular action means regularity in the sense of algebraic geometry (preservation
of regular functions; Bia lynicki-Birula also considered birational actions in [49]). The last theorem
states that any effective regular action of the maximal torus on an affine space is conjugate to a
linear action (representation) - in other words, such action admits linearization.
An algebraic group action on An is the same as the corresponding action by automorphisms
on the algebra
K[x1, . . . , xn]
of coordinate functions. In other words, it is a group homomorphism
σ : Tn → AutK[x1, . . . , xn].
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An action is effective if and only if Ker σ = {1}.
The polynomial algebra is a quotient of the free associative algebra
Fn = K〈z1, . . . , zn〉
by the commutator ideal I (it is the two-sided ideal generated by all elements of the form fg−gf).
The definition of torus action on the free algebra is thus purely algebraic.
The following result has been established in [85, 86].
Theorem 1.3.5. Suppose given an action σ of the algebraic n-torus Tn on the free algebra Fn. If
σ is effective, then it is linearizable.
The theory of algebraic group actions on varieties is a substantial part of the study of Ind-
varieties. Among the significant works on this subject, the reader is well advised to consult the
papers of T. Kambayashi and P. Russell [108], M. Koras and P. Russell [125], T. Asanuma [16],
G. Schwartz [170] and H. Bass [18].
The group action linearity problem asks, generally speaking, whether any action of a given
algebraic group on an affine space is linear in some suitable coordinate system (or, in other words,
whether for any such action there exists an automorphism of the affine space such that it conjugates
the action to a representation). This subject owes its existence largely to the classical work of
A. Bia lynicki-Birula [49], who considered regular (i.e. by polynomial mappings) actions of the n-
dimensional torus on the affine space An (over algebraically closed ground field) and proved that
any faithful action is conjugate to a representation (or, as we sometimes say, linearizable). The
result of Bia lynicki-Birula had motivated the study of various analogous instances, such as those
that deal with actions of tori of dimension smaller than that of the affine space, or, alternatively,
linearity conjectures that arise when the torus is replaced by a different sort of algebraic group. In
particular, Bia lynicki-Birula himself [50] had proved that any effective action of (n−1)-dimensional
torus on An is linearizable, and for a while it was believed [108] that the same was true for arbitrary
torus and affine space dimensions. Eventually, however, the negation of this generalized linearity
conjecture was established, with counter-examples due to Asanuma [16].
More recently, the linearity of effective torus actions has become a stepping stone in the study
of geometry of automorphism groups. In the paper [118], the following result was obtained.
Theorem 1.3.6. Let K be algebraically closed, and let n ≥ 3. Then any Ind-variety automorphism
Φ of the Ind-group Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is inner.
The notions of Ind-variety (or Ind-group in this context) and Ind-variety morphism were in-
troduced by Shafarevich [171]: an Ind-variety is the direct limit of a system whose morphisms
are closed embeddings. Automorphism groups of algebras with polynomial identities, such as the
(commutative) polynomial algebra and the free associative algebra, are archetypal examples; the
corresponding direct systems of varieties consist of sets Aut≤N of automorphisms of total degree
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less or equal to a fixed number, with the degree induced by the grading. The morphisms are
inclusion maps which are obviously closed embeddings.
Theorem 1.3.6 is proved by means of tame approximation (stemming from the main result
of [8]), with the following Proposition, originally due to E. Rips, constituting one of the key
results.
Proposition 1.3.7. Let K be algebraically closed and n ≥ 3 as above, and suppose that Φ preserves
the standard maximal torus action on the commutative polynomial algebra3. Then Φ preserves all
tame automorphisms.
The proof relies on the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem on the maximal torus action. In a similar
fashion, the paper [118] examines the Ind-group AutK〈x1, . . . , xn〉 of automorphisms of the free
associative algebra K〈x1, . . . , xn〉 in n variables, and establishes results completely analogous to
Theorem 1.3.6 and Proposition 1.3.7. 4 In accordance with that, the free associative analogue of
the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem was required.
Such an analogue is indeed valid, and we have established it in our notes [85,86] on the subject.
We will provide the proof of this result in the sequel.
Given the existence of a free algebra version of the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem, one may inquire
whether various other instances of the linearity problem (such as the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem
on the action of the (n − 1)-dimensional torus on K[x1, . . . , xn]) can be studied. As it turns
out, direct adaptation of proof techniques from the commutative realm is sometimes possible.
There are certain limitations, however. For instance, Bia lynicki-Birula’s proof [50] of linearity of
(n − 1)-dimensional torus actions uses commutativity in an essential way. Nevertheless, a neat
workaround of that hurdle can be performed when n = 2, as we show in this note. Also, a special
class of torus actions (positive-root actions) turns out to be linearizable. Finally, some of the proof
techniques developed by Asanuma [16] admit free associative analogues; this will allow us to prove
the existence of non-linearizable torus actions in positive characteristic, in complete analogy with
Asanuma’s work.
3That is, the action of the n-dimensional torus on the polynomial algebra K[x1, . . . , xn], which is dual to the
action on the affine space.
4The free associative case was amenable to the above approach when n > 3.
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Chapter 2
Quantization proof of Bergman’s
centralizer theorem
We first give a brief summary of the background of two well-known centralizer theorems in
the power series ring and in the free associative algebra, i.e., Cohn’s centralizer theorem and
Bergman’s centralizer theorem.
2.1 Centralizer theorems
This section is a relatively independent part of the paper, and only sketches proofs with classic
tools, while the following sections will focus on the new proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem.
Throughout this section, X is a finite set of noncommutative variables, and k is a field. Let X∗
denote the free monoid generated by X . Let k〈X〉 and k〈X〉 denote the k-algebra of formal series
and noncommutative polynomials (i.e., the free associative algebra over k) inX , respectively. Both
elements of k〈〈X〉〉 and k〈X〉 have the form a =
∑
ω∈X∗ aωω, where aω ∈ k is the coefficient of the
word w in a, but they have different details inside the above formula. An element of k〈X〉 is only
a finite sum of words, while there are infinitely many terms of the sum for an element in k〈〈X〉〉.
The multiplication of elements in k〈〈X〉〉 is the concatenation of words and normal multiplication
of coefficients. We can only combine the coefficients which have the same corresponding words for
addition. The length |ω| of a word ω ∈ X∗ is the number of letters inside ω. Now we can define
the valuation
ν : k〈〈X〉〉 7→ N ∪ {∞}
as follows: ν(0) = ∞ and if a =
∑
ω∈X∗ aωω 6= 0, then ν(a) = min{|ω| : aω 6= 0}. Note that if ω
is constant, then ν(ω) = 0 and ν(ab) = ν(a) + ν(b) for all a, b in k〈〈X〉〉.
For the words valuation, there is an easy but quite useful lemma [172].
Lemma 2.1.1 (Levi’s Lemma). Let ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 ∈ X
∗ be nonzero with |ω2| ≥ |ω4|. If ω1ω2 =
ω3ω4, then ω2 = ωω4 for some ω ∈ X
∗.
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The proof is trivial by backward induction on |ω2| since ω2 has the same last letter as ω4. Next
lemma extends Levi’s lemma to k〈〈X〉〉, and we post the result as follows.
Lemma 2.1.2 ( [133], Lemma 9.1.2). Let a, b, c, d ∈ k〈〈X〉〉 be nonzero. If ν(a) ≥ ν(c) and ab = cd,
then a = cq for some q ∈ k〈〈X〉〉.
Proof. We can fix a word u which appears in b and |u| = ν(b). Suppose v is any nonzero word
appearing in d, then we have
|v| ≥ ν(d) = ν(a) + ν(b)− ν(c) ≥ ν(b) = |u|. (2.1)
Let w be any word in X∗. The coefficient of wu in ab is
∑
rs=wu arbs, where ar and bs are the
coefficients of the words r, s which appear in a, b respectively. Similarly, the coefficient of wu in
cd is
∑
yz=wu cydz. Since ab = cd, we have∑
rs=wu
arbs =
∑
yz=wu
cydz. (2.2)
By the inequality 2.1, we have |z| ≥ |u|, and |s| ≥ |u| by the definition of u. Thus rs = wu and
yz = wu imply s = s1u and z = z1u for some s1, z1 ∈ X
∗, by Levi’s lemma. Hence rs1 = yz1 = w
and we can rewrite the formula 2.2 as
∑
rs1=w
arbs1u =
∑
yz1=w
cydz1u. (2.3)
Let b′ =
∑
s1∈X∗
bs1us1 and d
′ =
∑
z1∈X∗
bz1uz1. Then the equation gives ab
′ = cd′. The constant
term of b′ is bu 6= 0 and hence b
′ is invertible in k〈〈X〉〉. Hence if we let q = d′b′−1, then a = cq.
2.1.1 Cohn’s centralizer theorem
With the help of the preceding lemmas, we could post and prove this well-known centralizer
theorem of k-algebra of formal series by P. M. Cohn.
Theorem 2.1.3 (Cohn’s Centralizer Theorem, [60]). If a ∈ k〈〈X〉〉 is not a constant, then the
centralizer C(a; k〈〈X〉〉) ∼= k[[x]], where k[[x]] is the algebra of formal power series in the variable x.
Proof. Let C := C(a; k〈〈X〉〉). Let a0 be the constant term of a, then it is clear that C =
C(a − a0; k〈〈X〉〉). So we may assume that the constant term of a is zero. Thus we have a
nonempty set A = {c ∈ C : ν(c) > 0} because a ∈ C and so there exists b ∈ A such that ν(b) is
minimal. An easy observation is that k[[b]] ∼= k[[x]]. Because suppose
∑
i≥m βib
i = 0, βi ∈ k, βm 6= 0,
then we must have ∞ = ν(
∑
i≥m βib
i) = ν(bm) = mν(b), which is absurd. So we just need to
show that C = k[[b]]. Assume that an element c ∈ C is not constant. Our first claim is that there
exist βi ∈ k such that
ν(c−
n∑
i=0
βib
i) ≥ (n+ 1)ν(b). (2.4)
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The proof is by induction on n. let β0 be the constant term of c. Then c − β0 ∈ A and thus
ν(c− β0) ≥ ν(b), by the minimality of b. This proves the n = 0 case for the inequality 2.4.
Now we need the second claim to complete this induction proof. Our second claim is following:
suppose that the constant term of an element a ∈ k〈〈X〉〉 is zero and b, c ∈ C \ {0}. If ν(c) ≥ ν(b),
then c = bd for some d ∈ C. In fact, since the constant term of an element a ∈ k〈〈X〉〉 is zero we
have ν(a) ≥ 1. Thus for n large enough, we have ν(an) = nν(a) ≥ ν(c). we also have anc = can
because c ∈ C. Thus, by lemma 2.1.2, an = cq for some q ∈ k〈〈X〉〉. Hence, cqb = anb = ban and
since ν(c) ≥ ν(b), we have c = bd, for some d ∈ k〈〈X〉〉, by lemma 2.1.2. Finally,
bad = abd = ac = ca = bda,
which gives ad = da, i.e. d ∈ C.
Now let us continue to prove the first claim. Suppose we have found β0, . . . , βn ∈ k such that
ν(c−
∑n
i=0 βib
i) ≥ (n + 1)ν(b). Then since (n + 1)ν(b) = ν(bn+1), we have c−
∑n
i=0 βib
i = bn+1d
for some d ∈ C, by the second claim we proved above. If d is a constant, we are done because
then c ∈ k[b] ⊂ k[[b]]. Otherwise, let βn+1 be the constant term of d. Then d−βn+1 ∈ A and hence
ν(d− βn+1) > ν(b) by the minimality of b. Therefore, by the first claim, d− βn+1 = bd
′ for some
d′ ∈ C. Hence
c−
n∑
i=0
βib
i = bn+1d = bn+1(bd′ + βn+1) = b
n+2d′ + βn+1b
n+1,
which gives c−
∑n+1
i=0 βib
i = bn+2d′. Hence
ν(c−
n+1∑
i=0
βib
i) = ν(bn+2d′) = (n+ 2)ν(b) + ν(d′) ≥ (n+ 2)ν(b).
This completes the induction, then we are done because ν(c −
∑
i≥0 βib
i) = ∞ and so c =∑
i≥0 βib
i ∈ k[[b]].
2.1.2 Bergman’s centralizer theorem
Now since k〈X〉 ⊂ K〈〈X〉〉, it follows from the above theorem that if a ∈ k〈X〉 is not constant,
then C(a; k〈X〉) is commutative because C(a; k〈〈X〉〉) is commutative. The next theorem is our
main goal which shows that there is a similar result for C(a; k〈X〉).
Theorem 2.1.4 (Bergman’s Centralizer Theorem, [43]). If a ∈ k〈X〉 is not constant, then the
centralizer C(a; k〈X〉) ∼= k[x], where k[x] is the polynomial algebra in one variable x.
We will not fully recover the original proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem since this is not
our main idea. However, we would take some necessary result in his original proof [43] which
helps us to finish the proof of that the centralizer is integrally closed. This will be shown in the
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Subsection 2.4.3.
First of all, we need to emphasize that the proof of Cohn’s centralizer theorem is included.
Here is a sketch of the proof.
For simplicity, we denote by C := C(a; k〈X〉) the centralizer of a which from now on is not a
constant. Recall that the centralizer C is also commutative. Moreover, C is finitely generated, as
module over k[a] or as algebra. Then since k〈X〉 is a 2-fir (free ideal rings, cf. Lemma 1.5 in [43]),
and the center of a 2-fir is integrally closed, we obtain that the centralizer of a is integrally closed
in its field of fractions after using the lifting to k〈X〉 ⊗ k(x) (where x is a free variable). Then
our aim is to show that C is a polynomial ring over k. In order to get this fact we shall study
homomorphisms of C into polynomial rings. By using “infinite” words, we obtained an embedding
from C into polynomial rings by lexicographically ordered semigroup algebras, which completes
this sketch of the proof. Indeed, any subalgebra not equal to k of a polynomial algebra k[x] that
is integrally closed in its own field of fractions is of form k[y] (by Lu¨roth’s theorem).
We conclude this section by pointing out that the method of “infinite” words inspires us to
find a possibility to prove Bergman’s centralizer theorem by deformation quantization. In the
next section, we will establish this new approach of quantization for generic matrices.
2.2 Reduction to generic matrix
In this section, we will establish an important theorem which gives a relation of commutative
subalgebras in the free associative algebra and the algebra of generic matrices. Let k〈X〉 be the
free associative algebra over a field k generated by a finite set X = {x1, . . . , xs} of s indeterminates,
and let k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 be the algebra of n×n generic matrices generated by the matrices Xν . The
canonical homomorphism π : k〈x1, . . . , xs〉 7→ k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 shows in last section.
We claim that if we have a commutative subalgebra of rank two in the free associative algebra
k〈X〉, then we also have a commutative subalgebra of rank two if we consider a reduction to
generic matrices of big enough order n. We also call two elements of a free algebra algebraically
independent if the subalgebra generated by these two elements is a free algebra of rank two.
Otherwise we will call them algebraically dependent.
In other words, if we have a commutative subalgebra k[f, g] of rank two in the free associative
algebra, then we have to prove that its projection to generic matrices of some order also has rank
two. i.e. π(f), π(g) do not have any relations.
We need following theorem:
Theorem 2.2.1. Let k〈X〉 be the free associative algebra over a field k generated by a finite set
X of indeterminates. If k〈X〉 has a commutative subalgebra with two algebraically independent
generators f, g ∈ k〈X〉, then the subalgebra of n by n generic matrices generated by reduction of
f and g in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 also has rank two for big enough n.
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Proof. Assume k[f, g] be a commutative subalgebra generated by f, g ∈ k〈X〉 \ k with rank two.
We denote f¯ , g¯ ∈ k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 to be the generic matrices of f and g respectively after reduction
1.1 of algebra of generic matrices with n × n. The rank of k〈f¯ , g¯〉 must be ≤ 2 (i.e. it must be
1 or 2). Suppose the rank is 1, then for any two elements a, b ∈ k〈f, g〉, there exists a minimal
polynomial P (x, y) ∈ k[x, y] (x, y are two free variables) with degree m such that P (a¯, b¯) = 0
because the algebra of generic matrices is a domain by Theorem 1.1.8. On the other hand, by
Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem 1.1.9, there exists no polynomial with degree less than 2n, such that
P (a¯, b¯) = 0. This leads to be a contradiction if we choose n > [m/2].
Recall from the section 2.1.2 that the centralizer C := C(a; k〈X〉) of a ∈ k〈X〉 \ k is a
commutative subalgebra of k〈X〉, so from the above theorem, we conclude that if the centralizer
is a subalgebra in k〈X〉 of rank two then the π-image subalgebra of C has also rank two.
However, we prefer discussing this general case of subalgebras instead of just consider a cen-
tralizer subalgebra. Furthermore, we want to prove that there is no commutative subalgebras of
the free associative algebra k〈X〉 of rank greater than or equal to two.
2.3 Quantization proof of rank one
Up to our knowledge, there is no new proofs has been appeared after Bergman [43] for almost
fifty years. We are using a method of deformation quantization presented by M. Kontsevich to
give an alternative proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem. In this section [115], we got that the
centralizer is a commutative domain of transcendence degree one.
Let k〈X〉 be the free associative algebra over a field k generated by s free variables X =
{x1, . . . , xs}. Now, we concentrate on our proof that there is no commutative subalgebras of
rank greater than or equal to two. From the homomorphism π : k〈x1, . . . , xs〉 7→ k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉
and Theorem 2.2.1, we are moving our goal from the elements of k〈X〉 to the algebra of generic
matrices k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉, and we consider the quantization of this algebra and its subalgebras.
Let A,B be two commuting generic matrices in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 which are algebraically inde-
pendent, i.e. rank k〈A,B〉 = 2. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let A,B be two commuting generic matrices in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 with
rank k〈A,B〉 = 2, and let Aˆ and Bˆ be quantized images (by sending multiplications to star products
by means of Kontsevich’s formal quantization) of A and B respectively by considering lifting A
and B in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉[[h]]. Then Aˆ and Bˆ do not commute. Moreover,
1
h
[Aˆ, Bˆ]⋆ ≡

1
h
{λ1, µ1} 0
. . .
0 1
h
{λn, µn}
 mod h (2.5)
where λi and µi are eigenvalues(weights) of A and B respectively.
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To prove this theorem, we need some preparations. It is not easy to directly compute such two
generic matrices with order n. However, if we can diagonalize those matrices, then computation
will be easier. So first of all, we should show the possibilities. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that one of the generic matrices B is diagonal if we have a proper choice of basis of the
algebra of generic matrices. Now consider the other generic matrix A which we mentioned above.
Remark 2.3.2. The generic matrix A may not be diagonalizable over k[x
(ν)
ij ], but it can be diag-
onalized over some integral extension of the algebra k[x
(ν)
ij ] with i, j = 1, . . . , n; ν = 1, . . . , s.
Remark 2.3.3. Any non-scalar element A of the algebra of generic matrices must have distinct
eigenvalues. In fact, by Amitsur’s Theorem 1.1.8, namely, the algebra of generic matrices is an
domain, if the minimal polynomial is not a central polynomial, then the algebra can be embedded
to a skew field. Hence, the minimal polynomial is irreducible, and the eigenvalues are pairwise
different.
Lemma 2.3.4. Let Aˆ ≡ A0 + hA1(mod h
2) be the quantized image of a generic matrix A ∈
k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉, where A0 is diagonal with distinct eigenvalues. Then, the quantized images Aˆ can
be diagonalized over some finite extension of k[x
(ν)
ij ].
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose A0 is a diagonal generic matrix with distinct eigenvalues.
We want to show that there exists an invertible generic matrix P , such that PAP−1 is diagonal.
Now we consider their images on k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉[[h]], we may assume Pˆ = I+hT and the conjugation
inverse Pˆ−1 = I − hT mod h2 (where I is the identity matrix ). Then we have
(I + hT )(A0 + hA1)(I − hT ) = A0 + h([T,A0] + A1) mod h
2,
and we need to solve the equation [T,A0] = −A1.
This is clear since A0 is diagonal. Let A0 = diag{λ1, . . . , λn}, T = (tij)n×n and A1 = (aij)n×n,
then we have [T,A0] = ((λi − λj) tij)n×n. Hence,
T = (tij)n×n =
(
−
aij
λi − λj
)
n×n
.
So far, we have determined the h term of the matrix Aˆ. Hence, we may assume Aˆ ≡ A0+h
2A2
mod h3, then we continue to cancel the h2 term. Let Pˆ2 = I + h
2T2, and the conjugation inverse
Pˆ−12 = I − h
2T2. Then, we have
(I + h2T2)(A0 + h
2A2)(I − h
2T2) = A0 + h
2([T2, A0] + A2) mod h
3,
Hence, T2 is determined by equation [T2, A0] = −A2 = (a
(2)
ij )n×n. Similar computation give all
entries of T2, namely
T2 =
(
−
a
(2)
ij
λi − λj
)
n×n
.
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Continue this process to cancel the term of h3 etc., we obtain equations [Ti, A0] = −Ai for i =
3, 4, 5 . . . . This leads to the result that A could be diagonalized over the extension k[x
(ν)
ij ][
1
λi−λj
].
Now A,B are two algebraically independent but commuting generic matrices in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉.
From previous discussion, we may assume A and B can be both diagonalized over an integral
extension of k[x
(ν)
ij ]. Consider result of diagonalization in k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉[[h]] and then we compute
the quantization commutator of two quantized generic matrices over k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉[[h]]. Now we
can complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. We have shown that A,B can be both diagonalized over some fi-
nite extension of k[x
(ν)
ij ], then consider result of diagonalization with the quantization form in
k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉[[h]], i.e., we can write them into specific forms modulo h
2 as follows:
Aˆ ≡

λ1 0
. . .
0 λn
+ h

δ1 ∗
. . .
∗ δn
 mod h2
Bˆ ≡

µ1 0
. . .
0 µn
+ h

ν1 ∗
. . .
∗ νn
 mod h2.
Then we can compute the quantization commutator,
[Aˆ, Bˆ]⋆ := Aˆ ⋆ Bˆ − Bˆ ⋆ Aˆ ≡

{λ1, µ1} 0
. . .
0 {λn, µn}
 + h~λ ⋆

0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0

− h

0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0
 ⋆ ~λ+ h

0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0
 ⋆ ~µ− h~µ ⋆

0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0

+ h2


0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0
 ,

0 ∗
. . .
∗ 0

 mod h2
Note that all terms have empty diagonals except the first term, and hence the quantization
commutator [Aˆ, Bˆ]⋆ 6= 0 mod h
2, which completes the proof of the theorem by multiplying 1
h
on
two sides of above equation.
Remark 2.3.5. Suppose λi and δi, i = 1, . . . , n are algebraically dependent. Then there are
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polynomials Pi in two variables such that Pi(λi, δi) = 0. Put
P (x, y) =
n∏
i=1
Pi(x, y).
Then P (A,B) is diagonal matrix having zeros on the main diagonal, i.e. P (A,B) = 0. It means
that if rank k〈A,B〉 = 2 then λi, δi are algebraically independent for some i.
Let us conclude this section by pointing out the whole process of this proof. Recall that we
have the free associative algebra k〈X〉 over a field k, if we have a commutative subalgebra of
rank two generated by a, b ∈ k〈X〉, then we may have a commutative subalgebra of the algebra of
generic matrices k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉 of rank two generated by A,B (they are images of a homomorphism
π : k〈X〉 7→ k〈X1, . . . , Xs〉). Consider the element 0 = [a, b] of the free associative algebra k〈X〉,
homomorphism π and canonical quantization homomorphism q sending multiplications to star
products, we yield that
0 = qπ([a, b]) = q[A,B] = [Aˆ, Bˆ]⋆.
This leads a contradiction to Theorem 2.3.1 which shows that [Aˆ, Bˆ]⋆ 6= 0. So we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 2.3.6. There is no commutative subalgebras of rank ≥ 2 in the free associative algebra
k〈X〉.
The centralizer ring is commutative from our discussion in section 2.1.2, and from the above
theorem, it is of rank 1. So it is a commutative subalgebra with form k[x] for some x ∈ k〈X〉 \ k.
We will show it implies Bergman’s centralizer theorem 2.1.4 in the next section.
2.4 Centralizers are integrally closed
We have shown that the centralizer C is a commutative domain of transcendence degree one.
For us, it was the most interesting part of the proof of the Bergman’s centralizer theorem. However,
we have to prove the fact that C is integrally closed in order to complete the proof of Bergman’s
Centralizer Theorem. In our this work [116], our proofs are based on the characteristic free instead
of very rich and advanced P. Cohn and G. Bergman’s noncommutative divisibility theorem, we
use generic matrices reduction, the invariant theory of characteristic zero by C. Procesi [164] and
the invariant theory of positive characteristic by A. N. Zubkov [233, 234] and S. Donkin [75, 76].
2.4.1 Invariant theory of generic matrices
We will try to review some useful facts in the invariant theory of generic matrices.
Consider the algebra An,s of s-generated generic matrices of order n over the ground field k.
Let aℓ = (a
ℓ
ij), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s be its generators. Let R = k[a
ℓ
ij ] be the ring of entries
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coefficients. Consider an action of matrices Mn(k) on matrices in R by conjugation, namely
ϕB : B 7→ MBM
−1. It is well-known (refer to [163, 164, 233]) that the invariant function on this
matrix can be expressed as a polynomial over traces tr(ai1, . . . , ais). Any invariant on An,s is a
polynomial of tr(ai1, . . . , ain). Note that the conjugation on B induces an automorphism ϕB of
the ring R. Namely, M(aij)
ℓM−1 = (a′ij
ℓ), and ϕB(M) of R induces automorphism on Mn(R).
And for any x ∈ An,s, we have
ϕB(x) =MxM
−1 = AdM(x).
Consider ϕB(x) = Ad
−1
M ϕM(x). Then any element of the algebra of generic matrices is invariant
under ϕM(x).
When dealing with matrices in characteristic 0, it is useful to think that they form an algebra
with a further unary operation the trace, x 7→ tr(x). One can formalize this as follows [58]:
Definition 2.4.1. An algebra with trace is an algebra equipped with an additional trace structure,
that is a linear map tr : R 7→ R satisfying the following properties
tr(ab) = tr(ba), a tr(b) = tr(b)a, tr(tr(a)b) = tr(a) tr(b) for all a, b ∈ R.
There is a well-known fact as follows.
Theorem 2.4.2. The algebra of generic matrices with trace is an algebra of concomitants, i.e.
subalgebra of Mn(R) is an invariant under the action ϕM(x).
This theorem was first proved by C. Procesi in [164] for the ground field k of characteristic
zero. If k is a field of positive characteristic, we have to use not only traces, but also characteris-
tic polynomials and their linearization (refer to [75, 76]). Relations between these invariants are
discovered by C. Procesi [163, 164] for characteristic zero and A. N. Zubkov [233, 234] for charac-
teristic p. C. de Concini and C. Procesi also generalized a characteristic free approach to invariant
theory [69].
Let us denote by kT{X} the algebra of generic matrices with traces. After above discussions,
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.3. Let n be a prime number, then the centralizer of A ∈ kT{X} is rationally
closed in kT{X} and integrally closed in kT{X}.
2.4.2 Centralizers are integrally closed
Let k〈X〉 be the free associative algebra as noted. Here we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.4. The centralizer C of non-trivial element f in the free associative algebra is
integrally closed.
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Let g, P,Q ∈ C := C(f ;Fz), and suppose gQ
m = Pm for some positive integer m, i.e. in
localization g = P
m
Qm
. Then there exists h ∈ C, such that hm = g. This means that the centralizer
C is integral closed.
Consider the homomorphism π from the free associative algebra Fs to the algebra of generic
matrices with traces kT{X}. Let us denote by g¯ the image π(g). Then we have following propo-
sition.
Proposition 2.4.5. Consider the homomorphism π : Fs 7→ kT{X}. Let the order of matrices be
a prime number p ≫ 0. g = π(g), P = π(P ) and Q = π(Q). Then there exists h ∈ kT{X} such
that
1) h¯m = g,
2) h¯ = P
Q
,
3) h¯ ∈ C, where C = π(C).
Proof. 1) and 2) follows from Proposition 2.4.3 that the algebra of generic matrices with traces of
form is integral closed. We need to prove 3). Note that all eigenvalues of g¯ are pairwise different
due to Proposition 1.1.15. So is f¯ . Hence f¯ , g¯ are diagonalizable and h¯ can be diagonalized in the
same eigenvectors basis. Hence, by Proposition 1.1.14, h¯ commutes with f¯ , i.e. h¯ ∈ C.
Now we have to prove that h¯ in fact belongs to the algebra of generic matrices without trace.
We use the local isomorphism to get rid of traces.
Definition 2.4.6 (Local isomorphism). Let A be an algebra with generators a1, . . . , as homoge-
neous respect this set of generators, and let A′ be an algebra with generators a′1, . . . , a
′
s homogeneous
respect this set of generators. We say that A and A′ are locally L-isomorphic if there exist a linear
map ϕ : ai 7→ a
′
i on the space of monomials of degree ≤ 2L, and in this case for any two elements
b1, b2 ∈ A with highest term of degree ≤ L, we have
bi =
∑
j
Mij(a1, . . . , as), b
′
i =
∑
j
Mij(a
′
1, . . . , a
′
s),
where Mij are monomials, and for b = b1 · b2, b
′ = b′1 · b
′
2, we have ϕ(b) = b
′.
We need following lemmas, and propositions:
Lemma 2.4.7 (Local isomorphism lemma). For any L, if s is big enough prime, then the algebra
of generic upper triangular matrices Us is locally L-isomorphic to the free associative algebra. Also
reduction on the algebra of generic matrices of degree n provides an isomorphism up to degree ≤ 2s.
Let us remind a well-known and useful fact.
Proposition 2.4.8. The trace of every element in Us of any characteristic is zero.
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In fact, we also proved
Proposition 2.4.9. If n > n(L), then the algebra of generic matrices (without traces) is L-locally
integrally closed.
Lemma 2.4.10. Consider the projection π of the algebra of generic matrices with trace to Us,
sending all traces to zero. Then we have
π(h)m = π(g).
Proof of Theorem 2.4.4. Let p be a big enough prime number. For example, we can set p ≥
2(deg(f) + deg(g) + deg(P ) + deg(Q)). Because space of kT{X} of degree ≤ p is isomorphic to
space of free associative algebra. We have element h corresponding to h¯ up to this isomorphism.
Due to local isomorphism, hm = g, h = P/Q, i.e. hQ = P . Also we have h commutes with f , i.e.
h ∈ C.
2.4.3 Completion of the proof
From last two subsections, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.4.11. Let p be a big enough prime number, and k{X} the algebra of generic
matrices of order p. For any A ∈ k{X}, the centralizer of A is rationally closed and integrally
closed in k{X} over the center of k{X}.
In our previous paper [115], we establish that the centralizer in the algebra of generic matrices
is a commutative ring of transcendence degree one. According to Proposition 2.4.11, C(A) is
rationally closed and integrally closed in k{X}. If p is big enough, then k{X} is L-locally integrally
closed.
Now we need one fact from the Bergman’s paper [43]. Let X be a totally ordered set, W be
the free semigroup with identity 1 on set X . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.12 (Bergman). Let u, v ∈ W \ {1}. If u∞ > v∞, then we have u∞ > (uv)∞ >
(vu)∞ > v∞.
Proof (Bergman). It suffices to show that the whole inequality is implied by (uv)∞ > (vu)∞.
Suppose (uv)∞ > (vu)∞, then we have following
(vu)∞ = v(uv)∞ > v(vu)∞ = v2(uv)∞ > v2(vu)∞ = · · · v∞.
Similarly, we obtain (uv)∞ < u∞.
Similarly, we also have inequalities with ”≥” replaced by ”=” or ”≤”.
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Remark 2.4.13. Similar constructions are used in [109] for Burnside type problems or the height
theorem of Shirshov.
Now let R be the semigroup algebra on W over field k, i.e. R = Fs is the free associative
algebra. Consider z ∈ W be an infinite period word, and we denote R(z) be the k-subspace of R
generated by words u such that u = 1 or u∞ ≤ z. Let I(z) be the k-subspace spanned by words u
such that u 6= 1 and u∞ < z. Using Lemma 2.4.12, we can get that R(z) is a subring of R and Iz
is a two-sided ideal in R(z). It follows that R(z)/I(z) will be isomorphic to a polynomial ring k[v].
Proposition 2.4.14 (Bergman). If C 6= k is a finitely generated subalgebra of Fs, then there is a
homomorphism f of C in to polynomial algebra over k in one variable, such that f(C) 6= k.
Proof (Bergman). First let us totally order X . Let G be a finite set of generators for C and let z
be maximum over all monomials u 6= 1 with nonzero coefficient in elements of G of u∞. Then we
have G ⊆ R(z) and hence C ⊆ R(z), and the quotient map f : R(z) 7→ R(z)/I(z) ∼= k[v] is nontrivial
on C.
Now we can finish the proof of Bergman’s centralizer theorem.
Proof. Consider homomorphism from the Proposition 2.4.14. Because C is centralizer of Fs, it
has transcendence degree 1. Consider homomorphism ρ send C to the ring of polynomial. The
homomorphism has kernel zero, otherwise ρ(C) will have smaller transcendence degree. Note
that C is integrally closed and finitely generated, hence it can be embedded into polynomial ring
of one indeterminate. Since C is integrally closed, it is isomorphic to polynomial ring of one
indeterminate.
Consider the set of system of Cℓ, ℓ-generated subring of C such that C = ∪ℓCℓ. Let Cℓ be
the integral closure of Cℓ. Consider set of embedding of Cℓ to ring of polynomial, then Cℓ are
integral closure of those images, Cℓ = k[zℓ], where zℓ belongs to the integral closure of Cℓ. Consider
sequence of zℓ. Because k[zℓ] ⊆ k[zℓ+1], and degree of zℓ+1 is strictly less than the degree of zℓ.
Hence this sequence stabilizes for some element x. Then k[z] is the needed centralizer.
2.4.4 On the rationality of subfields of generic matrices
We will discuss some approaches to the following open problem.
Problem 2.4.15. Consider the algebra of generic matrices k{X} of order s. Consider
Frac(k{X}), and K a subfield of Frac(k{X}) of transcendence degree one over the base field
k. Is it true that K is isomorphic to a rational function over k, namely K ∼= k(t)?
Let k{X} be the algebra of generic matrices of a big enough prime order s := p. Let Λ be
the diagonal generic matrix Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λs) in k{X}, where transcendence degrees satisfy in
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Trdeg k[λi] = 1. Let N be another generic matrix, whose coefficients are algebraically independent
from λ1, . . . , λs. It means that if R is a ring of all coefficients of N , with Trdeg(R) = s
2, then
TrdegR[λ1, . . . , λs] = s
2 + Trdeg k[λ1, . . . , λs].
Proposition 2.4.16. We consider the conjugation of generic matrices f and g.
a) Let k[fij] be a commutative ring , and I = 〈f1i〉 ✁ k[fij ] (i > 1) be an ideal of k[fij ]. Then
we have k[f11] ∩ I = 0.
b) Let k[fij , gij] be a commutative ring, and J = 〈f1j, g1j〉 ✁ k[fij , gij] (i, j > 1). For any
algebraic function P satisfies P (f11, g11) = 0, which means f, g are algebraic dependent on
the e1, then k[f11, g11] ∩ J = 0.
Corollary 2.4.17. Let A be an algebra of generic matrices generated by a1, . . . , as, as+1. Let
f ∈ k[a1, . . . , as], ϕ = as+1fa
−1
s+1. Let I = 〈ϕ1i〉✁ k[a1, . . . , as+1]. Then k[ϕ11] ∩ I = 0.
Proof. Note that f = τΛτ−1 for some τ and a diagonal matrix Λ by proposition 2.4.16. Then
ϕ = (an+1τ)Λ(an+1τ)
−1 and we can treat (an+1τ) as a generic matrix.
Theorem 2.4.18. Let C := C(f ;Fn) be the centralizer ring of f ∈ Fn \ k. C is the reduction of
generic matrices, and C is the reduction on first eigenvalue action. Then C ∼= C.
Proof. Let us recall that we already have C ∼= C in [115]. If we have P (g1, g2) = 0, then clearly
P (λ1(g1), λ2(g2)) = 0 in the reduction on first eigenvalue action. Suppose P (g1, g2) = 0. Then
P (g1, g2) is an element of generic matrices with at least one zero eigenvalue. Because minimal
polynomial is irreducible, that implies that P (g1, g2) = 0. It means any reduction satisfying λ1
satisfies completely. That what we want to prove.
Consider C, for any g = (gij) ∈ C. Investigate g11. Suppose there is a polynomial P with
coefficients in k, such that P (f, g) = 0. We can make a proposition about intersection of the ideals
even sharper.
Let J = 〈f1j , g1j〉 (j > 1) be an ideal of the commutative subalgebra k[fij , gij], then k[f11, g11]∩
J = 0.
From the discussion above and the theorem 2.4.18, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.19.
k[f11, g11] mod J ∼= k[f, g]
Proof. We have mod J matrices from the following form:
f =

λ1 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
 , g =

λ2 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

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Then for any H(f, g) mod J , we have
f =

H(λ1, λ2) 0 . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Now we present an approach as follows. Consider k(f, g). Let us extend the algebra of generic
matrices by new matrix T , independent from all others. Consider conjugation of k(f, g) by T ,
Tk(f, g)T−1, and consider f˜ = TfT−1 and g˜ = TgT−1. By Corollary 2.4.17, we have
P (g11, f11) = 0 mod J.
On the other hand, we have
k[f11, g11] ∩ J = 0,
which means that
P (f11, g11) = 0 mod J.
Put f11 and g11 be polynomial over commutative ring generated by all entries of k[f, g] and T .
Hence Frac(k(f, g)) can be embedded into fractional field of rings of polynomials. According to
Lu¨roth theorem, Frac(k(f, g)) (hence Frac(C)) is isomorphic to fields of rational functions in one
variable.
This will not guarantee rationality of our field, and there are counter examples in this situation.
However, this approach seems to be useful for highest term analysis.
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Chapter 3
Automorphisms, augmentation
topology, and approximation
3.1 Introduction and main results
This chapter is dedicated to the review of results of Kanel-Belov, Yu and Elishev on the
geometry of the Ind-schemes
AutK[x1, . . . , xn]
and
AutK〈x1, . . . , xn〉
of automorphisms of the polynomial algebra and the free associative algebra over an algebraically
closed field, with the number of generators > 2. The inner character of Ind automorphisms of these
Ind-schemes, together with the negative resolution of the automorphism group lifting problem,
was established in [118].
3.1.1 Automorphisms of K[x1, . . . , xn] and K〈x1, . . . , xn〉
Let K be a field. The main objects of this study are the K-algebra automorphism groups
AutK[x1, . . . , xn] and
AutK〈x1, . . . , xn〉 of the (commutative) polynomial algebra and the free associative algebra with
n generators, respectively. The former is equivalent to the group of all polynomial one-to-one
mappings of the affine space AnK . Both groups admit a representation as a colimit of algebraic sets
of automorphisms filtered by total degree (with morphisms in the direct system given by closed
embeddings) which turns them into topological spaces with Zariski topology compatible with the
group structure. The two groups carry a power series topology as well, since every automorphism
ϕ may be identified with the n-tuple (ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn)) of the images of generators. This topology
plays an especially important role in the applications, and it turns out – as reflected in the main
results of this study – that approximation properties arising from this topology agree well with
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properties of combinatorial nature.
Ind-groups of polynomial automorphisms play a central part in the study of the Jacobian
conjecture of O. Keller as well as a number of problems of similar nature. One outstanding
example is provided by a recent conjecture of Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich (B-KKC), [39, 40],
which asks whether the group
Sympl(C2n) ⊂ Aut(C[x1, . . . , x2n])
of complex polynomial automorphisms preserving the standard Poisson bracket
{xi, xj} = δi,n+j − δi+n,j
is isomorphic1 to the group of automorphisms of the n-th Weyl algebra Wn
Wn(C) = C〈x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn〉/I,
I = (xixj − xjxi, yiyj − yjyi, yixj − xjyi − δij) .
The physical meaning of Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich conjecture is the invariance of the poly-
nomial symplectomorphism group of the phase space under the procedure of deformation quanti-
zation.
The B-KKC was conceived during a successful search for a proof of stable equivalence of the
Jacobian conjecture and a well-known conjecture of Dixmier stating that Aut(Wn) = End(Wn)
over any field of characteristic zero. In the papers [39, 40] a particular family of homomorphisms
(in effect, monomorphisms) Aut(Wn(C)) → Sympl(C2n) was constructed, and a natural ques-
tion whether those homomorphisms were in fact isomorphisms was raised. The aforementioned
morphisms, independently studied by Tsuchimoto to the same end, were in actuality defined as
restrictions of morphisms of the saturated model of Weyl algebra over an algebraically closed field
of positive characteristic - an object which contains Wn(C) as a proper subalgebra. One of the
defined morphisms turned out to have a particularly simple form over the subgroup of the so-
called tame automorphisms, and it was natural to assume that morphism was the desired B-KK
isomorphism (at least for the case of algebraically closed base field). Central to the construction
is the notion of infinitely large prime number (in the sense of hyperintegers), which arises as the
sequence (pm)m∈N of positive characteristics of finite fields comprising the saturated model. This
leads to the natural problem ( [39]):
Problem. Prove that the B-KK morphism is independent of the choice of the infinite prime
(pm)m∈N.
A general formulation of this question in the paper [39] goes as follows:
1In fact, the conjecture seeks to establish an isomorphism Sympl(K2n) ≃ Aut(Wn(K)) for any field K of
characteristic zero in a functorial manner.
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For a commutative ring R define
R∞ = lim
→
(∏
p
R′ ⊗ Z/pZ /
⊕
p
R′ ⊗ Z/pZ
)
,
where the direct limit is taken over the filtered system of all finitely generated subrings R′ ⊂ R
and the product and the sum are taken over all primes p. This larger ring possesses a unique
”nonstandard Frobenius” endomorphism Fr : R∞ → R∞ given by
(ap)primes p 7→ (a
p
p)primes p.
The Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich construction returns a morphism
ψR : Aut(Wn(R))→ SymplR
2n
∞
such that there exists a unique homomorphism
φR : Aut(Wn)(R)→ Aut(Pn)(R∞)
obeying ψR = Fr∗ ◦φR. Here Fr∗ : Aut(Pn)(R∞)→ Aut(Pn)(R∞) is the Ind-group homomorphism
induced by the Frobenius endomorphism of the coefficient ring, and Pn is the commutative Poisson
algebra, i.e. the polynomial algebra in 2n variables equipped with additional Poisson structure (so
that Aut(Pn(R)) is just Sympl(R
2n) - the group of Poisson structure-preserving automorphisms).
Question. In the above formulation, does the image of φR belong to
Aut(Pn)(i(R)⊗Q) ,
where i : R → R∞ is the tautological inclusion? In other words, does there exist a unique homo-
morphism
φcanR : Aut(Pn)(R)→ Aut(Pn)(R⊗Q)
such that ψR = Fr∗ ◦i∗ ◦ φ
can
R .
Comparing the two morphisms φ and ϕ defined using two different free ultrafilters, we obtain
a ”loop” element φϕ−1 of AutInd(Aut(Wn)), (i.e. an automorphism which preserves the structure
of infinite dimensional algebraic group). Describing this group would provide a solution to this
question.
In the spirit of the above we propose the following
Conjecture. All automorphisms of the Ind-group Sympl(C2n) are inner.
A similar conjecture may be put forward for Aut(Wn(C)).
Automorphism groups of Weyl algebras and their generalizations, as well as automorphisms
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of certain algebras of vector fields, were studied in the works of Bavula [21–23]. Reduction to
positive characteristic has proven both fruitful and essential in the context of Weyl algebra. One
of the precursors to the study of these algebras in characteristic p was the paper [20].
We are focused on the investigation of the group Aut(Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn])) and the correspond-
ing noncommutative (free associative algebra) case. This way of thinking has its roots in the realm
of universal algebra and universal algebraic geometry and was conceived in the pioneering work
of Boris Plotkin. A more detailed discussion can be found in [37].
Wild automorphisms and the lifting problem. In 2004, the celebrated Nagata conjecture
over a fieldK of characteristic zero was proved by Shestakov and Umirbaev [178,181] and a stronger
version of the conjecture was proved by Umirbaev and Yu [197]. Let K be a field of characteristic
zero. Every wild K[z]-automorphism (wild K[z]-coordinate) of K[z][x, y] is wild viewed as a K-
automorphism (K-coordinate) of K[x, y, z]. In particular, the Nagata automorphism (x−2y(y2+
xz) − (y2 + xz)2z, y + (y2 + xz)z, z) (Nagata coordinates x − 2y(y2 + xz) − (y2 + xz)2z and
y + (y2 + xz)z) are wild. In [197], a related question was raised:
The lifting problem. Can an arbitrary wild automorphism (wild coordinate) of the polynomial
algebra K[x, y, z] over a field K be lifted to an automorphism (coordinate) of the free associative
algebra K〈x, y, z〉?
In the paper [36], based on the degree estimate [132, 137], it was proved that any wild z-
automorphism including the Nagata automorphism cannot be lifted as a z-automorphism (more-
over, in [42] it is proved that every z-automorphism of K〈x, y, z〉 is stably tame and becomes tame
after adding at most one variable). It means that if every automorphism can be lifted, then it
provides an obstruction z′ to z-lifting and the question to estimate such an obstruction is naturally
raised.
In view of the above, we may ask the following:
The automorphism group lifting problem. Is Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) isomorphic to a subgroup
of Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) under the natural abelianization?
The following examples show this problem is interesting and non-trivial.
Example 1. There is a surjective homomorphism (taking the absolute value) from C∗ onto R+.
But R+ is isomorphic to the subgroup R+ of C∗ under the homomorphism.
Example 2. There is a surjective homomorphism (taking the determinant) from GLn(R) onto
R∗. But obviously R∗ is isomorphic to the subgroup R∗In of GLn(R).
In this paper we prove that the automorphism group lifting problem has a negative answer.
The lifting problem and the automorphism group lifting problem are closely related to the
Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich Conjecture (see Section 3.3.1).
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Consider a symplectomorphism ϕ : xi 7→ Pi, yi 7→ Qi. It can be lifted to some automorphism
ϕ̂ of the quantized algebra W~[[~]]:
ϕ̂ : xi 7→ Pi + P
1
i ~+ · · ·+ P
m
i ~
m; yi 7→ Qi +Q
1
i~+ · · ·+Q
m
i ~
m.
The point is to choose a lift ϕ̂ in such a way that the degree of all Pmi , Q
m
i would be bounded. If
that is true, then the B-KKC follows.
3.1.2 Main results
The main results of this paper are as follows.
Theorem 3.1.1. Any Ind-scheme automorphism ϕ of NAut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) for n ≥ 3 is inner,
i.e. is a conjugation via some automorphism.
Theorem 3.1.2. Any Ind-scheme automorphism ϕ of NAut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) for n ≥ 3 is semi-
inner (see definition 3.1.6).
NAut denotes the group of nice automorphisms, i.e. automorphisms which can be approxi-
mated by tame ones (definition 3.3.1). In characteristic zero case every automorphism is nice.
For the group of automorphisms of a semigroup a number of similar results on set-theoretical
level was obtained previously by Kanel-Belov, Lipyanski and Berzinsh [37,41]. All these questions
(including Aut(Aut) investigation) take root in the realm of Universal Algebraic Geometry and
were proposed by Boris Plotkin. Equivalence of two algebras having the same generalized identities
and isomorphism of first order means semi-inner properties of automorphisms (see [37, 41] for
details).
Automorphisms of tame automorphism groups. Regarding the tame automorphism group,
something can be done on the group- theoretic level. In the paper of H. Kraft and I. Stampfli [128]
the automorphism group of the tame automorphism group of the polynomial algebra was thor-
oughly studied. In that paper, conjugation of elementary automorphisms via translations played
an important role. The results of our study are different. We describe the group Aut(TAut0) of
the group TAut0 of tame automorphisms preserving the origin (i.e. taking the augmentation ideal
onto an ideal which is a subset of the augmentation ideal). This is technically more difficult, and
will be universally and systematically done for both commutative (polynomial algebra) case and
noncommutative (free associative algebra) case. We observe a few problems in the shift conjuga-
tion approach for the noncommutative (free associative algebra) case, as it was for commutative
case in [128]. Any evaluation on a ground field element can return zero, for example in Lie poly-
nomial [[x, y], z]. Note that the calculations of Aut(TAut0) (resp. AutInd(TAut0), AutInd(Aut0))
imply also the same results for Aut(TAut) (resp. AutInd(TAut), AutInd(Aut)) according to the
approach of this article via stabilization by the torus action.
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Theorem 3.1.3. Any automorphism ϕ of TAut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) (in the group-theoretic sense) for
n ≥ 3 is inner, i.e. is a conjugation via some automorphism.
Theorem 3.1.4. The group TAut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is generated by the automorphism
x1 7→ x1 + x2x3, xi 7→ xi, i 6= 1
and linear substitutions if char(K) 6= 2 and n > 3.
Let GN ⊂ TAut(K[x1, . . . , xn]), EN ⊂ TAut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) be tame automorphism subgroups
preserving the N -th power of the augmentation ideal.
Theorem 3.1.5. Any automorphism ϕ of GN (in the group-theoretic sense) for N ≥ 3 is inner,
i.e. is given by a conjugation via some automorphism.
Definition 3.1.6. An anti-automorphism Ψ of a K-algebra B is a vector space automorphism
such that Ψ(ab) = Ψ(b)Ψ(a). For instance, transposition of matrices is an anti-automorphism. An
anti-automorphism of the free associative algebra A is a mirror anti-automorphism if it sends xixj
to xjxi for some fixed i and j. If a mirror anti-automorphism θ acts identical on all generators
xi, then for any monomial xi1 · · ·xik we have
θ(xi1 · · ·xik) = xik · · ·xi1 .
Such an anti-automorphism will be generally referred to as the mirror anti-automorphism.
An automorphism of Aut(A) is semi-inner if it can be expressed as a composition of an inner
automorphism and a conjugation by a mirror anti-automorphism.
Theorem 3.1.7. a) Any automorphism ϕ of TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) and also
TAut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) (in the group-theoretic sense) for n ≥ 4 is semi-inner, i.e. is a conjugation
via some automorphism and/or mirror anti-automorphism.
b) The same is true for En, n ≥ 4.
The case of TAut(K〈x, y, z〉) is substantially more difficult. We can treat it only on Ind-
scheme level, but even then it is the most technical part of the paper (see section 3.5.2). For the
two-variable case a similar proposition is probably false.
Theorem 3.1.8. a) Let char(K) 6= 2. Then AutInd(TAut(K〈x, y, z〉)) (resp.
AutInd(TAut0(K〈x, y, z〉))) is generated by conjugation by an automorphism or a mirror anti-
automorphism.
b) The same is true for AutInd(E3).
By TAut we denote the tame automorphism group, AutInd is the group of Ind-scheme auto-
morphisms (see section 3.2.2).
Approximation allows us to formulate the celebrated Jacobian conjecture for any characteristic.
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Lifting of the automorphism groups. In this article we prove that the automorphism group
of polynomial algebra over an arbitrary field K cannot be embedded into the automorphism group
of free associative algebra induced by the natural abelianization.
Theorem 3.1.9. Let K be an arbitrary field, G = Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) and n > 2. Then G cannot
be isomorphic to any subgroup H of Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) induced by the natural abelianization. The
same is true for NAut(K[x1, . . . , xn]).
3.2 Varieties of automorphisms
3.2.1 Elementary and tame automorphisms
Let P be a polynomial that is independent of xi with i fixed. An automorphism
xi 7→ xi + P, xj 7→ xj for i 6= j
is called elementary. The group generated by linear automorphisms and elementary ones for all
possible P is called the tame automorphism group (or subgroup) TAut and elements of TAut are
tame automorphisms.
3.2.2 Ind-schemes and Ind-groups
Definition 3.2.1. An Ind-variety M is the direct limit of algebraic varieties M = lim
−→
{M1 ⊆
M2 · · · }. An Ind-scheme is an Ind-variety which is a group such that the group inversion is a
morphism Mi → Mj(i) of algebraic varieties, and the group multiplication induces a morphism
from Mi ×Mj to Mk(i,j). A map ϕ is a morphism of an Ind-variety M to an Ind-variety N , if
ϕ(Mi) ⊆ Nj(i) and the restriction ϕ to Mi is a morphism for all i. Monomorphisms, epimorphisms
and isomorphisms are defined similarly in a natural way.
Example. M is the group of automorphisms of the affine space, and Mj are the sets of all
automorphisms in M with degree ≤ j.
There is an interesting
Problem. Investigate growth functions of Ind-varieties. For example, the dimension of vari-
eties of polynomial automorphisms of degree ≤ n.
Note that coincidence of growth functions of Aut(Wn(C)) and Sympl(C2n) would imply the
Kanel-Belov – Kontsevich conjecture [39].
Definition 3.2.2. The ideal I generated by variables xi is called the augmentation ideal. For a
fixed positive integer N > 1, the augmentation subgroup HN is the group of all automorphisms
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ϕ such that ϕ(xi) ≡ xi mod I
N . The larger group HˆN ⊃ HN is the group of automorphisms
whose linear part is scalar, and ϕ(xi) ≡ λxi mod I
N (λ does not depend on i). We often say an
arbitrary element of the group HˆN is an automorphism that is homothety modulo (the N-th power
of) the augmentation ideal.
3.3 The Jacobian conjecture in any characteristic, Kanel-
Belov – Kontsevich conjecture, and approximation
3.3.1 Approximation problems and Kanel-Belov – Kontsevich Conjec-
ture
Let us give formulation of the Kanel-Belov – Kontsevich Conjecture:
B −KKCn: Aut(Wn) ≃ Sympl(C2n).
A similar conjecture can be stated for endomorphisms
B −KKCn: End(Wn) ≃ Sympl End(C2n).
If the Jacobian conjecture JC2n is true, then the respective conjunctions over all n of the two
conjectures are equivalent.
It is natural to approximate automorphisms by tame ones. There exists such an approximation
up to terms of any order for polynomial automorphisms as well as Weyl algebra automorphisms,
symplectomorphisms etc. However, the naive approach fails.
It is known that Aut(W1) ≡ Aut1(K[x, y]) where Aut1 stands for the subgroup of automor-
phisms of Jacobian determinant one. However, considerations from [171] show that Lie algebra
of the first group is the algebra of derivations of W1 and thus possesses no identities apart from
the ones of the free Lie algebra, another coincidence of the vector fields which diverge to zero,
and has polynomial identities. These cannot be isomorphic [39, 40]. In other words, this group
has two coordinate system non-smooth with respect to one another (but integral with respect to
one another). One system is built from the coefficients of differential operators in a fixed basis of
generators, while its counterpart is provided by the coefficients of polynomials, which are images
of the basis x˜i, y˜i.
In the paper [171] functionals on m/m2 were considered in order to define the Lie algebra
structure. In the spirit of that we have the following
Conjecture. The natural limit of m/m2 is zero.
It means that the definition of the Lie algebra admits some sort of functoriality problem and
it depends on the presentation of (reducible) Ind-scheme.
In his remarkable paper, Yu. Bodnarchuk [53] established Theorem 3.1.1 by using Shafarevich’s
results for the tame automorphism subgroup and for the case when the Ind-scheme automorphism
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is regular in the sense that it sends coordinate functions to coordinate functions. In this case the
tame approximation works (as well as for the symplectic case), and the corresponding method
is similar to ours. We present it here in order to make the text more self-contained, as well as
for the purpose of tackling the noncommutative (that is, the free associative algebra) case. Note
that in general, for regular functions, if the Shafarevich-style approximation were valid, then the
Kanel-Belov – Kontsevich conjecture would follow directly, which is absurd.
In the sequel, we do not assume regularity in the sense of [53] but only assume that the restric-
tion of a morphism on any subvariety is a morphism again. Note that morphisms of Ind-schemes
Aut(Wn)→ Sympl(C2n) have this property, but are not regular in the sense of Bodnarchuk [53].
We use the idea of singularity which allows us to prove the augmentation subgroup structure
preservation, so that the approximation works in this case.
Consider the isomorphism Aut(W1) ∼= Aut1(K[x, y]). It has a strange property. Let us add a
small parameter t. Then an element arbitrary close to zero with respect to tk does not go to zero
arbitrarily, so it is impossible to make tame limit! There is a sequence of convergent product of
elementary automorphisms, which is not convergent under this isomorphism. Exactly the same
situation happens for Wn. These effects cause problems in perturbative quantum field theory.
3.3.2 The Jacobian conjecture in any characteristic
Recall that the Jacobian conjecture in characteristic zero states that any polynomial endomor-
phism
ϕ : Kn → Kn
with constant Jacobian is globally invertible.
A naive attempt to directly transfer this formulation to positive characteristic fails because
of the counterexample x 7→ x − xp (p = charK), whose Jacobian is everywhere 1 but which is
evidently not invertible. Approximation provides a way to formulate a suitable generalization of
the Jacobian conjecture to any characteristic and put it in a framework of other questions.
Definition 3.3.1. An endomorphism ϕ ∈ End(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is good if
for any m there exist ψm ∈ End(K[x1, . . . , xn]) and
φm ∈ Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) such that
• ϕ = ψmφm
• ψm(xi) ≡ xi mod (x1, . . . , xn)
m.
An automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is nice if for any m there exist ψm ∈
Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) and φm ∈ TAut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) such that
• ϕ = ψmφm
• ψm(xi) ≡ xi mod (x1, . . . , xn)
m, i.e. ψm ∈ Hm.
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Anick [8] has shown that if char(K) = 0, any automorphism is nice. However, this is unclear
in positive characteristic.
Question. Is any automorphism over arbitrary field nice?
Ever good automorphism has Jacobian 1, and all such automorphisms are good - and even
nice - when char(K) = 0. This observation allows for the following question to be considered a
generalization of the Jacobian conjecture to positive characteristic.
The Jacobian conjecture in any characteristic: Is any good endomorphism over arbitrary
field an automorphism?
Similar notions can be formulated for the free associative algebra. That justifies the following
Question. Is any automorphism of free associative algebra over arbitrary field nice?
Question (version of free associative positive characteristic case of JC). Is any good
endomorphism of the free associative algebra over arbitrary field an automorphism?
3.3.3 Approximation for the automorphism group of affine spaces
Approximation is the most important tool utilized in this paper. In order to perform it, we
have to prove that ϕ ∈ AutInd(Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) preserves the structure of the augmentation
subgroup.
The proof method utilized in theorems below works for commutative associative and free
associative case. It is a problem of considerable interest to develop similar statements for auto-
morphisms of other associative algebras, such as the commutative Poisson algebra (for which the
Aut functor returns the group of polynomial symplectomorphisms); however, the situation there
is somewhat more difficult.
Suppose that ϕ is an Ind-automorphism (in either commutative of free associative case) such
that it stabilizes point-wise the set T of automorphisms corresponding to the standard diagonal
action of the maximal torus (in the next section we will see that this implies that ϕ also stabilizes
every tame automorphism). The following two continuity theorems, for the commutative and the
free associative cases, respectively, constitute the foundation of the approximation technique.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let ϕ ∈ AutInd(Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn])) and let HN ⊂ Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) be the
subgroup of automorphisms which are identity modulo the ideal (x1, . . . , xn)
N (N > 1). Then
ϕ(HN) ⊆ HN .
Theorem 3.3.3. Let ϕ ∈ AutInd(Aut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) and let HN be again the subgroup of au-
tomorphisms which are identity modulo the ideal (x1, . . . , xn)
N . Then ϕ(HN) ⊆ HN .
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Corollary 3.3.4. In both commutative and free associative cases under the assumptions above
one has ϕ = Id.
Proof. Every automorphism can be approximated via the tame ones, i.e. for any ψ and any
N there exists a tame automorphism ψ′N such that ψψ
′
N
−1 ∈ HN .
The main point therefore is why ϕ(HN) ⊆ HN whenever ϕ is and Ind-automorphism.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2.
The method of proof is based upon the following useful fact from algebraic geometry:
Lemma 3.3.5. Let
ϕ : X → Y
be a morphism of affine varieties, and let A(t) ⊂ X be a curve (or rather, a one-parameter family
of points) in X. Suppose that A(t) does not tend to infinity as t → 0. Then the image ϕA(t)
under ϕ also does not tend to infinity as t→ 0.
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.
We now put the above fact to use. For t > 0 let
Aˆ(t) : AnK → A
n
K
be a one-parameter family of invertible linear transformations of the affine space preserving the
origin. To that corresponds a curve A(t) ⊂ Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) of polynomial automorphisms
whose points are linear substitutions. Suppose that, as t tends to zero, the i-th eigenvalue of A(t)
also tends to zero as tki, ki ∈ N. Such a family will always exist.
Suppose now that the degrees {ki, i = 1, . . . n} of singularity of eigenvalues at zero are such
that for every pair (i, j), if ki 6= kj, then there exists a positive integer m such that
either kim ≤ kj or kjm ≤ ki.
The largest such m we will call the order of A(t) at t = 0. As ki are all set to be positive
integer, the order equals the integer part of kmax
kmin
.
Let M ∈ Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]) be a polynomial automorphism.
Lemma 3.3.6. The curve A(t)MA(t)−1 has no singularity at zero for any diagonalizable A(t)
of order ≤ N if and only if M ∈ HˆN , where HˆN is the subgroup of automorphisms which are
homothety modulo the augmentation ideal.
Proof. The ‘If’ part is elementary, for if M ∈ HˆN , the action of A(t)MA(t)
−1 upon any
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generator xi (with i fixed)
2 is given by
A(t)MA(t)−1(xi) = λxi + t
−ki
∑
l1+···+ln=N
al1...lnt
k1l1+···+knlnxl11 · · ·x
ln
n +
+Si(t, x1, . . . , xn),
where λ is the homothety ratio of (the linear part of) M and Si is polynomial in x1, . . . , xn of
total degree greater than N . Now, for any choice of l1, . . . , ln in the sum, the expression
k1l1 + · · ·+ knln − ki ≥ kmin
∑
lj − ki = kminN − ki ≥ 0
for every i, so whenever t goes to zero, the coefficient will not blow up to infinity. Obviously the
same argument applies to higher-degree monomials within Si.
The other direction is slightly less elementary; assuming that M /∈ HˆN , we need to show
that there is a curve A(t) such that conjugation of M by it produces a singularity at zero. We
distinguish between two cases.
Case 1. The linear part M¯ of M is not a scalar matrix. Then – after a suitable basis change
(see the footnote) - it is not a diagonal matrix and has a non-zero entry in the position (i, j).
Consider a diagonal matrix A(t) = D(t) such that on all positions on the main diagonal except j-
th it has tki and on j-th position it has tkj . Then D(t)M¯D−1(t) has (i, j) entry with the coefficient
tki−kj and if kj > ki it has a singularity at t = 0.
Let also ki < 2kj. Then the non-linear part of M does not produce singularities and cannot
compensate the singularity of the linear part.
Case 2. The linear part M¯ of M is a scalar matrix. Then conjugation cannot produce
singularities in the linear part and we as before are interested in the smallest non-linear term. Let
M ∈ HN\HN+1. Performing a basis change if necessary, we may assume that
ϕ(x1) = λx1 + δx
N
2 + S,
where S is a sum of monomials of degree ≥ N with coefficients in K.
Let A(t) = D(t) be a diagonal matrix of the form (tk1 , tk2, tk1, . . . , tk1) and let (N + 1) · k2 >
k1 > N · k2. Then in A
−1MA the term δxN2 will be transformed into δx
N
2 t
Nk2−k1, and all other
terms are multiplied by tlk2+sk1−k1 with (l, s) 6= (1, 0) and l, s > 0. In this case lk2 + sk1 − k1 > 0
and we are done with the proof of Lemma 3.3.6.
The next lemma is proved by direct computation. Recall that for m > 1, the group Gm is
defined as the group of all tame automorphisms preserving the m-th power of the augmentation
ideal.
Lemma 3.3.7.
2Without loss of generality we may assume that the coordinate functions xi correspond to the principal axes of
Aˆ(t).
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a) [Gm, Gm] ⊂ Hm, m > 2. There exist elements
ϕ ∈ Hm+k−1\Hm+k, ψ1 ∈ Gk, ψ2 ∈ Gm, such that ϕ = [ψ1, ψ2].
b) [Hm, Hk] ⊂ Hm+k−1.
c) Let ϕ ∈ Gm\Hm, ψ ∈ Hk\Hk+1, k > m. Then [ϕ, ψ] ∈ Hk\Hk+1.
Proof. a) Consider elementary automorphisms
ψ1 : x1 7→ x1 + x
k
2, x2 7→ x2, xi 7→ xi, i > 2;
ψ2 : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2 + x
m
1 , xi 7→ xi, i > 2.
Set ϕ = [ψ1, ψ2] = ψ
−1
1 ψ
−1
2 ψ1ψ2.
Then
ϕ : x1 7→ x1 − x
k
2 + (x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m)k,
x2 7→ x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m + (x1 − x
k
2 + (x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m)k)m, xi 7→ xi, i > 2.
It is easy to see that if either k or m is relatively prime with char(K), then not all terms of degree
k +m− 1 vanish. Thus ϕ ∈ Hm+k−1\Hm+k.
Now suppose that char(K) ∤ m, then obviouslym−1 is relatively prime with char(K). Consider
the mappings
ψ1 : x1 7→ x1 + x
k
2, x2 7→ x2, xi 7→ xi, i > 2;
ψ2 : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2 + x
m−1
1 x3, xi 7→ xi, i > 2.
Set again ϕ′ = [ψ1, ψ2] = ψ
−1
1 ψ
−1
2 ψ1ψ2. Then ϕ
′ acts as
x1 7→ x1 − x
k
2 + (x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m−1x3)
k =
= x1 − k(x1 − x
k
2)
m−1xk−12 x3 + S,
x2 7→ x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m−1x3 + (x1 − x
k
2 + (x2 − (x1 − x
k
2)
m−1x3)
k)m−1x3,
xi 7→ xi, i > 2;
here S stands for a sum of terms of degree ≥ m+ k. Again we see that ϕ ∈ Hm+k−1\Hm+k.
b) Let
ψ1 : xi 7→ xi + fi; ψ2 : xi 7→ xi + gi,
for i = 1, . . . , n; here fi and gi do not have monomials of degree less than or equal to m and k,
respectively. Then, modulo terms of degree ≥ m+ k, we have ψ1ψ2 : xi 7→ xi + fi + gi +
∂fi
∂xj
gj, so
that modulo terms of degree ≥ m+k−1 we get ψ1ψ2 : xi 7→ xi+fi+gi and ψ2ψ1 : xi 7→ xi+fi+gi.
Therefore [ψ1, ψ2] ∈ Hm+k−1.
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c) If ϕ(Im) ⊆ Im and
ψ : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1 + g1, . . . , xn + gn)
is such that for some i0 the polynomial gi0 contains a monomial of total degree k (and all gi
do not contain monomials of total degree less than k), then, by evaluating the composition of
automorphisms directly, one sees that the commutator is given by
[ϕ, ψ] : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1 + g1 + S1, . . . , xn + gn + Sn)
with Si containing no monomials of total degree < k + 1. Then the image of xi0 is xi0 modulo
polynomial of height k.
Corollary 3.3.8. Let Ψ ∈ AutInd(NAut(K[x1, . . . , xn])). Then
Ψ(Gn) = Gn, Ψ(Hn) = Hn.
Corollary 3.3.8 together with Proposition 3.4.3 of the next section imply Theorem 3.3.2, for
every nice automorphism, by definition, can be approximated by tame ones. Note that in charac-
teristic zero every automorphism is nice (Anick’s theorem).
The proof of Corollary 3.3.8 proceeds as follows (here for simplicity we put charK = 0, so that
NAut coincides with Aut thanks to Anick’s theorem).
Let ϕ be an Ind-automorphism which stabilizes point-wise the standard action of the maximal
torus.
1. We first note (and give a proof further along the text) that in this case ϕ also stabilizes
point-wise the set of all tame automorphisms.
2. It follows from the singularity trick that:
ϕ(HˆN) ⊆ HˆN
(the reverse inclusion is also true due to the invertibility of ϕ). Namely, if f = ϕ(g) is an
automorphism in ϕ(HˆN) but not in HˆN then there is a curve A(t) of order ≤ N such that
A(t) ◦ f ◦ A(t)−1
admits a singularity at t = 0. But then
ϕ−1(A(t) ◦ f ◦ A(t)−1) = A(t) ◦ ϕ−1(f) ◦ A(t)−1
(this is thanks to the preservation of tame automorphisms) also admits a singularity at zero, which
is a contradiction.
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It is a fairly easy exercise to show that
ϕ(HˆN+1\HˆN) = HˆN+1\HˆN
for all N .
3. We now demonstrate that ϕ(HˆN\HN) = HˆN\HN which together with the preceding results
will allow us to descend from homothety to identity modulo N .
A. Let N > 2 first. Suppose g ∈ HˆN\HN . We take a tame automorphism f which is given by
the sum of the identity map and a non-zero term of height two. Consider the automorphism
gf = f ◦ g ◦ f
−1.
It is easy to see that gf ∈ Hˆ2: as the linear part of g is given by a scalar matrix not equal to
the identity matrix, the degree two component of g ◦ f−1 is proportional to the homothety ratio
λ 6= 1, therefore the composition with f cannot compensate it.
On the other hand, if ϕ(g) ∈ HN , i.e. the linear part of ϕ(g) is the identity map, then the
degree two component of
ϕ(gf) = f ◦ ϕ(g) ◦ f
−1
(this expression is again due to point-wise preservation of tame automorphisms) is equal to zero,
which contradicts ϕ(HˆN+1\HˆN) = HˆN+1\HˆN .
B. Let N = 2. Suppose that g ∈ Hˆ2\H2 is a non-trivial homothety plus a term of height two.
The automorphism g can be approximated by tame automorphisms, in particular there exists a
tame automorphism ξ such that
ξ ◦ g
is in H3. From Case A it follows then that
ϕ(ξ ◦ g) = ξ ◦ ϕ(g)
is also in H3. But then, since the linear part of g is given by a non-trivial homothety, which means
that ξ scales it back to the identity matrix in order to approximate g up to terms of height three,
then the left action by ξ−1 reverses the scaling, so that the linear part of
ξ−1 ◦ ξ ◦ ϕ(g) = ϕ(g)
is given by a non-trivial homothety, which implies ϕ(g) ∈ Hˆ2\H2.
4. Finally, combining all of the results, we get ϕ(HN) = HN , N > 1 as desired.
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3.3.4 Lifting of automorphism groups
Lifting of automorphisms from Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) to Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)
Definition 3.3.9. In the sequel, we call an action of the n-dimensional torus Tn on K〈x1, . . . , xn〉
(the number of generators coincides with the dimension of the torus) linearizable if it is conjugate
to the standard diagonal action given by
(λ1, . . . , λn) : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (λ1x1, . . . , λnxn).
The following result is a direct free associative analogue of a well-known theorem of Bia lynicki-
Birula [49,50]. We will make frequent reference of the classical (commutative) case as well, which
appears as Theorem 3.4.1 in the text.
Theorem 3.3.10. Any effective action of the n-torus on K〈x1, . . . , xn〉 is linearizable.
The proof is somewhat similar to that of Theorem 3.4.1, with a few modifications. We provide
it in Chapter 5.
As a corollary of the above theorem, we get
Proposition 3.3.11. Let T n denote the standard torus action on K[x1, . . . , xn]. Let T̂
n denote
its lifting to an action on the free associative algebra K〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Then T̂
n is also given by the
standard torus action.
Proof. Consider the roots x̂i of this action. They are liftings of the coordinates xi. We have
to prove that they generate the whole associative algebra.
Due to the reducibility of this action, all elements are product of eigenvalues of this action.
Hence it is enough to prove that eigenvalues of this action can be presented as a linear combination
of this action. This can be done along the lines of Bia lynicki-Birula [49]. Note that all propositions
of the previous section hold for the free associative algebra. Proof of Theorem 3.3.3 is similar.
Hence we have the following
Theorem 3.3.12. Any Ind-scheme automorphism ϕ of Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) for n ≥ 3 is inner,
i.e. is a conjugation by some automorphism.
We therefore see that the group lifting (in the sense of isomorphism induced by the natural
abelianization) implies the analogue of Theorem 3.3.2.
This also implies that any automorphism group lifting, if exists, satisfies the approximation
properties.
Proposition 3.3.13. Suppose
Ψ : Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn])→ Aut(K〈z1, . . . , zn〉)
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is a group homomorphism such that its composition with the natural map Aut(K〈z1, . . . , zn〉) →
Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) (induced by the projection K〈z1, . . . , zn〉 → K[x1, . . . , xn]) is the identity map.
Then
1. After a coordinate change Ψ provides a correspondence between the standard torus actions
xi 7→ λixi and zi 7→ λizi.
2. Images of elementary automorphisms
xj 7→ xj , j 6= i, xi 7→ xi + f(x1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xn)
are elementary automorphisms of the form
zj 7→ zj , j 6= i, zi 7→ zi + f(z1, . . . , ẑi, . . . , zn).
(Hence image of tame automorphism is tame automorphism).
3. ψ(Hn) = Gn. Hence ψ induces a map between the completion of the groups of
Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) and Aut(K〈z1, . . . , zn〉) with respect to the augmentation subgroup struc-
ture.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.9
Any automorphism (including wild automorphisms such as the Nagata example) can be approxi-
mated by a product of elementary automorphisms with respect to augmentation topology. In the
case of the Nagata automorphism corresponding to
Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉),
all such elementary automorphisms fix all coordinates except x1 and x2. Because of (2) and
(3) of Proposition 3.3.13, the lifted automorphism would be an automorphism induced by an
automorphism ofK〈x1, x2, x3〉 fixing x3. However, it is impossible to lift the Nagata automorphism
to such an automorphism due to the main result of [36]. Therefore, Theorem 3.1.9 is proved.
3.4 Automorphisms of the polynomial algebra and the ap-
proach of Bodnarchuk–Rips
Let Ψ ∈ Aut(Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn])) (resp. Aut(TAut(K[x1, . . . , xn])),
Aut(TAut0(K[x1, . . . , xn])), Aut(Aut0(K[x1, . . . , xn]))).
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3.4.1 Reduction to the case when Ψ is identical on SLn
We follow [128] and [53] using the classical theorem of Bia lynicki-Birula [49, 50]:
Theorem 3.4.1 (Bia lynicki-Birula). Any effective action of torus Tn on Cn is linearizable (recall
the definition 3.3.9).
Remark. An effective action of Tn−1 on Cn is linearizable [49, 50]. There is a conjecture whether
any action of Tn−2 on Cn is linearizable, established for n = 3. For codimension > 2, there are positive-
characteristic counterexamples [16].
Remark. Kraft and Stampfli [128] proved (by considering periodic elements in T) that an effective
action T has the following property: if Ψ ∈ Aut(Aut) is a group automorphism, then the image of T
(as a subgroup of Aut) under Ψ is an algebraic group. In fact their proof is also applicable for the free
associative algebra case. We are going to use this result.
Returning to the case of automorphisms ϕ ∈ AutIndAut preserving the Ind-group struc-
ture, consider now the standard action xi 7→ λixi of the n-dimensional torus T ↔ T n ⊂
Aut(C[x1, . . . , xn]) on the affine space Cn. Let H be the image of T n under ϕ. Then by Theorem
3.4.1 H is conjugate to the standard torus T n via some automorphism ψ. Composing ϕ with this
conjugation, we come to the case when ϕ is the identity on the maximal torus. Then we have the
following
Corollary 3.4.2. Without loss of generality, it is enough to prove Theorem 3.1.1 for the case
when ϕ|T = Id.
Now we are in the situation when ϕ preserves all linear mappings xi 7→ λixi. We have to prove
that it is the identity.
Proposition 3.4.3 (E. Rips, private communication). Let n > 2 and suppose ϕ preserves the
standard torus action on the commutative polynomial algebra. Then ϕ preserves all elementary
transformations.
Corollary 3.4.4. Let ϕ satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.4.3. Then ϕ preserves all tame
automorphisms.
Proof of Proposition 3.4.3. We state a few elementary lemmas.
Lemma 3.4.5. Consider the diagonal action T 1 ⊂ T n given by automorphisms: α : xi 7→ αixi,
β : xi 7→ βixi. Let ψ : xi 7→
∑
i,J aiJx
J , i = 1, . . . , n, where J = (j1, . . . , jn) is the multi-index,
xJ = xj1 · · ·xjn. Then
α ◦ ψ ◦ β : xi 7→
∑
i,J
αiaiJx
JβJ ,
In particular,
α ◦ ψ ◦ α−1 : xi 7→
∑
i,J
αiaiJx
Jα−J .
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Applying Lemma 3.4.5 and comparing the coefficients we get the following
Lemma 3.4.6. Consider the diagonal T 1 action: xi 7→ λxi. Then the set of automorphisms
commuting with this action is exactly the set of linear automorphisms.
Similarly (using Lemma 3.4.5) we obtain Lemmas 3.4.7, 3.4.9, 3.4.10:
Lemma 3.4.7. a) Consider the following T 2 action:
x1 7→ λδx1, x2 7→ λx2, x3 7→ δx3, xi 7→ λxi, i > 3.
Then the set S of automorphisms commuting with this action is generated by the following auto-
morphisms:
x1 7→ x1 + βx2x3, xi 7→ εixi, i > 1, (β, εi ∈ K).
b) Consider the following T n−1 action:
x1 7→ λ
Ix1, xj 7→ λjxj , j > 1 (λ
I = λi22 · · ·λ
in
n ).
Then the set S of automorphisms commuting with this action is generated by the following auto-
morphisms:
x1 7→ x1 + β
n∏
j=2
x
ij
j , (β ∈ K).
Remark. A similar statement for the free associative case is true, but one has to consider
the set Sˆ of automorphisms x1 7→ x1 + h, xi 7→ εixi, i > 1, (ε ∈ K, and the polynomial
h ∈ K〈x2, . . . , xn〉 has total degree J - in the free associative case it is not just monomial anymore).
Corollary 3.4.8. Let ϕ ∈ Aut(TAut(K[x1, . . . , xn])) stabilizing all elements from T. Then ϕ(S) =
S.
Lemma 3.4.9. Consider the following T 1 action:
x1 7→ λ
2x1, xi 7→ λxi, i > 1.
Then the set S of automorphisms commuting with this action is generated by the following auto-
morphisms:
x1 7→ x1 + βx
2
2, xi 7→ λixi, i > 2, (β, λi ∈ K).
Lemma 3.4.10. Consider the set S defined in the previous lemma. Then [S, S] = {uvu−1v−1}
consists of the following automorphisms
x1 7→ x1 + βx2x3, x2 7→ x2, x3 7→ x3, (β ∈ K).
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Lemma 3.4.11. Let n ≥ 3. Consider the following set of automorphisms
ψi : xi 7→ xi + βixi+1xi+2, βi 6= 0, xk 7→ xk, k 6= i
for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. (Numeration is cyclic, so for example xn+1 = x1). Let βi 6= 0 for all i. Then
all of ψi can be simultaneously conjugated by a torus action to
ψ′i : xi 7→ xi + xi+1xi+2, xk 7→ xk, k 6= i
for i = 1, . . . , n in a unique way.
Proof. Let α : xi 7→ αixi. Then by Lemma 3.4.5 we obtain
α ◦ ψi ◦ α
−1 : xi 7→ xi + βixi+1xi+2α
−1
i+1α
−1
i+2αi
and
α ◦ ψi ◦ α
−1 : xk 7→ xk
for k 6= i.
Comparing the coefficients of the quadratic terms, we see that it is sufficient to solve the
system:
βiα
−1
i+1α
−1
i+2αi = 1, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
As βi 6= 0 for all i, this system has a unique solution.
Remark. In the free associative algebra case, instead of βx2x3 one has to consider βx2x3 +
γx3x2.
3.4.2 The lemma of Rips
Lemma 3.4.12 (E. Rips). Let char(K) 6= 2, |K| =∞. Linear transformations and ψ′i defined in
Lemma 3.4.11 generate the whole tame automorphism group of K[x1, . . . , xn].
Proposition 3.4.3 follows from Lemmas 3.4.6, 3.4.7, 3.4.9, 3.4.10, 3.4.11, 3.4.12. Note that we
have proved an analogue of Theorem 3.1.1 for tame automorphisms.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.12. Let G be the group generated by elementary transformations as in
Lemma 3.4.11. We have to prove that is isomorphic to the tame automorphism subgroup fixing
the augmentation ideal. We are going to need some preliminaries.
Lemma 3.4.13. Linear transformations of K3 and
ψ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy
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generate all mappings of the form
φbm(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + bx
m, b ∈ K.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.13. We proceed by induction. Suppose we have an automorphism
φbm−1(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + bx
m−1.
Conjugating by the linear transformation (z 7→ y, y 7→ z, x 7→ x), we obtain the automorphism
φbm−1(x, z, y) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + bx
m−1, z 7→ z.
Composing this on the right by ψ, we get the automorphism
ϕ(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + bxm−1, z 7→ z + yx+ xm.
Note that
φm−1(x, y, z)
−1 ◦ ϕ(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy + bxm.
Now we see that
ψ−1φm−1(x, y, z)
−1 ◦ ϕ(x, y, z) = φbm
and the lemma is proved.
Corollary 3.4.14. Let char(K) ∤ n (in particular, char(K) 6= 0) and |K| =∞. Then G contains
all the transformations
z 7→ z + bxkyl, y 7→ y, x 7→ x
such that k + l = n.
Proof. For any invertible linear transformation
ϕ : x 7→ a11x+ a12y, y 7→ a21x+ a22y, z 7→ z; aij ∈ K
we have
ϕ−1φbmϕ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + b(a11x+ a12y)
m.
Note that sums of such expressions contain all the terms of the form bxkyl. The corollary is proved.
3.4.3 Generators of the tame automorphism group
Theorem 3.4.15. If char(K) 6= 2 and |K| =∞, then linear transformations and
ψ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy
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generate all mappings of the form
αbm(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + byx
m, b ∈ K.
Proof of theorem 3.4.15. Observe that
α = β ◦ φbm(x, z, y) : x 7→ x+ by
m, y 7→ y + x+ bym, z 7→ z,
where β : x 7→ x, y 7→ x+ y, z 7→ z. Then
γ = α−1ψα : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy + 2bxym + by2m.
Composing with ψ−1 and φ2b2m we get the desired
α2bm(x, y, z) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + 2byx
m, b ∈ K.
Corollary 3.4.16. Let char(K) ∤ n and |K| = ∞. Then G contains all transformations of the
form
z 7→ z + bxkyl, y 7→ y, x 7→ x
such that k = n+ 1.
The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 3.4.14. Note that either n or n + 1 is not a
multiple of char(K) so we have
Lemma 3.4.17. If char(K) 6= 2 then linear transformations and
ψ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy
generate all mappings of the form
αP : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P (x, y), P (x, y) ∈ K[x, y].
We have proved Lemma 3.4.12 for the three variable case. In order to treat the case n ≥ 4 we
need one more lemma.
Lemma 3.4.18. Let M(~x) = a
∏
xkii , a ∈ K, |K| = ∞, char(K) ∤ ki for at least one of ki’s.
Consider the linear transformations denoted by
f : xi 7→ yi =
∑
aijxj , det(aij) 6= 0
and monomials Mf = M(~y). Then the linear span of Mf for different f ’s contains all homogenous
polynomials of degree k =
∑
ki in K[x1, . . . , xn].
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Proof. It is a direct consequence of the following fact. Let S be a homogenous subspace of
K[x1, . . . , xn] invariant with respect to GLn of degree m. Then S = S
pk
m/pk
, p = char(K), Sl is the
space of all polynomials of degree l.
Lemma 3.4.12 follows from Lemma 3.4.18 in a similar way as in the proofs of Corollaries 3.4.14
and 3.4.16.
3.4.4 Aut(TAut) for general case
Now we consider the case when char(K) is arbitrary, i.e. the remaining case char(K) = 2.
Still |K| = ∞. Although we are unable to prove the analogue of Proposition 3.4.3, we can still
play on the relations.
Let
M = a
n−1∏
i=1
xkii
be a monomial, a ∈ K. For polynomial P (x, y) ∈ K[x, y] we define the elementary automorphism
ψP : xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, xn 7→ xn + P (x1, . . . , xn−1).
We have P =
∑
Mj and ψP naturally decomposes as a product of commuting ψMj . Let Ψ ∈
Aut(TAut(K[x, y, z])) stabilizing linear mappings and φ (Automorphism φ defined in Lemma
3.4.13). Then according to the corollary 3.4.8 Ψ(ψP ) =
∏
Ψ(ψMj ). If M = ax
n then due to
Lemma 3.4.13
Ψ(ψM) = ψM .
We have to prove the same for other type of monomials:
Lemma 3.4.19. Let M be a monomial. Then
Ψ(ψM) = ψM .
Proof. Let M = a
∏n−1
i=1 x
ki
i . Consider the automorphism
α : xi 7→ xi + x1, i = 2, . . . , n− 1; x1 7→ x1, xn 7→ xn.
Then
α−1ψMα = ψxk11
∏n−1
i=2 (xi+x1)
ki
= ψQψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
.
Here the polynomial
Q = xk11
(
n−1∏
i=2
(xi + x1)
ki − ax
∑
ki
1
)
.
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It has the following form
Q =
n−1∑
i=2
Ni,
where Ni are monomials such that none of them is proportional to a power of x1.
According to Corollary 3.4.8, Ψ(ψM) = ψbM for some b ∈ K. We need only to prove that
b = 1. Suppose the contrary, b 6= 1. Then
Ψ(α−1ψMα) =
 ∏
[Ni,x1] 6=0
Ψ(ψNi)
 ◦Ψ(ψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
) =
 ∏
[Ni,x1] 6=0
ψbiNi
 ◦ ψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
for some bi ∈ K.
On the other hand
Ψ(α−1ψMα) = α
−1Ψ(ψM)α = α
−1ψbMα =
 ∏
[Ni,x1] 6=0
ψbNi
 ◦ ψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
Comparing the factors ψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
and ψ
ax
∑n−1
i=2
ki
1
in the last two products we get b = 1. Lemma
3.4.19 and hence Proposition 3.4.3 are proved.
3.5 The approach of Bodnarchuk–Rips to automorphisms
of TAut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) (n > 2)
Now consider the free associative case. We treat the case n > 3 on group-theoretic level and
the case n = 3 on Ind-scheme level. Note that if n = 2 then Aut0(K[x, y]) = TAut0(K[x, y]) ≃
TAut0(K〈x, y〉) = Aut0(K〈x, y〉) and description of automorphism group of such objects is known
due to J. De´serti.
3.5.1 The automorphisms of the tame automorphism
group of K〈x1, . . . , xn〉, n ≥ 4
Proposition 3.5.1 (E. Rips, private communication). Let n > 3 and let ϕ preserve the stan-
dard torus action on the free associative algebra K〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Then ϕ preserves all elementary
transformations.
Corollary 3.5.2. Let ϕ satisfy the conditions of the proposition 3.5.1. Then ϕ preserves all tame
automorphisms.
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For free associative algebras, we note that any automorphism preserving the torus action
preserves also the symmetric
x1 7→ x1 + β(x2x3 + x3x2), xi 7→ xi, i > 1
and the skew symmetric
x1 7→ x1 + β(x2x3 − x3x2), xi 7→ xi, i > 1
elementary automorphisms. The first property follows from Lemma 3.4.9. The second one follows
from the fact that skew symmetric automorphisms commute with automorphisms of the following
type
x2 7→ x2 + x
2
3, xi 7→ xi, i 6= 2
and this property distinguishes them from elementary automorphisms of the form
x1 7→ x1 + βx2x3 + γx3x2, xi 7→ xi, i > 1.
Theorem 3.1.2 follows from the fact that the forms βx2x3 + γx3x2 corresponding to general
bilinear multiplication
∗β,γ : (x2, x3) 7→ βx2x3 + γx3x2
lead to associative multiplication if and only if β = 0 or γ = 0; the approximation also applies
(see section 3.3.3).
Suppose at first that n = 4 and we are dealing with K〈x, y, z, t〉.
Proposition 3.5.3. The group G containing all linear transformations and mappings
x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy, t 7→ t
contains also all transformations of the form
x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P (x, y), t 7→ t.
Proof. It is enough to prove that G contains all transformations of the following form
x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + aM, t 7→ t, a ∈ K,
where M is a monomial.
Step 1. Let
M = a
m∏
i=1
xkiyli or M = a
m∏
i=1
yl0xkiyli
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or
M = a
m∏
i=1
xkiyli or M = a
m∏
i=1
xkiylixkm+1 .
Define the height of M , H(M), to be the number of segments comprised of a specific generator -
such as xk - in the word M . (For instance, H(a
∏m
i=1 x
kiylixkm+1) = 2m+ 1.) Using induction on
H(M), one can reduce to the case when M = yxk. Let M = M ′xk such that H(M ′) < H(M).
(Case when M = M ′yl is obviously similar.) Let
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +M ′, t 7→ t.
α : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ zxk.
Then
φ−1 ◦ α ◦ φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t−M + zxk.
The automorphism φ−1 ◦ α ◦ φ is the composition of automorphisms
β : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t−M
and
γ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t + zxk.
Observe that β is conjugate to the automorphism
β ′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z −M, t 7→ t
by a linear automorphism
x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ t, t 7→ z.
Similarly, γ is conjugate to the automorphism
γ′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + yxk, t 7→ t.
We have thus reduced to the case when M = xk or M = yxk.
Step 2. Consider automorphisms
α : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + xk, z 7→ z, t 7→ t
and
β : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ azy.
Then
α−1 ◦ β ◦ α : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ azxk + azy.
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It is a composition of the automorphism
γ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t + azxk
which is conjugate to the needed automorphism
γ′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + yxk, t 7→ t
and an automorphism
δ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ azy,
which is conjugate to the automorphism
δ′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + axy, t 7→ t
and then to the automorphism
δ′′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy, t 7→ t
(using similarities). We have reduced the problem to proving the statement
G ∋ ψM , M = x
k
for all k.
Step 3. Obtain the automorphism
x 7→ x, y 7→ y + xn, z 7→ z, t 7→ t.
This problem is similar to the commutative case of K[x1, . . . , xn] (cf. Section 3.4).
Proposition 3.5.3 is proved.
Returning to the general case n ≥ 4, let us formulate the remark made after Lemma 3.4.7 as
follows:
Lemma 3.5.4. Consider the following T n−1 action:
x1 7→ λ
Ix1, xj 7→ λjxj , j > 1; λ
I = λi22 · · ·λ
in
n .
Then the set S of automorphisms commuting with this action is generated by the following auto-
morphisms:
x1 7→ x1 +H, xi 7→ xi; i > 1,
where H is any homogenous polynomial of total degree i2 + · · ·+ in.
Proposition 3.5.3 and Lemma 3.5.4 imply
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Corollary 3.5.5. Let Ψ ∈ Aut(TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) stabilize all elements of torus and linear
automorphisms,
φP : xn 7→ xn + P (x1, . . . , xn−1), xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Let P =
∑
I PI , where PI is the homogenous component of P of multi-degree I. Then
a) Ψ(φP ) : xn 7→ xn + P
Ψ(x1, . . . , xn−1), xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
b) PΨ =
∑
I P
Ψ
I ; here P
Ψ
I is homogenous of multi-degree I.
c) If I has positive degree with respect to one or two variables, then PΨI = PI .
Let Ψ ∈ Aut(TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) stabilize all elements of torus and linear automorphisms,
φ : xn 7→ xn + P (x1, . . . , xn−1), xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Let ϕQ : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2, xi 7→ xi + Qi(x1, x2), i = 3, . . . , n − 1, xn 7→ xn; Q =
(Q3, . . . , Qn−1). Then Ψ(ϕQ) = ϕQ by Proposition 3.5.3.
Lemma 3.5.6. a) ϕ−1Q ◦ φP ◦ ϕQ = φPQ, where
PQ(x1, . . . , xn−1) = P (x1, x2, x3 +Q3(x1, x2), . . . , xn−1 +Qn−1(x1, x2)).
b) Let PQ = P
(1)
Q + P
(2)
Q , P
(1)
Q consist of all terms containing one of the variables x3, . . . , xn−1,
and let P
(1)
Q consist of all terms containing just x1 and x2. Then
PΨQ = P
Ψ
Q = P
(1)Ψ
Q + P
(2)Ψ
Q = P
(1)Ψ
Q + P
(2)
Q
.
Lemma 3.5.7. If P
(2)
Q = R
(2)
Q for all Q then P = R.
Proof. It is enough to prove that if P 6= 0 then P
(2)
Q 6= 0 for appropriate Q = (Q3, . . . , Qn−1).
Let m = deg(P ), Qi = x
2i+1m
1 x
2i+1m
2 . Let Pˆ be the highest-degree component of P , then
Pˆ (x1, x2, Q3, . . . , Qn−1) is the highest-degree component of P
(2)
Q . It is enough to prove that
Pˆ (x1, x2, Q3, . . . , Qn−1) 6= 0.
Let x1 ≺ x2 ≺ x2 ≺ · · · ≺ xn−1 be the standard lexicographic order. Consider the lexicographically
minimal term M of Pˆ . It is easy to see that the term
M |Qi 7→xi, i = 3, n− 1
cannot cancel with any other term
N |Qi 7→xi, i = 3, n− 1
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of Pˆ (x1, x2, Q3, . . . , Qn−1). Therefore Pˆ (x1, x2, Q3, . . . , Qn−1) 6= 0.
Lemmas 3.5.6 and 3.5.7 imply
Corollary 3.5.8. Let Ψ ∈ Aut(TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) stabilize all elements of torus and linear
automorphisms. Then PΨ = P , and Ψ stabilizes all elementary automorphisms and therefore the
entire group TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉).
We obtain the following
Proposition 3.5.9. Let n ≥ 4 and let Ψ ∈ Aut(TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) stabilize all elements of
torus and linear automorphisms. Then either Ψ = Id or Ψ acts as conjugation by the mirror
anti-automorphism.
Let n ≥ 4. Let Ψ ∈ Aut(TAut0(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) stabilize all elements of torus and linear
automorphisms. Denote by EL an elementary automorphism
EL : x1 7→ x1, . . . , xn−1 7→ xn−1, xn 7→ xn + x1x2
(all other elementary automorphisms of this form, i.e. xk 7→ xk + xixj , xl 7→ xl for l 6= k and
k 6= i, k 6= j, i 6= j, are conjugate to one another by permutations of generators).
We have to prove that Ψ(EL) = EL or Ψ(EL) : xi 7→ xi; i = 1, . . . , xn−1, xn 7→ xn+x2x1. The
latter corresponds to Ψ being the conjugation with the mirror anti-automorphism ofK〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
Define for some a, b ∈ K
x ∗a,b y = axy + byx.
Then, in any of the above two cases,
Ψ(EL) : xi 7→ xi; i = 1, . . . , xn−1, xn 7→ xn + x1 ∗a,b x2
for some a, b.
The following lemma is elementary:
Lemma 3.5.10. The operation ∗ = ∗a,b is associative if and only if ab = 0.
The associator of x, y, and z is given by
{x, y, z}∗ ≡ (x ∗ y) ∗ z − x ∗ (y ∗ z) =
ab(zx − xz)y + aby(xz − zx) = ab[y, [x, z]].
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.5.9. For simplicity we treat only the case n = 4 –
the general case is dealt with analogously. Consider the automorphisms
α : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy, t 7→ t,
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β : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ xz,
h : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t− xz.
(Manifestly h = β−1.) Then
γ = hα−1βα = [β, α] : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t− x2y.
Note that α is conjugate to β via a generator permutation
κ : x 7→ x, y 7→ z, z 7→ t, t 7→ y, κ ◦ α ◦ κ−1 = β
and
Ψ(γ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t− x ∗ (x ∗ y).
Let
δ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + x2, t 7→ t,
ǫ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t+ zy.
Let γ′ = ǫ−1δ−1ǫδ. Then
γ′ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t− x2y.
On the other hand we have
ε = Ψ(ǫ−1δ−1ǫδ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, t 7→ t− (x2) ∗ y.
We also have γ = γ′. Equality Ψ(γ) = Ψ(γ′) is equivalent to the equality x ∗ (x ∗ y) = x2 ∗ y. This
implies x ∗ y = xy and we are done.
3.5.2 The group AutInd(TAut(K〈x, y, z〉))
This is the most technically loaded part of the present study. At the moment we are unable
to accomplish the objective of describing the entire group AutTAut(K〈x, y, z〉). In this section
we will determine only its subgroup AutInd TAut0(K〈x, y, z〉), i.e. the group of Ind-scheme au-
tomorphisms, and prove Theorem 3.1.8. We use the approximation results of Section 3.3.3. In
what follows we suppose that char(K) 6= 2. As in the preceding chapter, {x, y, z}∗ denotes the
associator of x, y, z with respect to a fixed binary linear operation ∗, i.e.
{x, y, z}∗ = (x ∗ y) ∗ z − x ∗ (y ∗ z).
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Proposition 3.5.11. Let Ψ ∈ AutInd(TAut0(K〈x, y, z〉)) stabilize all linear automorphisms. Let
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy.
Then either
Ψ(φ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + axy
or
Ψ(φ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + byx
for some a, b ∈ K.
Proof. Consider the automorphism
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy.
Then
Ψ(φ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + x ∗ y,
where x∗y = axy+byx. Let a 6= 0. We can make the star product ∗ = ∗a,b into x∗y = xy+λyx by
conjugation with the mirror anti-automorphism and appropriate linear substitution. We therefore
need to prove that λ = 0, which implies Ψ(φ) = φ.
The following two lemmas are proved by straightforward computation.
Lemma 3.5.12. Let A = K〈x, y, z〉. Let f ∗ g = fg + λfg. Then {f, g, h}∗ = λ[g, [f, h]].
In particular {f, g, f}∗ = 0, f ∗ (f ∗ g)− (f ∗ f) ∗ g = −{f, f, g}∗ = λ[f, [f, g]],
(g ∗ f) ∗ f − g ∗ (f ∗ f) = {g, f, f}∗ = λ[f, [f, g]].
Lemma 3.5.13. Let ϕ1 : x 7→ x + yz, y 7→ y, z 7→ z; ϕ2 : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + yx;
ϕ = ϕ−12 ϕ
−1
1 ϕ2ϕ1. Then modulo terms of order ≥ 4 we have:
ϕ : x 7→ x+ y2x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z − y2z
and
Ψ(ϕ) : x 7→ x+ y ∗ (y ∗ x), y 7→ y, z 7→ z − y ∗ (y ∗ z).
Lemma 3.5.14. a) Let φl : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + y
2x. Then
Ψ(φl) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + y ∗ (y ∗ x).
b) Let φr : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy
2. Then
Ψ(φr) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + (x ∗ y) ∗ y.
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Proof. According to the results of the previous section we have
Ψ(φl) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P (y, x)
where P (y, x) is homogenous of degree 2 with respect to y and degree 1 with respect to x. We
have to prove that H(y, x) = P (y, x)− y ∗ (y ∗ x) = 0.
Let τ : x 7→ z, y 7→ y, z 7→ x; τ = τ−1, φ′ = τφlτ
−1 : x 7→ x + y2z, y 7→ y, z 7→ z. Then
Ψ(φ′l) : x 7→ x+ P (y, z), y 7→ y, z 7→ z.
Let φ′′l = φlφ
′
l : x 7→ x+ P (y, z), y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P (y, x) modulo terms of degree ≥ 4.
Let τ : x 7→ x − z, y 7→ y, z 7→ z and let ϕ2, ϕ be the automorphisms described in Lemma
3.5.13.
Then
T = τ−1φ−1l τφ
′′
l : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z
modulo terms of order ≥ 4.
On the other hand
Ψ(T ) : x 7→ x+H(y, z)−H(y, x), y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P
modulo terms of order ≥ 4. Because degy(H(y, x) = 2, degx(H(y, x)) = 1 we get H = 0.
Proof of b) is similar.
Lemma 3.5.15. a) Let
ψ1 : x 7→ x+ y
2, y 7→ y, z 7→ z; ψ2 : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + x
2.
Then
[ψ1, ψ2] = ψ
−1
2 ψ
−1
1 ψ2ψ1 : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + y
2x+ xy2,
Ψ([ψ1, ψ2]) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + (y ∗ y) ∗ x+ x ∗ (y ∗ y).
b)
φ−1l φ
−1
r [ψ1, ψ2] : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z
modulo terms of order ≥ 4 but
Ψ
(
φ−1l φ
−1
r [ψ1, ψ2]
)
: x 7→ x, y 7→ y,
z 7→ z + (y ∗ y) ∗ x+ x ∗ (y ∗ y)− (x ∗ y) ∗ y − y ∗ (y ∗ x) =
= z + 4λ[x[x, y]]
modulo terms of order ≥ 4.
Proof. a) can be obtained by direct computation. b) follows from a) and the lemma 3.5.12.
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Proposition 3.5.11 follows from Lemma 3.5.15.
We need a few auxiliary lemmas. The first one is an analogue of the hiking procedure from
[32, 117].
Lemma 3.5.16. Let K be algebraically closed, and let n1, . . . , nm be positive integers. Then there
exist k1, . . . , ks ∈ Z and λ1, . . . , λs ∈ K such that
•
∑
ki = 1 modulo char(K) (if char(K) = 0 then
∑
ki = 1).
•
∑
i k
nj
i λi = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , m.
For λ ∈ K we define an automorphism ψλ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ λz.
The next lemma provides for some translation between the language of polynomials and the
group action language. It is similar to the hiking process [32, 117].
Lemma 3.5.17. Let ϕ ∈ K〈x, y, z〉. Let ϕ(x) = x, ϕ(y) = y +
∑
iRi + R
′, ϕ(z) = z + Q. Let
deg(Ri) = N , let also the degree of all monomials in R
′ be greater than N , and let the degree of
all monomials in Q be greater than or equal to N . Finally, assume degz(Ri) = i and the z-degree
of all monomials of R1 greater than 0.
Then
a) ψ−1λ ϕψλ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y+
∑
i λ
iRi+R
′′, z 7→ z+Q′. Also the total degree of all monomials
comprising R′ is greater than N , and the degree of all monomials of Q is greater than or equal to
N .
b) Let φ =
∏(
ψλ−1i
ϕψλi
)ki
. Then
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y +
∑
i
Riλ
ki
i + S, z 7→ z + T
where the degree of all monomials of S is greater than N and the degree of all monomials of T is
greater than or equal to N .
Proof. a) By direct computation. b) is a consequence of a).
Remark. In the case of characteristic zero, the condition of K being algebraically closed can
be dropped. After hiking for several steps, we need to prove just
Lemma 3.5.18. Let char(K) = 0, let n be a positive integer. Then there exist k1, . . . , ks ∈ Z and
λ1, . . . , λs ∈ K such that
•
∑
ki = 1.
•
∑
i k
n
i λi = 0.
Using this lemma we can cancel out all the terms in the product in the Lemma 3.5.17 except for
the constant one. The proof of Lemma 3.5.18 for any field of zero characteristic can be obtained
through the following observation:
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Lemma 3.5.19. (
n∑
i=1
λi
)n
−
∑
j
(
λ1 + · · ·+ λ̂j + · · ·+ λn
)n
+ · · ·+
+(−1)n−k
∑
i1<···<ik
(xi1 + · · ·+ xik)
n + · · ·+ (−1)n−1 (xn1 + · · ·+ x
n
n) = n!
n∏
i=1
xi
and if m < n then (
n∑
i=1
λi
)m
−
∑
j
(
λ1 + · · ·+ λ̂j + · · ·+ λn
)m
+ · · ·+
+(−1)n−k
∑
i1<···<ik
(xi1 + · · ·+ xik)
m + · · ·+ (−1)n−1 (xm1 + · · ·+ x
m
n ) = 0.
The lemma 3.5.19 allows us to replace the n-th powers by product of constants, after that the
statement of Lemma 3.5.18 becomes transparent.
Lemma 3.5.20. Let ϕ : x 7→ x + R1, y 7→ y + R2, z 7→ z
′, such that the total degree of
all monomials in R1, R2 is greater than or equal to N . Then for Ψ(ϕ) : x 7→ x + R
′
1, y 7→
y +R′2, z 7→ z
′′ with the total degree of all monomials in R′1, R
′
2 also greater than or equal to N .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.2.
Lemmas 3.5.20, 3.5.17, 3.5.16 imply the following statement.
Lemma 3.5.21. Let ϕj ∈ Aut0(K〈x, y, z〉), j = 1, 2, such that
ϕj(x) = x, ϕj(y) = y +
∑
i
Rji +R
′
j , ϕj(z) = z +Qj .
Let deg(Rji ) = N , and suppose that the degree of all monomials in R
′
j is greater than N , while the
degree of all monomials in Q is greater than or equal to N ; degz(Ri) = i, and the z-degree of all
monomials in R1 is positive. Let R
1
0 = 0, R
2
0 6= 0.
Then Ψ(ϕ1) 6= ϕ2.
Consider the automorphism
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + P (x, y).
Let Ψ ∈ AutInd TAut0(k〈x, y, z〉) stabilize the standard torus action pointwise. Then
Ψ(φ) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +Q(x, y).
We denote
Ψ¯(P ) = Q.
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Our goal is to prove that Ψ¯(P ) = P for all P if Ψ stabilizes all linear automorphisms and
Ψ¯(xy) = xy. We proceed by strong induction on total degree. The base case corresponds to k = 1
and l = 1 and is assumed. We then heave
Lemma 3.5.22.
Ψ¯(xkyl) = xkyl
provided that Ψ¯(P ) = P for all monomials P (x, y) of total degree < k + l.
Proof.
Let
φ : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xkyl,
ϕ1 : x 7→ x+ y
l, y 7→ y, z 7→ z,
ϕ2 : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + x
k, z 7→ z,
ϕ3 : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + xy,
h : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z − xk+1.
Then, for k > 1 and l > 1
g = hϕ−13 ϕ
−1
1 ϕ
−1
2 ϕ3ϕ1ϕ2 :
x 7→ x− yl + (y − (x− yl)k)l,
y 7→ y − (x− yl)k + (x− yl + (y − (x− yl)k)l)k,
z 7→ z − xy − xk+1 + (x− yl)(y − (x− yl)k).
Observe that the height of g(x) − x, g(y)− y and g(z) − z is at least k + l − 1, when k > 1 or
l > 1. We then use Theorem 3.3.2 and the induction step. Applying Ψ yields the result because
Ψ(ϕi) = ϕi, i = 1, 2, 3 and ϕ(HN) ⊆ HN for all N . The lemma is proved.
Let
Mk1,...,ks = x
k1yk2 · · · yks
for even s and
Mk1,...,ks = x
k1yk2 · · ·xks
for odd s, k =
∑n
i=1 ki. Then
Mk1,...,ks =Mk1,...,ks−1y
ks
for even s and
Mk1,...,ks =Mk1,...,ks−1x
ks
for odd s.
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We have to prove that Ψ¯(Mk1,...,ks) = Mk1,...,ks. By induction we may assume that
Ψ¯(Mk1,...,ks−1) = Mk1,...,ks−1.
For any monomial M = M(x, y) we define an automorphism
ϕM : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +M.
We also define the automorphisms
φek : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + zx
k, z 7→ z
and
φok : x 7→ x+ zy
k, y 7→ y, z 7→ z.
We will present the case of even s - the odd s case is similar.
Let Dezxk be a derivation of K〈x, y, z〉 such that D
e
zxk(x) = 0, D
e
zxk(y) = zx
k, Dezxk(z) = 0.
Similarly, letDozyk be a derivation ofK〈x, y, z〉 such thatD
o
zyk(y) = 0,D
o
zxk(x) = zy
k,Dzyk(z)
o = 0.
The following lemma is proved by direct computation:
Lemma 3.5.23. Let
u = φeks
−1ϕ(Mk1,...,ks−1)
−1φeksϕ(Mk1,...,ks−1)
for even s and
u = φoks
−1ϕ(Mk1,...,ks−1)
−1φoksϕ(Mk1,...,ks−1)
for odd s. Then
u : x 7→ x, y 7→ y +Mk1,...,ks +N
′, z 7→ z +Dezxk(Mk1,...,ks−1) +N
for even s and
u : x 7→ x+Mk1,...,ks +N
′, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +Dozxk(Mk1,...,ks−1) +N
for odd s, where N , N ′ are sums of terms of degree > k =
∑s
i=1 ki.
Let ψ(Mk1,...,ks) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +Mk1,...,ks,
αe : x 7→ x, y 7→ y − z, z 7→ z, αo : x 7→ x− z, y 7→ y, z 7→ z,
Let PM = Ψ(M)−M . Our goal is to prove that PM = 0.
Let
v = ψ(Mk1,...,ks)
−1αeψ(Mk1,...,ks)uα
−1
e
for even s and
v = ψ(Mk1,...,ks)
−1αoψ(Mk1,...,ks)uα
−1
o
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for odd s.
The next lemma is also proved by direct computation:
Lemma 3.5.24. a)
v : x 7→ x, y 7→ y +H, z 7→ z +H1 +H2
for even s and
v : x 7→ x+H, y 7→ y, z 7→ z +H1 +H2
for odd s
b)
Ψ(v) : x 7→ x, y 7→ y + PMk1,...,ks + H˜, z 7→ z + H˜1 + H˜2
for even s and
Ψ(v) : x 7→ x+ PMk1,...,ks + H˜, y 7→ y, z 7→ z + H˜1 + H˜2
for odd s, where H2, H˜2 are sums of terms of degree greater than k =
∑s
i=1 ki, H, H˜ are sums
of terms of degree ≥ k and positive z-degree, H1, H˜1 are sums of terms of degree k and positive
z-degree.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.8. Part b) follows from part a). In order to prove a) we are going
to show that Ψ¯(M) = M for any monomial M(x, y) and for any Ψ ∈ AutInd(TAut(〈x, y, z〉))
stabilizing the standard torus action T 3 and φ. The automorphism Ψ(ΦM) has the form described
in Lemma 3.5.24. But in this case Lemma 3.5.21 implies Ψ¯(M)−M = 0.
3.6 Some open questions concerning the tame automor-
phism group
As the conclusion of the paper, we would like to raise the following questions.
1. Is it true that any automorphism ϕ of Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) (in the group-theoretic sense -
that is, not necessarily an automorphism preserving the Ind-scheme structure) for n = 3 is
semi-inner, i.e. is a conjugation by some automorphism or mirror anti-automorphism?
2. Is it true that Aut(K〈x1, . . . , xn〉) is generated by affine automorphisms and automorphism
xn 7→ xn+x1x2, xi 7→ xi, i 6= n? For n ≥ 5 it seems to be easier and the answer is probably
positive, however for n = 3 the answer is known to be negative, cf. Umirbaev [190] and
Drensky and Yu [80]. For n ≥ 4 we believe the answer is positive.
3. Is it true that Aut(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is generated by linear automorphisms and automorphism
xn 7→ xn + x1x2, xi 7→ xi, i 6= n? For n = 3 the answer is negative: see the proof of the
Nagata conjecture [178, 181, 197]. For n ≥ 4 it is plausible that the answer is positive.
4. Is any automorphism ϕ of Aut(K〈x, y, z〉) (in the group-theoretic sense) semi-inner?
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5. Is it true that the conjugation in Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.1.7 can be done by some tame
automorphism? Suppose ψ−1ϕψ is tame for any tame ϕ. Does it follow that ψ is tame?
6. Prove Theorem 3.1.8 for char(K) = 2. Does it hold on the set-theoretic level, i.e.
Aut(TAut(K〈x, y, z〉)) are generated by conjugations by an automorphism or the mirror
anti-automorphism?
Similar questions can be formulated for nice automorphisms.
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Chapter 4
Approximation by tame automorphisms
and the Kontsevich conjecture
The first four sections of this chapter is based on the paper [112]. In light of this approximation
method, A. Elishev, A. Kanel-Belov, and J.-T. Yu [111] proposed a proof of the Kontsevich
Conjecture.
4.1 Endomorphisms of K[X ], Wn(K) and Pn(K)
4.1.1 Definitions and notation
The n-th Weyl algebraWn(K) over K is by definition the quotient of the free associative algebra
K〈a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn〉
by the two-sided ideal generated by elements
biaj − ajbi − δij, aiaj − ajai, bibj − bjbi,
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. One can think of Wn(K) as the algebra
K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn]
with two sets of n mutually commuting generators (images of the free generators under the canoni-
cal projection) which interact according to [yi, xj] = yixj−xjyi = δij , although, unless the context
necessitates clarification, we would like to denote the Weyl algebra henceforth by Wn(K) in or-
der to avoid confusion with K[X ] – notation reserved for the ring of polynomials in commuting
variables.
The polynomial algebra K[x1, . . . , xN ] itself is the quotient of the free associative algebra by
the congruence that makes all its generators commutative. When N = 2n is even, the algebra
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A2n carries an additional structure of the Poisson algebra – namely, a bilinear map
{ , } : K[x1, . . . , xN ]⊗K[x1, . . . , xN ]→ K[x1, . . . , xN ]
that turns K[x1, . . . , xN ] into a Lie algebra and acts as a derivation with respect to polynomial
multiplication. Under a fixed choice of generators, this map is given by the canonical Poisson
bracket
{xi, xj} = δi,n+j − δi+n,j.
We denote the pair (K[x1, . . . , x2n], { , }) by Pn(K). In our discussion the coefficient ring K is a
field of characteristic zero, and for later purposes (Proposition 4.3) we require K to be algebraically
closed. Thus one may safely assume K = C in the sequel.
Throughout we assume all homomorphisms to be unital and preserving all defining structures
carried by the objects in question. Thus, by a Weyl algebra endomorphism we always mean a K-
linear ring homomorphism Wn(K) into itself that maps 1 to 1. Similarly, the set EndK[x1, . . . , xn]
consists of all K-endomorphisms of the polynomial algebra, while EndPn is the set of polynomial
endomorphisms preserving the Poisson structure. We will call elements of the group AutPn
polynomial symplectomorphisms, due to the fact that they can be identified with polynomial
one-to-one mappings A2nK → A
2n
K of the affine space A
2n
K which preserve the symplectic form
ω =
∑
i
dpi ∧ dxi.
Any endomorphism ϕ of K[x1, . . . , xN ], Pn(K) or Wn(K) can be identified with the ordered set
(ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), . . .)
of images of generators of the corresponding algebra. For K[x1, . . . , xN ] and Pn(K), the poly-
nomials ϕ(xi) can be decomposed into sums of homogeneous components; this means that the
endomorphism ϕ may be written as a formal sum
ϕ = ϕ0 + ϕ1 + · · · ,
where ϕk is a string (of length N and 2n, respectively) whose entries are homogeneous polynomials
of total degree k.1 Accordingly, the height ht(ϕ) of the endomorphism is defined as
ht(ϕ) = inf{k | ϕk 6= 0}, ht(0) =∞.
This is not to be confused with the degree of endomorphism, which is defined as deg(ϕ) =
1We set deg xi = 1.
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sup{k | ϕk 6= 0}.
2 The height ht(f) of a polynomial f is defined quite similarly to be the minimal
number k such that the homogeneous component fk is not zero. Evidently, for an endomorphism
ϕ = (ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xN )) one has
ht(ϕ) = inf{ht(ϕ(xi)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
The function
d(ϕ, ψ) = exp(− ht(ϕ− ψ))
is a metric on EndK[x1, . . . , xN ]. We will refer to the corresponding topology on End (and on
subspaces such as Aut and TAut) as the formal power series topology.
4.1.2 Tame automorphisms
We call an automorphism ϕ ∈ AutK[x1, . . . , xN ] elementary if it is of the form
ϕ = (x1, . . . , xk−1, axk + f(x1, . . . , xk−1, xk+1, . . . , xN), xk+1, . . . , xN)
with a ∈ K×. Observe that linear invertible changes of variables – that is, transformations of the
form
(x1, . . . , xN ) 7→ (x1, . . . , xN )A, A ∈ GL(N,K)
are realized as compositions of elementary automorphisms.
The subgroup of AutK[x1, . . . , xN ] generated by all elementary automorphisms is the group
TAutK[x1, . . . , xN ] of so-called tame automorphisms.
Let Pn(K) = K[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn] be the polynomial algebra in 2n variables with Poisson
structure. It is clear that for an elementary ϕ ∈ AutK[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn] to be a symplecto-
morphism, it must either be a linear symplectic change of variables – that is, a transformation of
the form
(x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn)A
with A ∈ Sp(2n,K) a symplectic matrix, or be an elementary transformation of one of two
following types:
(x1, . . . , xk−1, xk + f(p1, . . . , pn), xk+1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn)
or
(x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pk−1, pk + g(x1, . . . , xn), pk+1, . . . , pn).
Note that in both cases we do not include translations of the affine space into our consideration,
so we may safely assume the polynomials f and g to be at least of height one.
2For Wn the degree is well defined, but the height depends on the ordering of the generators.
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The subgroup of AutPn(K) generated by all such automorphisms is the group TAutPn(K) of
tame symplectomorphisms. One similarly defines the notion of tameness for the Weyl algebra
Wn(K), with tame elementary automorphisms having the exact same form as for Pn(K).
The automorphisms which are not tame are called wild. It is unknown at the time of writing
whether the algebras Wn and Pn have any wild automorphisms in characteristic zero for n > 1,
however for n = 1 all automorphisms are known to be tame [99,135,136,200]. On the other hand,
the celebrated example of Nagata
(x+ (x2 − yz)x, y + 2(x2 − yz)x+ (x2 − yz)2z, z)
provides a wild automorphism of the polynomial algebra K[x, y, z].
It is known due to Kanel-Belov and Kontsevich [39, 40] that for K = C the groups
TAutWn(C) and TAutPn(C)
are isomorphic. The homomorphism between the tame subgroups is obtained by means of non-
standard analysis and involves certain non-constructible entities, such as free ultrafilters and
infinite prime numbers. Recent effort [38, 110] has been directed to proving the homomorphism’s
independence of such auxiliary objects, with limited success.
4.2 Approximation by tame automorphisms
Let ϕ ∈ AutK[x1, . . . , xN ] be a polynomial automorphism. We say that ϕ is approximated by
tame automorphisms if there is a sequence
ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψk, . . .
of tame automorphisms such that
ht((ψ−1k ◦ ϕ)(xi)− xi) ≥ k
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and all k sufficiently large. Observe that any tame automorphism ψ is approximated
by itself – that is, by a stationary sequence ψk = ψ.
The following two theorems are the main results of this chapter.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let ϕ = (ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xN)) be an automorphism of the polynomial algebra
K[x1, . . . , xN ] over a field K of characteristic zero, such that its Jacobian
J(ϕ) = det
[
∂ϕ(xi)
∂xj
]
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is equal to 1. Then there exists a sequence {ψk} ⊂ TAutK[x1, . . . , xN ] of tame automorphisms
approximating ϕ.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let σ = (σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn), σ(p1), . . . , σ(pn)) be a symplectomorphism of
K[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn] with unit Jacobian. Then there exists a sequence {τk} ⊂ TAutPn(K) of
tame symplectomorphisms approximating σ.
Theorem 4.2.1 is a special case of a classical result of Anick [8] (Anick proved approximation
for all e´tale maps, not just automorphisms). We give here a slightly simplified proof suitable for
our context. The second theorem first appeared in [112] and is essential in our approach to the
lifting problem in deformation quantization.
The proof of Theorem 4.2.1 consists of several steps each of which amounts to composing a
given automorphism ϕ with a tame transformation of a specific type – an operation which allows
one to dispose in ϕ(xi) (1 ≤ i ≤ N) of monomial terms of a given total degree, assuming that
the lower degree terms have already been dealt with. Thus the approximating sequence of tame
automorphisms is constructed by induction. As it was mentioned before, we disregard translation
automorphisms completely: all automorphisms discussed here are origin-preserving, so that the
polynomials ϕ(xi) have zero free part. This of course leads to no loss of generality.
The process starts with the following straightforward observation.
Lemma 4.2.3. There is a linear transformation A ∈ GL(N,K)
(x1, . . . , xN) 7→ (x1, . . . , xN )A
such that its composition ϕA with ϕ fulfills
ht(ϕA(xi)− xi) ≥ 2
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Proof. Consider
A1 =
[
∂ϕ(xi)
∂xj
]
(0, . . . , 0)
– the linear part of ϕ. Its determinant is equal to the value of J(ϕ) at zero, and J(ϕ) is a non-zero
constant. Composing ϕ with the linear change of variables induced by A−11 (on the left) results in
an automorphism ϕA that is identity modulo O(x
2).
Using the above lemma, we may replace ϕ with ϕA (and suppress the A subscript for conve-
nience), thus considering automorphisms which are close to the identity in the formal power series
topology.
The next lemma justifies the inductive step: suppose we have managed, by tame left action, to
eliminate the terms of degree 2, . . . , k − 1, then there is a sequence of elementary automorphisms
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such that their left action eliminates the term of degree k. This statement translates into the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let ϕ be a polynomial automorphism such that
ϕ(x1) = x1 + f1(x1, . . . , xn) + r1, . . . , ϕ(xn) = xn + fn(x1, . . . , xn) + rn
and fi are homogeneous of degree k and ri are the remaining terms (thus ht(ri) > k). Then one
can find a sequence σ1, . . . , σm of tame automorphisms whose composition with ϕ is given by
σm ◦ . . . ◦ σ1 ◦ ϕ : x1 7→ x1 + Fi(x1, . . . , xn) +R1, . . . , xn 7→ xn + Fn(x1, . . . , xn) +Rn
with Fi homogeneous of degree k + 1 and ht(Ri) > k + 1.
Proof. We will first show how to get rid of degree k monomials in the images of all but one
generator and then argue that the remaining image is rectified by an elementary automorphism.
Let N ≤ n be the number of images ϕ(xi) such that fi 6= 0, and let x1 and x2 be two generators
3
corresponding to non-zero term of degree k. The image of x1 admits the following presentation as
an element of the polynomial ring K[x3, . . . , xn][x1, x2]:
ϕ(x1) = x1 +
∑
d
∑
p+q=d
λp,qx
p
1x
q
2 + ri
where the coefficients λp,q are polynomials of the remaining variables (thus the double sum above
is just a way to express f1 as a polynomial in x1 and x2 with coefficients given by polynomials in
the rest of the variables).
Consider the transformation Φλµ of the following form
x1 7→ x1 − λ(x1 + µx2)
d, x2 7→ x2 − λµ
−1(x1 + µx2)
d, x3 7→ x3, . . . , xn 7→ xn,
with λ ∈ K[x3, . . . , xn] and µ ∈ K. This mapping is equal to the composition ψµ ◦ φλµ ◦ ψ−1µ with
ψµ : x1 7→ x1 + µx2, x2 7→ x2
and
φλµ : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2 + λµ
−1xd1
and so is a tame automorphism. As the ground field K has characteristic zero, it is infinite, so
that we can find numbers µ1, . . . , µl(d) such that the polynomials
(x+ µ1y)
d, . . . , (x+ µl(d)y)
d
3Evidently, no loss of generality results from such explicit labelling.
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form a basis of the K-module of homogeneous polynomials in x and y of degree d (this is an easy
exercise in linear algebra). Therefore, by selecting Φλµ with appropriate polynomials λp,q and µi
corresponding to the basis, we eliminate, by acting with Φλµ on the left, the degree d terms in the
double sum. Iterating for all d, we dispose of f1 entirely.
The above procedure yields a new automorphism ϕ˜ which is a composition of the initial
automorphism ϕ with a tame automorphism. The number N˜ of images of xi under ϕ˜ with
non-zero term of degree k equals N − 1; therefore, the procedure can be repeated a finite number
of times to give an automorphism ϕ1, such that the image under ϕ1 of only one generator contains
a non-zero term of degree k. Let
ϕ1(xn) = xn + gn(x1, . . . , xn) + r˜n
be the image of that generator (again, no loss of generality results from us having labelled it xn).
We claim now that the polynomial gn does not depend on xn.
Indeed, otherwise the Jacobian of ϕ1 (which must be a constant and is in fact equal to 1 in
our setting) would have a degree k − 1 component given by
∂xngn(x1, . . . , xn) 6= 0
(remember that by construction g1 = . . . = gn−1 = 0), which yields a contradiction. Note that
another way of looking at this condition is that if a polynomial mapping of the form
x1 7→ x1 +H1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , xn 7→ xn +Hn(x1, . . . , xn), ht(Hi) > 1
is an automorphism, the higher-degree part (H1, . . . , Hn) must have traceless Jacobian:
tr
(
∂Hi
∂xj
)
= 0.
Finally, since gn does not contain xn, an elementary automorphism
x1 7→ x1, . . . , xn−1 7→ xn−1, xn 7→ xn − gn(x1, . . . , xn)
eliminates this term. The lemma is proved.
The last lemma concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 by induction. The proof of the inductive
step is essentially a statement that a certain vector space invariant under a linear group action
is, in a manner of speaking, big enough to allow for elimination by elements of the group. More
precisely, let Tn,k(K) be the vector space of all traceless n by n matrices whose entries are
homogeneous of degree k polynomials from K[x1, . . . , xn], and let the group GL(n,K) act on Tn,k
as follows: for A ∈ GL(n,K) and v ∈ Tn,k, the image A(v) is obtained by taking the product
matrix vA−1 and then performing (entry-wise in vA−1) the linear change of variables induced by
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A. Then one has the following
Proposition 4.2.5. If V ⊂ Tn,k(K) is a K-submodule invariant under the defined above action of
GL(n,K), then either V = 0 or V = Tn,k(K).
Properties of similar nature played an important role in [113,114]. The invariance under linear
group action will become somewhat more pronounced in the symplectomorphism case.
4.3 Approximation by tame symplectomorphisms and lift-
ing to Weyl algebra
We turn to the proof of the more relevant Theorem 4.2.2 on the symplectic tame approximation.
The strategy is analogous to the proof of approximation for polynomial automorphisms with unit
Jacobian, with a few more elaborate details which we now consider.
The first step of the proof copies the polynomial automorphism case and takes the following
form.
Lemma 4.3.1. There is a linear transformation A ∈ Sp(2n,K)
(x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn)A
such that its composition σA with σ fulfills
ht(σA(xi)− xi) ≥ 2, ht(σA(pi)− pi) ≥ 2
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We now proceed to formulate the inductive step in the proof as the following main lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let σ be a polynomial symplectomorphism such that
σ(xi) = xi + Ui, σ(pi) = pi + Vi
and Ui and Vi are of height at least k. Then there exists a tame symplectomorphism σk such that
the polynomials U˜i = (σ
−1
k ◦ σ)(xi)− xi and V˜i = (σ
−1
k ◦ σ)(pi)− pi are of height at least k + 1.
Proof. In order to establish the inductive step, we are going to need the following classical result
(which is a particular case of Corollary 17.21 in Fulton and Harris [96]).
Lemma 4.3.3. Suppose K is an infinite field, A = K[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn] is the polynomial
algebra with standard Z-grading according to the total degree
A =
⊕
d≥0
Ad, Ad = {homogeneous polynomials of total degree d}.
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Let V be a K-submodule of A invariant under the action of Sp(2n,K) (given by linear symplectic
changes of variables). Suppose V is contained in a given homogeneous component Ad. If V 6= 0
then V = Ad.
We now turn to the proof of the inductive step. Suppose that
σ : xi 7→ xi + fi + Pi, pj 7→ pj + gj +Qj
is a polynomial symplectomorphism, where fi and gj are degree k components and the height of
Pi and Qj is greater than k. The preservation of the symplectic structure by σ means that the
k-th component obeys the following identities:
{xi, fj} − {xj , fi} = 0
and
{pi, fj} − {pj , fi} = 0
where { , } is the Poisson bracket corresponding to the symplectic form. In the case of standard
symplectic structure these identities translate into
∂fi
∂pj
−
∂fj
∂pi
= 0,
∂gi
∂xj
−
∂gj
∂xi
= 0,
in which one recognizes the condition for an appropriate differential form to be closed. The trivial-
ity of affine space cohomology then implies that there exists a polynomial F (x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn),
homogeneous of degree k + 1, such that
∂F
∂pi
= fi,
∂F
∂xi
= gi;
in this way the k-component of a symplectomorphism is generated by a homogeneous polynomial.
The tame symplectomorphism group acts on the space of all such generating polynomials (the
image of a polynomial is the polynomial corresponding to the k-component of the composition
with the tame symplectomorphism), and the orbit of this tame action carries the structure of a
K-module (one may easily come up with a symplectomorphism corresponding to the sum of two
generating polynomials). Therefore this space fulfills the conditions of the previous lemma, which
in this case implies that one can, by a composition with a tame symplectomorphism, eliminate
the k-component. The main lemma, and therefore the Theorem 3.2, is proved.
Once the approximation for the case of symplectomorphisms has been established, we can
investigate the problem of lifting symplectomorphisms to Weyl algebra automorphisms. More
precisely, one has the following
Proposition 4.3.4. Let K = C and let σ : Pn(C)→ Pn(C) be a symplectomorphism over complex
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numbers. Then there exists a sequence
ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψk, . . .
of tame automorphisms of the n-th Weyl algebra Wn(C), such that their images σk in AutPn(C)
approximate σ.
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.2.2 and the existence of tame subgroup iso-
morphism [39].
A few comments are in order. First, the quantization of elementary symplectomorphisms is
a very simple procedure: one needs only replace the xi and pi by their counterparts xˆi and pˆi
in the Weyl algebra Wn. Because the transvection polynomials f and g (in the expressions for
elementary symplectomorphisms) depend, as it has been noted, on one type of generators (resp.
p and x), the quantization is well defined.
Second, as the tame automorphism groups TAutWn(C) and TAutPn(C) are isomorphic,
the correspondence between sequence of tame symplectomorphisms converging to symplectomor-
phisms and sequences of tame Weyl algebra automorphisms is one to one. The main question is
how one may interpret these sequences as endomorphisms of Wn(C).
Our construction shows that these sequences of tame automorphisms may be thought of as
(vectors of) power series – that is, elements of
C[[xˆ1, . . . , xˆn, pˆ1, . . . , pˆn]]
2n.
The main problem therefore consists in verifying that these vectors have entries polynomial in
generators – that is, that the limits of lifted tame sequences are Weyl algebra endomorphisms.
One could take a more straightforward (albeit an equivalent) approach to the lifting of symplec-
tomorphisms by following the prescription of deformation quantization: starting with a symplectic
automorphism of the polynomial algebra A = K[x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn], one constructs a map of
A[[~]], the algebra of formal power series (in Planck’s constant ~), which preserves the star prod-
uct satisfying Weyl algebra identities. The approximation theory as developed in this text is then
a property of the ~-adic topology. The (algebraically closed version of) Kontsevich Conjecture
would then follow if one were to establish a cutoff theorem.
Unfortunately, this naive approach is deficient in the sense that the resulting lifting is not
generally canonical with respect to the choice of the converging sequence. One needs a more
elaborate strategy to construct the lifting map. One such strategy will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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4.4 Conclusion
We have developed tame approximation theory for symplectomorphisms in formal power se-
ries topology. By virtue of the known correspondence between tame automorphisms of the even-
dimensional affine space and tame automorphisms of the Weyl algebra, which is the object corre-
sponding to the affine space in terms of deformation quantization, we have arrived at the lifting
property of symplectomorphisms. This line of research may yield new insights into endomorphisms
of the Weyl algebra, the Dixmier conjecture, and the Jacobian conjecture.
Inspired by this approximation idea, A. Elishev, A. Kanel-Belov and J.-T. Yu [111] provide
the augmented automorphisms to prove the Belov-Kontsevich Conjecture. We will show it in the
next section.
4.5 Augmented Weyl algebra structure
This section, which is credited to A. Elishev, A. Kanel-Belov and J.-T. Yu [111], is the main
idea of augmented Weyl algebra structure and the solution of the Belov-Kontsevich Conjecture.
We first state the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5.1. The mappings
ΦN : Aut
≤N Wn,C → Aut
≤N Pn,C
induced by Φ are morphisms of algebraic varieties.
The proof can be found in [110]. This theorem has an exact (and crucial to our approach)
analogue in the setting of the quantized algebras Wn and Pn.
Thus, this section is devoted to the study of some conjectures arising in connection with
Jacobian conjecture (namely, Kontsevich conjecture and related questions), as well as the study
of geometric and topological properties of Ind-schemes of automorphisms of polynomial algebras
playing a certain role in approaches to solving the above conjecture. The results of this study, in
addition to their importance in the context of the recovery problem, Kontsevich conjecture and
related issues, are of independent interest.
In order to resolve the symplectomorphism lifting problem and construct the inverse to the
homomorphism Φ, we introduce the augmented and skew augmented Weyl and Poisson algebras.
The augmented, or h-augmented Weyl algebraW hn,C is defined as the quotient of the free algebra
on (2n+1) indeterminates C〈a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn, c〉 by the two-sided ideal generated by elements
aiaj − ajai, bibj − bjbi , biaj − ajbi − δijc, aic− cai, bic− cbi.
The algebra W hn,C, in other words, differs from Wn,C in the form of the commutation relations – in
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the case ofW hn,C, the coordinate-momenta pairs of generators commute into h (which is added as a
central variable to the algebra; the variable h thus somewhat resembles the Planck constant) – and
one can return to the non-augmented algebra Wn,C by specializing the augmentation parameter
to h = 1. The augmented Poisson algebra, denoted by P hn,C, is defined similarly: one adds the
variable h to the commutative polynomial algebra of 2n generators and endows it with the Poisson
bracket defined as:
{pi, xj} = hδij .
It can be verified that these new algebras behave in a way almost identical to the one we
described in the prequel; in particular, the notions of tame automorphism, tame (modified) sym-
plectomorphism and homomorphism
Φ : Aut≤N(W hn,C)→ Aut
≤N(P hn,C).
(defined for a fixed infinite prime) which is identical on the tame points, are present. We also note
that the action of any h-augmented automorphism (or, correspondingly, symplectomorphism) on
h is necessarily a dilation
h 7→ λh
where λ is a constant. Indeed, the image of h cannot contain monomials proportional to xi or
pj (otherwise the commutation relations will not hold), and it cannot be a polynomial in h of
degree greater than one, as in that case Also, the proof of the counterpart of the Theorem 4.5.1
is established in a similar fashion.
Theorem 4.5.2. The mappings
ΦhN : Aut
≤N W hn,C → Aut
≤N P hn,C
induced by Φh are morphisms of normalized algebraic varieties.
As we shall see, one can prove the counterpart to the Conjecture 1.2.5 for these augmented
algebras, and then demonstrate that the specialization to h = 1 yields the isomorphism between
automorphism groups of the non-augmented algebras. The construction of the augmented version
of the isomorphism, however, requires to further modify the algebras by making the commutators
between di and xj nonzero for i 6= j.
This pair of auxiliary, skew augmented algebras, denoted by W hn,C[kij ] and P
h
n,C[kij ] (which
correspond to augmented Weyl and Poisson algebras, respectively), are defined as follows. Let
the augmented Poisson generators be denoted by ξi with 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, which we will call the main
generators, (the passage from xi and pj to ξi is made for the sake of uniformity of notation – and in
fact, from the viewpoint of the singularity trick which we use below in order to establish canonicity
of the lifting, all of these generators are on equal footing, unlike the standard form xi and pj, for
which only symplectic transformations are permitted), and let [kij ] be a skew-symmetric array (a
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skew matrix) of central variables. The algebra P hn,C[kij] is generated by 2n commuting variables
ξi, the augmentation variable h and the variables [kij] (thus being the polynomial algebra in these
variables); the Poisson bracket is defined on the generators ξi:
{ξi, ξj} = hkij .
The bracket of any element with h or with any of the kij is zero.
The skew version of the algebra Wn,C is defined analogously.
It is easily seen that the new algebras essentially share the positive-characteristic properties
with Wn and Pn, from which it follows that a mapping
Φhk : AutW hn,C[kij ]→ AutP
h
n,C[kij]
analogous to Φ and Φh can be defined for every infinite prime [p]. In a manner identical to the
previous section it can be established that this mapping consists of a system of morphisms of the
normalized varieties Aut≤N , thus yielding the skew augmented analogue of Theorems 4.5.1 and
4.5.2.
Theorem 4.5.3. The mappings ΦhkN are morphisms of normalized varieties.
The plan of the proof of the main theorem goes as follows. Given that in all three considered
cases – the non-augmented, the h-augmented and the skew augmented case – the Ind-morphism
between (the normalizations of) Ind-varieties of automorphisms is well defined, we will examine
its properties. In particular, we are going to establish the continuity of the morphism Φhk – or,
to be more precise, its restriction to a certain subspace – in the power series topology (defined by
the choice of grading below). That result, together with the tame approximation and Φhk being
the identity map on the tame automorphisms – a property which also holds in all three considered
cases – will allow us to prove that the lifted limits of tame sequences are independent of the choice
of the converging sequence (canonicity of lifting) and then demonstrate that the lifted limits are
given by polynomials and not power series, i.e. that the lifted limits are (skew augmented Weyl al-
gebra) automorphisms. Effectively we will establish the skew augmented version of the Kontsevich
conjecture, or rather the more relevant isomorphism between subgroups Autk of automorphisms
which act linearly on the auxiliary variables kij . Most of the conceptually non-trivial topological
machinery – namely, the singularity trick mentioned in the introduction, are employed at this first
stage. In fact, the good behavior of the skew augmented algebras with respect to the singularity
trick is the sole reason for introducing these algebras in our proof.
Next, we will connect the skew augmented algebras with the h-augmented algebras by means of
a localization argument. Once this is done, the establishing of canonicity of lifting and polynomial
nature of the lifted limits in the h-augmented case becomes a fairly straightforward affair.
Lastly, in order to demonstrate that the results for the h-augmented algebras imply the Kont-
sevich isomorphism, we will need to specialize to h = 1. The procedure requires some effort,
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and in fact extension of the domain for the constructed inverse morphism will be needed. The
procedure will finalize the proof.
4.5.1 Continuity of Φhk and the singularity trick
We will now study the power series topology induced on subgroups of skew augmented algebra
automorphisms which are linear on kij . As usual, the topology is metric, and it is induced by the
grading specified according to the following assignment of degrees to the generators:
deg h = 0,
deg kij = 2,
deg ξi = 1.
Note that since h and kij appear as products in the commutation relations, one could assign degree
two to the augmentation parameter h and degree zero to the skew-form variables kij, in analogy
with the case of augmented algebra P hn , while essentially preserving the Ind-scheme structure of
Aut.
The metric which induces the power series topology is defined as
ρ(ϕ, ψ) = exp(− ht(ϕ− ψ))
where
ϕ− ψ = (ϕ(ξ1)− ψ(ξ1), . . . , ϕ(ξ2n)− ψ(ξ2n), . . .)
is the algebra endomorphism defined by its images (on ξi, h and kij), and the height ht(ϕ) of an
endomorphism is defined as the minimal total degree m such that in one of the generator images
under ϕ a non-zero homogeneous component of degree m exists.
Symbolically, we say that the power series topology is defined via the powers of the augmen-
tation ideal I
I = (ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, h, {kij})
just as it is so in the commutative case, when every variable carries degree one.
The system of neighborhoods {HN} of the identity automorphism in AutP
h
n,C[kij ] is defined
by setting
HN = {g ∈ AutP
h
n,C[kij] : g(η) ≡ η (mod I
N)}
(here η denotes any generator in the set {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, h, {kij}}, so that elements of HN are precisely
those automorphisms which are identity modulo terms which lie in IN ; again, the phrase ”mod
IN” is short-hand for the distance as defined above).
Similar notions of grading, topology, and system of standard neighborhoods of a point, are
valid for the algebra W hn,C[kij ] (once the proper ordering of the generators in the chosen set is
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fixed). The neighborhoods of the identity point for this algebra will be denoted by GN .
The point of introducing the skew algebras W hn,C[kij ] and P
h
n,C[kij] is that a certain singularity
analysis procedure (the singularity tricks mentioned in the introduction) can be implemented for
these algebras in full analogy with the case of the commutative polynomial algebra processed in our
preceding study [118], while on the other hand there seems to be no straightforward way to execute
the singularity trick for the algebras W hn and P
h
n . Furthermore, after adjunction of k
−1
ij (together
with the entries of the inverse matrix) and extension of scalars (the localization procedure) one
can embed the h-augmented C-algebras W hn and P
h
n in the skew augmented algebras over the
larger coefficient ring, thus connecting the h-augmented automorphisms with the skew augmented
ones which are linear on kij, as we shall see below.
We will establish the continuity of the direct morphism Φhk and perform the singularity trick
in the following stable form.
Consider the algebra P hn+1,C[kij] with (2n+ 2) main generators {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v}. Let
Autu,v,k P
h
n+1,C[kij ]
denote the set of all automorphisms ϕ of P hn+1,C[kij] such that:
1. ϕ(ξi) = ξi + Si, where Si is a polynomial (in ξi, u, v, h and kij) such that its height with
respect to {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v} is at least two.
2. ϕ(u) = u, ϕ(v) = v.
3. ϕ(kij) is a C-linear combination of kij, i.e. ϕ ∈ Autk P hn+1,C[kij].
Define the grading as before: ξi, u, v carry degree one, h carries degree zero, and kij carry
degree two.
Denote by Hu,v,kN the subgroups of Autu,v,k P
h
n+1,C[kij] consisting of elements which are the
identity map modulo terms of height N with respect to the grading defined above. Also, the
definition is repeated for the skew augmented Weyl algebra W hn+1,C[kij]; the resulting subgroups
are denoted by Gu,v,kN .
The purpose of the singularity trick set up below is the proof of the following result, which
establishes continuity of the direct morphism.
Proposition 4.5.4. If Φhk is the restriction of the direct morphism to Autk, then
Φhk(Gu,v,kN ) ⊆ H
u,v,k
N
for every N .
The singularity trick is essentially a criterion for an automorphism ϕ to be an element of
Hu,v,kN , expressed in terms of asymptotic behavior of certain parametric families associated to it.
The parametric families of automorphisms are constructed from ϕ by conjugating it with C-linear
changes of the main generators (the latter are given by the set {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n}). Such parameterized
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variable changes are given by (2n+ 2) by (2n+ 2) matrices Λ(t) with
(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v) 7→ (ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v)Λ(t)
representing the action (such transformations of the main generators induce appropriate mappings
of [kij]). Note that if ϕ is in H
u,v,k
N , then the conjugation by Λ(t) is also in H
u,v,k
N , as the action
upon u and v is that of Λ(t) ◦ Λ(t)−1.
We are going to examine the behavior of such one-parameter families near singularities of Λ(t).
Suppose that, as t tends to zero, the i-th eigenvalue of Λ(t) also tends to zero as tmi , mi ∈ N.
Let {mi, i = 1, . . . 2n + 2} be the set of degrees of singularity of eigenvalues of Λ(t) at zero.
Suppose that for every pair (i, j) the following holds: if mi 6= mj , then there exists a positive
integer M such that
either miM ≤ mj or mjM ≤ mi.
We will call the largest such M the order of Λ(t) at t = 0. As mi are all set to be positive integer,
the order equals the integer part of mmax
mmin
.
We now formulate the criterion
Proposition 4.5.5 (Singularity trick). An element ϕ ∈ Autu,v,k P
h
n+1,C[kij] belongs to H
u,v,k
N if
and only if for every linear matrix curve Λ(t) of order ≤ N the curve
Λ(t) ◦ ϕ ◦ Λ(t)−1
does not have a singularity (a pole) at t = 0.
Proof. Suppose ϕ ∈ Hu,v,kN and fix a one-parametric family Λ(t). Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the first 2n main generators {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n} correspond to eigenvectors of Λ(t). If
ξi denotes any of these main generators, then the action of Λ(t) ◦ ϕ ◦ Λ(t)
−1 upon it reads
Λ(t) ◦ ϕ ◦ Λ(t)−1(ξi) = ξi + t
−mi
∑
l1+···+l2n=N
al1...l2nt
m1l1+···+m2nl2nPi(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, h, kij) + Si
where Pi is homogeneous of total degree N (in the previously defined grading) and the height of
Si is greater than N . One sees that for any choice of l1, . . . , l2n in the sum, the expression
m1l1 + · · ·+m2nl2n −mi ≥ mmin
∑
lj −mi = mminN −mi ≥ 0,
so whenever t goes to zero, the coefficient will not go to infinity. The same argument applies to
higher-degree monomials within Si.
The other direction is established by contraposition. Assuming ϕ /∈ Hu,v,kN , we need to prove
the existence of linear curves with suitable eigenvalue behavior near t = 0 which create singularities
via conjugation with the given automorphism.
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Suppose first that the image of ξ1 under ϕ possesses a monomial which is not divisible by ξ1
or any k1j (j 6= 1). Then one can take m1 and m2 < m1 such that
(N + 1)m2 ≥ m1 ≥ Nm2
and set the curve Λ(t) to be given by a diagonal matrix with entries tm1 , tm2 , tm2 , . . .. It is
easily checked that conjugation of ϕ by this curve creates a pole at the coefficient of the chosen
monomial.
The general case can be reduced to this special case by means of transformations of the form
(λ and δ are suitable constants)
ξ1 7→ ξ1 + λu+ δv,
kij 7→ kij, 1 < i, j ≤ 2n,
k1j 7→ k1j + λk2n+1,j + δk2n+2,j,
k1,2n+1 7→ k1,2n+1 + δk2n+2,2n+1,
k1,2n+2 7→ k1,2n+2 + λk2n+1,2n+2.
Conjugation with these transformations create in the image of ξ1 under the resulting automorphism
a monomial from the previous case. In order to obtain the curve Λ(t) from the diagonal curve
acting on the conjugated automorphism, one needs only conjugate it with the inverse of the above
transform. The singularity trick is proved.
The skew augmented Weyl algebra counterpart of the singularity trick is valid.
Corollary 4.5.6. An element ϕ ∈ Autu,v,kW
h
n+1,C[kij] belongs to G
u,v,k
N if and only if for every
linear matrix curve Λ(t) of order ≤ N the curve
Λ(t) ◦ ϕ ◦ Λ(t)−1
does not have a singularity at t = 0.
The proof of this statement is essentially the same as that of Proposition 4.5.5. Note that
thanks to the choice of grading – the one in which the degree of all kij is two – the reordering of
the non-commuting variables in a word cannot produce monomials of smaller total degree.
The implementation of the singularity trick in the proof of Proposition 4.5.4 requires also the
following general fact.
Lemma 4.5.7. Let
Φ : X → Y
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be a morphism of affine algebraic sets, and let ϕ(t) be a curve (more simply, a one-parameter
family of points) in X. Suppose that ϕ(t) does not tend to infinity as t → 0. Then the image
Φϕ(t) under Φ also does not tend to infinity as t→ 0.
The proof of the Lemma is an easy exercise and is left to the reader.
Proposition 4.5.4 is now an elementary consequence of the above Lemma together with the
singularity trick (Proposition 4.5.5 and Corollary 4.5.6). Indeed, let us assume the contrary – i.e.
that for some N
Φhk(Gu,v,kN ) * H
u,v,k
N .
Then there exists an element ϕ ∈ Gu,v,kN such that its image Φ
hk(ϕ) /∈ Hu,v,kN . By Proposition
4.5.5, there is a linear automorphism (matrix) curve Λ(t) of order ≤ N such that the curve
Λ(t) ◦ Φhk(ϕ) ◦ Λ(t)−1
has a pole at t = 0. Since Φhk is point-wise stable on linear variable changes, the latter curve is
the image under Φhk of the curve
Λ(t) ◦ ϕ ◦ Λ(t)−1.
By our assumption, ϕ ∈ Gu,v,kN ; therefore, by Corollary 4.5.6, the curve above has no singularity
at t = 0. But then the statement that the curve
Λ(t) ◦ Φhk(ϕ) ◦ Λ(t)−1
– which is the image of the former curve under the morphism Φhk – has a singularity at t = 0
yields a contradiction with Lemma 4.5.7. Proposition 4.5.4 is proved.
The immediate consequence of Proposition 4.5.4 is the following result.
Theorem 4.5.8. The mapping
Φhk : Autu,v,kW
h
n,C[kij ]→ Autu,v,k P
h
n,C[kij ]
is continuous in the power series topology defined at the start of the section.
This was the main objective of the singularity trick, and this result will provide the means
to establish the canonicity of the symplectomorphism lifting procedure we define in the next
subsection.
4.5.2 Lifting in the h-augmented and skew augmented cases
We now proceed with the resolution of the symplectomorphism lifting problem for both aug-
mented and skew augmented algebras. More specifically, we will show how the results of the
singularity analysis procedure conducted in the previous subsection provide for a way to construct
the inverse to the homomorphisms Φh and Φhk.
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Suppose given an automorphism ϕ ∈ AutP hn,C of the h-augmented Poisson algebra. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that the linear part of ϕ is the identity matrix: indeed, one
can compose ϕ with tame automorphisms (tame approximation of automorphisms of P hn,C is valid
according to an argument similar to that of [112]), so that the linear part of the resulting auto-
morphism is the identity map; also the morphism Φh is point-wise stable on tame automorphisms.
We add two more h-Poisson variables (and lift ϕ to an automorphism of the new algebra by
demanding it be stable on the new generators) and, correspondingly, consider the skew Poisson
version – the algebra P hn+1,C[kij] with the last two variables denoted by u and v. Our objective is
to realise the algebra P hn,C as a subalgebra in an appropriate localization of P
h
n+1,C[kij]. To that
end, we consider the algebra P hn+1,C[kij ] and transform the main generators
{ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v}
to
{x1, . . . , x2n, u, v}
with {xi, u} = 0 and {xi, v} = 0. The change of the generating set is required to properly define
the action of ϕ, so that it will be an automorphism and will be in agreement with the conditions
of Proposition 4.5.4. The variable change is done according to
xi = ξi − αiu− βiv
with αi = ki,2n+2k
−1
2n+1,2n+2 and βi = −ki,2n+1k
−1
2n+1,2n+2 for i = 1, . . . , 2n. We extend the coefficient
ring by adding the necessary variables. The new generators {x1, . . . , x2n} commute according to
{xi, xj} = h(kij − αjki,2n+1 + αikj,2n+1 − βjki,2n+2+
βikj,2n+2 + (αiβj − αjβi)k2n+1,2n+2) = hk˜ij .
Note that the new commutation relation matrix, which we denote by [k˜ij ]
4, is again skew-
symmetric, and that its entries are C-polynomial in the entries of the initial matrix and their
inverses.
We now reduce the matrix [k˜ij ] to the standard form (corresponding to the algebra P
h
n ) by
transforming {x1, . . . , x2n} to {q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn} with
{pi, qj} = hδij .
The new variables pi and qj are expressed as linear combinations of x1, . . . , x2n with coefficients
in the appropriate polynomial ring.
4We exclude u and v, so that i and j run from 1 to 2n.
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The algebra P hn,C is therefore a subalgebra of the algebra generated by
{q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn, u, v}
(together with h as the augmentation variable), as the Poisson bracket takes its proper form after
the standard form reduction, while C is a subring of the coefficient ring.
We extend our automorphism ϕ to act on this algebra: on pi and qj its action is given by
definition, and we impose ϕ(u) = u, ϕ(v) = v and ϕ(kij) = kij. Thus, starting from ϕ we have
arrived at an automorphism ϕ¯ of the localized skew Poisson algebra.
With respect to the skew augmented algebra generator set {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v} this automorphism
is generally not polynomial in kij, although it always will be polynomial in h. In order to construct
from it an automorphism of the skew algebra, we need to get rid of the denominators first. This
is accomplished by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.9. For every ϕ¯ constructed as above, there is a polynomial P in kij, such that con-
jugation of ϕ¯ with the transformation
(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v) 7→ (Pξ1, . . . , P ξ2n, Pu, Pv), h 7→ P
2h
is polynomial in kij. The polynomial P depends only on the two systems of algebra generators.
Proof. Indeed, the denominators in the expression for ϕ¯ are polynomial in kij coming from the
separation of the (u, v)-plane and the standard form reduction (at which point the determinant
of [k˜ij] makes its contribution). One can therefore find appropriate P (kij) to cancel these de-
nominators. Furthermore, the polynomial P depends only on the two generator systems – more
specifically, on the transformation matrix between those systems.
We denote the result of the conjugation of Lemma 4.5.9 by ϕP . The images of the main
generators (both in the cases of the initial – skew – generators as well as those which correspond to
the standard form) under ϕP are, by Lemma 4.5.9, polynomial in kij, and are also by construction
polynomial in h.
The automorphism ϕP , when acting upon the standard form generators
{q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn}
can be viewed as an automorphism of the h-augmented Poisson algebra P hn,C[{hkij}] over the poly-
nomial ring C[{hkij}]. The Z-grading of this algebra is specified by assigning degree 1 to the main
generators and degree 0 to h and all kij. As an automorphism of this Poisson algebra, ϕ
P admits,
by an argument virtually identical to the main result of [112], a tame automorphism (symplecto-
morphism) sequence converging to it in the power series topology induced by the above grading.
Let us fix such a sequence and denote it by {ψm}.
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Every element ψk of the tame sequence is such that the images under ψm of the genera-
tors {q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn} are polynomial in h and kij. Importantly, the tame sequence {ψm}
converging to the C[{hkij}]-automorphism ϕP can be connected to the original h-augmented sym-
plectomorphism ϕ by inversion of the procedure which leads to the definition of ϕP . Precisely, we
have the following statement.
Proposition 4.5.10. For every ϕ and every sequence {ψm} converging to ϕ
P as above, there
is a sequence {σm} of tame C-symplectomorphisms of Pn,C converging to ϕ with respect to the
topologies with deg h = 0 and deg h = 2.
Proof. The sequence {σm} is constructed from {ψm} by reversing the conjugation by P and
disposing of the stable variables u and v. We note that the conjugation is a group homomorphism,
which means that it suffices to prove that the reverse conjugation disposes of kij in every elementary
tame automorphism (as ψm are composition of elementary automorphisms). The latter property,
however, is obvious.
The convergence of {σm} follows immediately from Lemma 4.5.9 and Lemma 4.5.11 below.
When acting upon the localized skew Poisson algebra generators {ξ1, . . . , ξ2n}, the augmented
symplectomorphisms ψm need not be polynomial in kij, and therefore ψm are not in general images
of automorphisms of the skew Poisson algebra under localization. This is remedied by application
of Lemma 4.5.9: one can find a polynomial P1 in the variables kij, such that the conjugation of
every element ψm of the tame sequence with the mapping
(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n, u, v) 7→ (P1ξ1, . . . , P1ξ2n, P1u, P1v), h 7→ P
2
1h
yields an automorphism of the localized skew Poisson algebra polynomial in kij. Again, as in
Proposition 4.5.10, one can return to a sequence of tame symplectomorphisms of Pn,C by reversing
the conjugation.
We then have the following statement.
Lemma 4.5.11. The sequence {ψP1m } converges to the conjugated automorphism (ϕ
P )P1 in the
power series topology with deg h = deg kij = 0 as well as in the power series topology with deg h =
0, deg kij = 2.
Proof. The first half of the statement follows from the construction of the tame sequence and
from the observation that, due to the fact that the two coordinate systems are connected by a
transformation that has zero free term, the height of the polynomials P and P1 is at least one.
One then obtains convergence in the power series topology relevant to the singularity trick
(Proposition 4.5.4) from that in the approximation power series topology by noting that giving a
non-zero degree to kij may only make the consecutive approximations closer to the limit in the
corresponding metric.
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The sequence {ψP1m } can, due to its polynomial character with respect to kij, be thought of as
a sequence of tame automorphisms of the skew Poisson algebra P hn+1,C[kij ] over C converging to
(ϕP )P1 . We now take the pre-image of the sequence {ψP1m } under the morphism Φ
hk to obtain the
sequence
{σ′m} = {(Φ
hk)−1(ψP1m )}
of automorphisms of the skew augmented Weyl algebra W hn+1,C[kij ]. We now may take the formal
limit of this sequence, which is ostensibly dependent on the choice of the convergent tame sequence
{ψm}, apart from the point ϕ itself. This limit, which we denote by
ΘhP (ϕ, {ψm})
to reflect the dependence on the sequence, is given by formal power series in the skew augmented
Weyl generators. Applying the inverse to the conjugations performed earlier and disposing of the
stable variables (whose presence is justified by the form of the singularity trick and is therefore
needed in the proof of independence of the choice of the convergent sequence, as we shall see
below), we arrive at a vector of formal power series (the entries of which correspond to images of
the generators) in the generators of the h-augmented Weyl algebra W hn,C.
The most important consequence of Theorem 4.5.8 is the independence of the lifted sequence’s
formal limit of the choice of the approximating tame sequence {ψm}. We have the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.5.12. Let ϕ be an automorphism of P hn,C and let
ψ1, . . . , ψm, . . .
and
ψ′1, . . . , ψ
′
m, . . .
be two sequences of tame automorphisms which converge to ϕP as in the construction above. Then
the lifted sequences
{(Φhk)−1(ψP1m )} and {(Φ
hk)−1(ψ′P1m )}
converge to the same automorphism of the power series completion of the skew augmented Weyl
algebra. This means that one must have
(
(Φhk)−1(ψP1m )
)−1
◦ (Φhk)−1(ψ′P1m ) ≡ Id (mod I
N(k))
with N(k)→∞ as k →∞.
Proof. This result follows immediately from the continuity of Φhk established in the previous
subsection.
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The meaning of this Proposition to the symplectomorphism lifting problem is clear: in our
construction, the formal limit
ΘhP (ϕ, {ψm})
is independent of {ψm} and is therefore a well-defined function of the point ϕ. Furthermore, as
can be inferred directly from the tame approximation, this function is homomorphic – it pre-
serves the group structure given by composition of automorphisms. As the conjugations are also
homomorphisms, we conclude that h-augmented symplectomorphisms ϕ ∈ AutP hn,C are lifted ho-
momorphically to endomorphisms of the power series completion Wˆ hn,C of the h-augmented Weyl
algebra. For an augmented symplectomorphism ϕ, we denote its image with respect to the lifting
map by
Θh(ϕ).
Our next objective is to demonstrate that for every symplectomorphism ϕ, the image Θh(ϕ)
under the lifting map is in fact an automorphism of the h-augmented Weyl algebra. In fact,
it remains to show only that the generator images with respect to Θh(ϕ) cannot be given by
infinite series: indeed, that would imply that Θh(ϕ) is an h-augmented Weyl endomorphism;
the invertibility of the lifted mapping follows from the canonicity of lifting: indeed, Θh not only
preserves compositions but also maps inverses to inverses, therefore for any symplectomorphism
ϕ the mapping Θh(ϕ−1) will be the inverse of Θh(ϕ).
Alternatively, one can arrive at the invertibility after one shows the polynomial character
of the lifted endomorphism: it is known [40, 188] that the direct morphism Φ – and hence, by a
straightforward extension of the argument in the aforementioned work, its augmented analogue Φh
– distinguishes automorphisms, i.e. the image of a non-automorphism cannot be an automorphism.
The main properties of the mapping Θh can now be summarized in the following way.
Proposition 4.5.13. 1. There exists a well-defined mapping Θh whose domain is AutP hn,C and
whose codomain lies in the set of automorphisms of the power series completion of W hn,C.
2. Θh is a group homomorphism.
3. For a fixed ϕ, the coordinates of Θh(ϕ) – i.e. the coefficients with respect to the fixed
generator basis decomposition – are given by polynomials in the coordinates of ϕ.
4. The skew augmented analogue Θhk of Θh is continuous in the power series topology.
Proof. The first two statements follow immediately from the construction. The third statement
follows from the fact that the lifting is independent of the approximating sequence: indeed, that
implies that the coefficients of the lifted limit are read off any valid approximating sequence, or
more precisely its finite subset (consisting of first several elements, as the limit symplectomor-
phism is polynomial). But then the coefficients are polynomial in the coordinates of the lifted
tame elements, and since only a finite number of them suffices, they are also polynomial in the
coordinates of the initial symplectomorphism.
The continuity of Θhk is established in a manner identical to that of Φhk – namely with the
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help of Proposition 4.5.5 a proof similar to that of Theorem 4.5.8 can be executed. Note that
it follows from the third statement of this Proposition that Θhk fulfills the conditions of Lemma
4.5.7, therefore by combining the previously proved statements with the analogous steps for the
lifting map, one can show that
Φhk(Gu,v,kN ) = H
u,v,k
N .
4.5.3 The lifted limit is polynomial
We proceed with establishing the polynomial character of the image Θh(ϕ).
Theorem 4.5.14. Let
Θh : AutP hn,C → Aut Wˆ
h
n,C
be the lifting homomorphism constructed in the previous section and let, as before,
x1, . . . , xn, d1, . . . , dn, h denote the generators of W
h
n,C together with its deformation parameter.
Then, for every augmented symplectomorphism ϕ ∈ AutP hn,C, the images
Θh(ϕ)(x1), . . . ,Θ
h(ϕ)(dn)
are polynomials in xi, di and h.
Proof. Suppose that, contrary to the statement of the theorem, for a fixed ϕ there is an index i
such that, say,5 Θh(ϕ)(xi) is a true infinite series of Weyl monomials.
Let λ be a parameter and let
τλ : (x1, . . . , dn, h) 7→ (λx1, . . . , λdn, λ
2h)
denote the family of dilation transformations parameterized by λ. For fixed ϕ, define
ϕλ = τ
−1
λ ◦ ϕ ◦ τλ
to be the parametric family of h-augmented symplectomorphisms constructed by conjugating ϕ
with the dilations.
We introduce a pair of auxiliary variables u and v, {v, u} = h (their Weyl counterparts will
be also denoted by u and v – obviously it does not create any ambiguities) and, for a fixed large
enough positive integer k, define the following parametric family of linear transformations
ψλ : u 7→ u+ λ
kxi, pi 7→ pi − λ
kv
(all other generators are unchanged). As always, we extend the action of ϕ to the auxiliary
5The case for di is processed analogously.
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variables by setting ϕ(u) = u and ϕ(v) = v (while the dilation extends to (u, v) 7→ (λu, λv)).
Consider the following parametric family of h-augmented symplectomorphisms:
ϕt,λ = ϕλ ◦ ψλ ◦ ϕ
−1
λ .
The conjugation of ϕ by the inverse to the dilation τλ amounts to multiplying each homogeneous
component of degree m by λ1−m. Therefore (as ϕ is polynomial) for large enough k, the curve
ϕt,λ can be continuously extended by its limit at λ = 0 – namely, by the identity symplecto-
morphism. Continuity is understood in the sense of continuous dependence of coordinates of the
symplectomorphism on the parameter.
Now, the image of u under the lifted curve Θh(ϕt,λ) is
u+ λkΘh(ϕλ)(xi)
and, as by assumption Θh(ϕ)(xi) is an infinite series, is itself an infinite series. But since Θ
h is
identical on linear transformations, we have
Θh(ϕλ) = τ
−1
λ ◦Θ
h(ϕ) ◦ τλ
from which it follows that in the image Θh(ϕt,λ)(u) there will be monomials with coefficients
proportional to λ−m for m greater than any fixed arbitrary natural number.
However, it follows from the third statement in Proposition 4.5.13 that the coordinates (i.e.
coefficients of Weyl monomials) of the lifted symplectomorphism are continuous functions of the
coordinates of the symplectomorphism, therefore since the curve ϕt,λ is regular at λ = 0, then so
must also be its image under Θh – a contradiction.
We can now combine this theorem with the results of the previous subsection.
Theorem 4.5.15. The lifting homomorphism Θh is the inverse to the direct homomorphism Φh.
Proof. Indeed, Theorem 4.5.14 shows that the compositions Φh ◦Θh and Θh ◦Φh are well defined.
In order to prove that, say, Φh ◦ Θh = Id one changes the basis of generators (and handles the
extension of the base ring as in the prequel) to that of the skew augmented algebra and uses the fact
that Φhk ◦Θhk coincides with the identity map on the dense subset of tame symplectomorphisms
and hence must be the identity map everywhere (the spaces in question are metric spaces, in
particular they are Hausdorff).
This theorem has one important corollary.
Corollary 4.5.16. The lifting map Θh and the direct map Φh are consistent with modulo infinite
prime reductions. That is, for any symplectomorphism ϕ, almost all its modulo pm (m in the index
set in the ultraproduct decomposition) reductions coincide with the (twisted by inverse Frobenius)
restrictions to the center of the modulo pm reductions of its lifting Θ
h(ϕ).
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Proof. This statement is essentially a reformulation of Theorem 4.5.15, if one takes into account
the construction of Φh – the image of the Weyl algebra automorphism being reconstructed from
the ultraproduct of positive characteristic automorphisms restricted to the center.
Remark 4.5.17. Alternatively, one could come up with a line of reasoning more conforming to
the combinatorial side of the constructions employed thus far. If there were a symplectomorphism
ϕ which, after lifting and subsequent direct homomorphism action (ultraproduct decomposition
followed by restriction to the center) produces a different symplectomorphism ϕ′, then one may
take a sequence of elementary symplectomorphism whose total action on ϕ maps it to an element
which is the identity map modulo terms of degree N . If ϕ′ 6= ϕ, then the action of the same
elementary sequence on ϕ′ will produce an element which admits a term of degree 1 < M < N .
The two objects are then mapped to automorphisms of the skew augmented algebra and lifted (we
also note that the mapping induced by the change of basis is continuous, as it is in essence a
dilation of generators by a polynomial of height at least one). By the singularity trick (Proposition
4.5.5) such an object can be conjugated by an appropriate linear variable change in order to produce
a singular curve. Now, by construction, the skew version of ϕ lifts to a skew Weyl automorphism,
and again by the singularity trick (essentially by the continuity of Θhk) the lifting of the partially
approximated automorphism (i.e. after the action of the elementary automorphisms) cannot have
a singularity of order ≤ N . However, as the skew version of ϕ and ϕ′ (as well as its partial
approximation) corresponds in the ultraproduct to restrictions to the center, the restriction of an
object which is not singular of order ≤ N must also be non-singular of order ≤ N , in contradiction
with the existence of ϕ′.
The h-augmented counterpart of the Kontsevich conjecture follows at once from Theorem
4.5.15.
Theorem 4.5.18. The homomorphism
Φh : AutW hn,C → AutP
h
n,C
is an isomorphism.
As the map Φh is closely related to the morphism Φhk of the skew augmented case, and,
correspondingly, as Θh is related to the lifting map for the skew augmented symplectomorphisms
(essentially given by ΘhP ), we obtain another important consequence of Theorem 4.5.14.
Theorem 4.5.19. Let Autk P
h
n,C[kij] and AutkW
h
n,C[kij ] denote the automorphism subgroups of
the skew Poisson and Weyl algebras consisting of those automorphisms that map kij to C-linear
combinations of kij. Then the mapping
Φhk : AutkW
h
n,C[kij ]→ Autk P
h
n,C[kij]
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is an isomorphism.
Theorem 4.5.19 is significant to the proof of the independence of the morphism Φ of the choice
of infinite prime given in [110].
4.5.4 Specialization
Now that we have established the isomorphism between the automorphism groups of the h-
augmented Weyl and Poisson algebras, the proof of the Main Theorem reduces to specializing to
h = 1. That, however, is by no means a trivial affair, as one needs to take care not only of the
automorphisms polynomial in h (for which the existence of lifting has been established), but also
of those which are polynomial in h−1.
The necessity of extension of the domain of the lifting map can be seen from the following
argument. Suppose ϕh is an automorphism of the h-augmented algebra P hn,C which acts as the
identity map on h. Since it is stable on h, it corresponds to an automorphism of the C[h]-algebra
(where h is a parameter and not a generator, which the can be effectively adjoined to the ground
field) generated by xi, pj with the Poisson bracket containing h. This object, after appropriate
localization, maps to an automorphism of the (augmented) Poisson algebra P hn with the ground
field C(h). On the other hand, any automorphism ϕ of Pn,C can be made into a C(h)-automorphism
ϕh by introducing a scalar h and conjugating ϕ with a mapping
x′i = hxi, p
′
j = pj .
The resulting transformation will be an automorphism of the Poisson C(h)-algebra with the
bracket as in the augmented algebra P hn , however in general the images of the generators un-
der this automorphism will contain negative powers of h. Its specialization to h = 1 returns it to
ϕ. Therefore, every polynomial symplectomorphism has a pre-image under specialization of the
C(h)-algebra automorphisms. The conclusion is that Theorem 4.5.18 does not immediately imply
that Φ is an isomorphism; rather, the domain of the lifting map Θh needs to be extended to the
points with rational dependency on the augmentation parameter, at which point the claim that
Φ has an inverse given by the specialization of the extended lifting map Θh becomes valid.
The extension of the domain is accomplished in the following way. For a symplectomorphism
ϕ which is rational in h, we will construct images Θh(ϕ)(xi) and Θ
h(ϕ)(di) one by one by in-
troducing auxiliary variables and twisting the symplectomorphism in order to create an object
polynomial in h – using the fact that the action of Θh is well defined – from which the form of
the corresponding lifted generator image may be extracted. As the procedure yields not all of the
images simultaneously, we will need to check its canonical nature as well as verify the commutation
relations.
We fix i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which corresponds to the image of xi, and introduce a pair u, v of auxiliary
variables which are extra x and p with respect to the augmented Poisson bracket. We also add
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the corresponding augmented Weyl variables which we denote by uˆ and vˆ. Let
λ = hk
be k-th power of the augmentation parameter, for large enough k. Define the automorphism
ψλ : u 7→ u+ λxi, pi 7→ pi − λv.
We extend ϕ to the new algebra by its identical action on the auxiliary variables and denote the
extended map by ϕa. Consider the following twisted automorphism:
ϕt,λ = ϕa ◦ ψλ ◦ ϕ
−1
a .
As k can be taken arbitrarily large, the mapping ϕt,λ will be polynomial in h for all k > k0 (where
k0 depends on ϕ but is finite for the fixed automorphism). We can now read off the expression for
the image of xi under ϕ from the action of ϕt,λ on the auxiliary variable u:
ϕt,λ(u) = u+ h
kϕ(xi);
the expression is polynomial in h, and ϕt,λ thus admits lifting to an automorphism of the h-
augmented Weyl algebraW hn,C. As we will show in a moment, the action of the lifted automorphism
on uˆ will be given by the expression
uˆ+ hkPi(x1, . . . , dn, h)
(Pi is polynomial in x1, . . . , dn and rational – or, more precisely, Laurent-polynomial – in h) so
that one can set
ϕˆ(xi) = Pi(x1, . . . , dn, h)
and thus, for all xi, obtain the action of the lifted symplectomorphism. Switching the roles of xi
and di allows for reconstruction of the images of di. As a result, we get a mapping
ϕˆ : (x1, . . . , dn) 7→ (P1(x1, . . . , dn, h), . . . , Qn(x1, . . . , dn, h)).
Note, however, that as the lifting is not defined for the components in the composition (with the
exception of ψλ), one cannot immediately conclude that the image of uˆ under the lifted map will
be of the form as above, or that the parts which depend on x1, . . . , dn will combine to a well
defined automorphism – these properties need to be verified.
The first step is to ensure the constructed mapping ϕˆ is well defined (is canonical with respect
to ϕ). This property in fact follows from the consistency with modulo infinite prime reductions
given by Corollary 4.5.16, and is manifested in the form of the next two lemmas.
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Lemma 4.5.20. Suppose θ is an h-augmented polynomial symplectomorphism over C. Denote
by {θp} the sequence of characteristic p symplectomorphisms representing its modulo [p] reduc-
tion. For a generic element p in a sequence representing [p], denote the Weyl generators by
x1, . . . , xn, d1, . . . , dn and the corresponding p-th powers generating the center of the Weyl algebra
over Fp by ξ1, . . . , ξn, η1, . . . , ηn. Then, for almost all p in [p] (in the sense of the ultrafilter),
the image under θp of every central generator admits a unique pre-image Weyl polynomial Hˆ
with respect to taking the p-th power and pulling back the coefficients by the inverse Frobenius
automorphism.
Proof. We prove the statement for H = θp(ξi) – the case ηj is identical.
Suppose first that
θp(ξi) = ξi = x
p
i .
Then the Newton polyhedron of the image θp(ξi) has only one vertex, therefore – as taking the
p-th power only dilates the Newton polyhedron – the polynomial θˆp(xi) must be equal to xi.
The general case uses Corollary 4.5.16, which states that modulo [p] reductions of θ and its
lifting θˆ are consistent – that is, for almost all p in [p], the restriction of θˆp to the center (twisted
by the inverse Frobenius acting on the coefficients) coincides with θp. The application is as follows.
Suppose
H = θp(ξi)
is the image of ξi. From Corollary 4.5.16 we know that
H = Fr−1∗ θˆp(x
p
i )
where Fr−1∗ is the action of the inverse Frobenius automorphism on the coefficients of the polyno-
mial. The last equation is equivalent to
θˆ−1p (Fr∗(H)) = x
p
i .
By the special case above, there exists a unique Weyl polynomial Gˆ such that
Gˆp = θˆ−1p (Fr∗(H)).
But then
H = Fr−1∗ (θˆp(Gˆ
p))
which is exactly what we wanted.
It will be convenient to denote the one-to-one correspondence between modulo p reductions of
central polynomials coming from characteristic zero symplectomorphisms with their Weyl liftings
by Φhp (for this correspondence is, as evidenced by Lemma 4.5.20, shares essential nature with the
characteristic zero direct homomorphism Φh).
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We now apply the above lemma in order to establish the form of the pre-image Weyl polynomial
in the case of auxiliary variables u, v and the central polynomial of a special type.
Lemma 4.5.21. Let u, v denote the extra Poisson variables, and let
H = u+ hkϕ(xi)
be the image of u under the twisted automorphism coming from ϕ as above (ϕ(xi) is rational
in h but hkϕ(xi) is polynomial in h). Then the unique pre-image Hˆ of H with respect to the
correspondence Φhp of the previous lemma has the form
Hˆ = uˆ+ hkPi(x1, . . . , dn, h)
where Pi is rational in h.
Proof. We establish the statement in several elementary steps. Firstly, as H does not contain the
auxiliary variable v, Hˆ does not contain its Weyl counterpart vˆ: indeed, otherwise the Newton
polyhedron of H would contain (in the case of v carrying great enough weight to make the cor-
responding monomial the highest-order term) a vertex corresponding to the monomial containing
vˆ. 6
Now let
Hˆ = Q(uˆ) +R
where every monomial in R is proportional to generators other than u. Then
H = Φhp(Hˆ) = Φ
h
p(Q) + Φ
h
p(R),
as the two differential operators Q and R commute with each other and therefore taking the p-th
power is executed as in the commutative case. By Lemma 4.5.20, we must have
Q(uˆ) = uˆ.
Finally, we show that if Hˆ contains monomials which are products of uˆ with other generators,
then Φhp(Hˆ) 6= H . Indeed, if such a monomial had a non-zero coefficient in Hˆ , then there would
exist a grading under which this monomial would be the highest-order term (corresponding to a
vertex in the Newton polyhedron). Then the image Φhp(Hˆ) would also have a monomial corre-
sponding to this highest-order term with non-zero coefficient, as taking the p-th power dilates the
polyhedron and therefore maps the extremal points to extremal points.
The conclusion is that the polynomial Hˆ has the form
uˆ+ P˜i(x1, . . . , dn, h).
6Note that Φhp behaves toward the Newton polyhedra as the homomorphism taking the p-th power does.
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Taking out hk from P˜i leaves us with the form we needed.
Lemma 4.5.21 provides a canonical way to relate the images ϕ(xi) and ϕ(dj) of the initial
symplectomorphism with the Weyl pre-images. Therefore, as an array of differential operators,
the lifting ϕˆ is well defined. We denote the polynomials in Weyl generators in the correspondence
by
(ϕˆ(x1), . . . , ϕˆ(dn)).
We now need to verify the commutation relations in order to establish its homomorphic char-
acter. Again we have two lemmas.
Lemma 4.5.22.
[ϕˆ(xi), ϕˆ(xj)] = [ϕˆ(di), ϕˆ(dj)] = 0,
[ϕˆ(xi), ϕˆ(dj)] = 0, i 6= j.
Proof. It suffices to prove
[ϕˆ(x1), ϕˆ(x2)] = 0
thanks to the variable re-labelling and the existence of the ”Fourier transform” – the automorphism
xi 7→ di, di 7→ −xi.
We introduce two pairs of auxiliary Poisson variables, u1, u2, v1, v2, and for λ = h
k and k large
enough consider the automorphism ψ:
u1 7→ u1 + λx1, u2 7→ u2 + λx2
p1 7→ p1 − λv1, p2 7→ p2 − λv2
(ψ acts an the identity map on the rest of the generators).
We take the twisted automorphism
ϕt,λ = ϕa ◦ ψ ◦ ϕ
−1
a
with ψ now being the chosen linear transformation and take k to be large enough so that the
twisted automorphism is a polynomial symplectomorphism. We then lift it with Θh to the h-
augmented Weyl algebra as before.
By Lemma 4.5.21, the images of the Weyl counterparts uˆi (i = 1, 2) of u1, u2 under the lifted
twisted automorphism will have the form
uˆi + λTi,
the polynomials Ti do not contain the auxiliary variables and Φ
h
p(Ti) = ϕ(xi), i = 1, 2.
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Now, as ϕt,λ and its lifting are automorphisms, we must have
[uˆ1 + λT1, uˆ2 + λT2] = 0
so that
[uˆ1, uˆ2] + λ([uˆ1, T2] + [T1, uˆ2]) + λ
2[T1, T2] = 0
from which it follows immediately that
[T1, T2] = 0
as desired.
Lemma 4.5.23.
[ϕˆ(di), ϕˆ(xi)] = h.
Proof. We proceed in an manner analogous to the previous lemma: we construct the appropriate
twisting from whose lifting the relevant images may be read off and then evaluate the commutator.
Let u, v be auxiliary Poisson variables and let
ψ1 : u 7→ u+ λxi, pi 7→ pi − λv,
ψ2 : v 7→ v + µpi, xi 7→ xi − µu
(in both cases the other generators are mapped to themselves). Consider the composition
θ = ψ1 ◦ ψ2.
Then
θ(u) = u+ λxi, θ(v) = v + µpi − λµv
and
θ(xi) = xi − µu− λµxi, θ(pi) = pi − λv.
Take
ϕt,λµ = ϕa ◦ θ ◦ ϕ
−1
a
where as before ϕa extends from ϕ by the identical action on u, v. The images of u, v under ϕt,λµ
read:
ϕt,λµ(u) = u+ λϕ(xi), ϕt,λµ(v) = (1− λµ)v + µϕ(pi).
By properly selecting λ and µ as polynomials in h, we can make ϕt,λµ into a polynomial h-
augmented symplectomorphism and therefore lift it with Θh. Again, by Lemma 4.5.21, the action
of the lifted automorphism on uˆ and vˆ will have the needed form (with the part dependent on xi,
dj given by the images under ϕˆ). Now, the commutator of the images of uˆ and vˆ must be equal
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to h. We therefore have the following:
h = [(1− λµ)vˆ + µϕˆ(di), uˆ+ λϕˆ(xi)] = h(1− λµ) + λµ[ϕˆ(di), ϕˆ(xi)]
from which the statement follows directly.
The conclusion is that augmented symplectomorphisms rational in h are lifted to endomor-
phisms of the augmented Weyl algebra (also rational in h) by a homomorphism whose restriction
to points polynomial in h coincides with Θh. What remains to show is that the lifted mappings
are automorphisms, however, this is accomplished by an argument similar to that for points poly-
nomial in h (cf. discussion immediately preceding Proposition 4.5.13). Also, thanks to Lemma
4.5.21, we known that the lifting of points rational in h is also the inverse mapping to the extension
to these points of the direct homomorphism Φh. The specialization to h = 1 may now be safely
executed, and the Main Theorem follows.
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Chapter 5
Torus actions on free associative
algebras, lifting and Bialynicki-Birula
type theorems
We first prove that every maximal torus action on the free algebra is conjugate to a linear
action. This statement is the free algebra analogue of a classical theorem of A. Bia lynicki-Birula.
This chapter is based on two papers [85, 86].
5.1 Actions of algebraic tori
In this section we recall basic definitions of the theory of torus actions, as formulated by
Bia lynicki-Birula [49, 51] and others.
Let K be the ground field. Let I be a finite or a countable index set and let
Z = {zi : i ∈ I}
be the set of variables, which is sometimes referred to as the alphabet.
The free associative algebr FI(K) = K 〈Z〉 is the algebra generated by words in the alphabet
Z (as usually, word concatenation gives the multiplication of monomials and extends linearly to
define the multiplication in the algebra).
Any element of K 〈Z〉 can be written uniquely in the form
∞∑
k=0
∑
i1,...,ik∈I
ai1,i2,...,ikzi1zi2 . . . zik ,
where the coefficients ai1,i2,...,ik are elements of the field K and all but finitely many of these
elements are zero.
In our context, the alphabet Z is the same as the set of algebra generators, therefore the terms
”monomial” and ”word” will be used interchangeably.
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In the sequel, we employ the following short-hand notation for a free algebra monomial. For
an element z, its powers are defined intuitively. Any monomial zi1zi2 . . . zik can then be written
in a reduced form with subwords zz . . . z replaced by powers.
We then write
zI = zi1j1z
i2
j2
. . . zikjk
where by I we mean an assignment of ik to jk in the word z
I . Sometimes we refer to I as a
multi-index, although the term is not entirely accurate. If I is such a multi-index, its abosulte
value |I| is defined as the sum i1 + · · ·+ ik.
For a field K, let K× = K\{0} denote the multiplicative group of its non-zero elements viewed.
Definition 5.1.1. An n-dimensional algebraic K-torus is a group
Tn ≃ (K
×)n
(with obvious multiplication).
Denote by An the affine space of dimension n over K.
Definition 5.1.2. A (left, geometric) torus action is a morphism
σ : Tn × A
n → An.
that fulfills the usual axioms (identity and compatibility):
σ(1, x) = x, σ(t1, σ(t2, x)) = σ(t1t2, x).
The action σ is effective if for every t 6= 1 there is an element x ∈ An such that σ(t, x) 6= x.
In [49], Bia lynicki-Birula proved the following two theorems, for K algebraically closed.
Theorem 5.1.3. Any regular action of Tn on An has a fixed point.
Theorem 5.1.4. Any effective and regular action of Tn on An is a representation in some coor-
dinate system.
The term ”regular” is to be understood here as in the algebro-geometric context of regular
function (Bia lynicki-Birula also considered birational actions).
In the following section (dedicated to the proof of the free algebra version of Theorems 5.1.3
and 5.1.4), the ground field is algebraically closed.
As was mentioned in the introduction, an algebraic group action on An is the same as the
corresponding action by automorphisms on the algebra
K[x1, . . . , xn]
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of coordinate functions. In other words, it is a group homomorphism
σ : Tn → AutK[x1, . . . , xn].
An action is effective if and only if Ker σ = {1}.
The polynomial algebra is a quotient of the free associative algebra
Fn = K〈z1, . . . , zn〉
by the commutator ideal I (it is the two-sided ideal generated by all elements of the form fg−gf).
The definition of torus action on the free algebra is thus purely algebraic.
In this chapter we establish the free algebra version of the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem. The
latter is formulated as follows.
Theorem 5.1.5. Suppose given an action σ of the algebraic n-torus Tn on the free algebra Fn. If
σ is effective, then it is linearizable.
The linearity (or linearization) problem, as it has become known since Kambayashi, asks
whether all (effective, regular) actions of a given type of algebraic groups on the affine space of given
dimension are conjugate to representations. According to Theorem 5.1.5, the linearization problem
extends to the noncommutative category. Several known results concerning the (commutative)
linearization problem are summarized below.
1. Any effective regular torus action on A2 is linearizable (Gutwirth [98]).
2. Any effective regular torus action on An has a fixed point (Bia lynicki-Birula [49]).
3. Any effective regular action of Tn−1 on An is linearizable (Bia lynicki-Birula [50]).
4. Any (effective, regular) one-dimensional torus action (i.e., action of K×) on A3 is linearizable
(Koras and Russell [125]).
5. If the ground field is not algebraically closed, then a torus action on An need not be lineariz-
able. In [16], Asanuma proved that over any field K, if there exists a non-rectifiable closed
embedding from Am into An, then there exist non-linearizable effective actions of (K×)r on
A1+n+m for 1 ≤ r ≤ 1 +m.
6. When K is infinite and has positive characteristic, there are examples of non-linearizable
torus actions on An (Asanuma [16]).
Remark 5.1.6. A closed embedding ι : Am 7→ An is said to be rectifiable if it is conjugate to a
linear embedding by an automorphism of An.
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As can be inferred from the review above, the context of the linearization problem is rather
broad, even in the case of torus actions. The regulating parameters are the dimensions of the torus
and the affine space. This situation is due to the fact that the general form of the linearization
conjecture (i.e., the conjecture that states that any effective regular torus action on any affine
space is linearizable) has a negative answer.
Transition to the noncommutative geometry presents the inquirer with an even broader context:
one now may vary the dimensions as well as impose restrictions on the action in the form of
preservation of the PI-identities. Caution is well advised. Some of the results are generalized in a
straightforward manner – the proof in the next section being the typical example, others require
more subtlety and effort. Of some note to us, given our ongoing work in deformation quantization
(see, for instance, [112]) is the following instance of the linearization problem, which we formulate
as a conjecture.
Conjecture 5.1.7. For n ≥ 1, let Pn denote the commutative Poisson algebra, i.e. the polynomial
algebra
K[z1, . . . , z2n]
equipped with the Poisson bracket defined by
{zi, zj} = δi,n+j − δi+n,j.
Then any effective regular action of Tn by automorphisms of Pn is linearizable.
A version of Theorem 1.3.6 for the commutative Poisson algebra is a conjecture of significant
interest. It turns out that the algebra Pn admits a certain augmentation by central variables which
distort the Poisson structure, such that the automorphism group of the resulting algebra admits
the property of Theorem 1.3.6. The case is studied in the paper [111].
5.2 Maximal torus action on the free algebra
In this section, we provide proof to the free algebra version (Theorem 5.1.5) of the Bia lynicki-
Birula theorem [49].
The proof proceeds along the lines of the original commutative case proof of Bia lynicki-Birula.
If σ is the effective action of Theorem 5.1.5, then for each t ∈ Tn the automorphism
σ(t) : Fn → Fn
is given by the n-tuple of images of the generators z1, . . . , zn of the free algebra:
(f1(t, z1, . . . , zn), . . . , fn(t, z1, . . . , zn)).
Each of the f1, . . . , fn is a polynomial in the free variables.
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Lemma 5.2.1. There is a translation of the free generators
(z1, . . . , zn)→ (z1 − c1, . . . , zn − cn), (ci ∈ K)
such that (for all t ∈ Tn) the polynomials fi(t, z1 − c1, . . . , zn − cn) have zero free part.
Proof. This is a direct corollary of Theorem 5.1.3. Indeed, any action σ on the free algebra induces,
by taking the canonical projection with respect to the commutator ideal I, an action σ¯ on the
commutative algebra K[x1, . . . , xn]. If σ is regular, then so is σ¯. By Theorem 5.1.3, σ¯ (or rather,
its geometric counterpart) has a fixed point, therefore the images of commutative generators xi
under σ¯(t) (for every t) will be polynomials with trivial degree-zero part. Consequently, the same
will hold for σ.
We may then suppose, without loss of generality, that the polynomials fi have the form
fi(t, z1, . . . , zn) =
n∑
j=1
aij(t)zj +
n∑
j,l=1
aijl(t)zjzl +
N∑
k=3
∑
J,|J |=k
ai,J(t)z
J
where by zJ we denote, as in the introduction, a particular monomial
zk1i1 z
k2
i2
. . .
(a word in the alphabet {z1, . . . , zn} in the reduced notation; J is the multi-index in the sense
described above); also, N is the degree of the automorphism (which is finite) and aij , aijl, . . . are
polynomials in t1, . . . , tn.
As σt is an automorphism, the matrix [aij] that determines the linear part is non-singular.
Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume it to be diagonal (just as in the commutative
case [49]) of the form
diag(tm111 . . . t
m1n
n , . . . , t
mn1
1 . . . t
mnn
n ).
Now, just as in [49], we have the following
Lemma 5.2.2. The power matrix [mij ] is non-singular.
Proof. Consider a linear action τ defined by
τ(t) : (z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (t
m11
1 . . . t
m1n
n z1, . . . , t
mn1
1 . . . t
mnn
n zn), (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Tn.
If T1 ⊂ Tn is any one-dimensional torus, the restriction of τ to T1 is non-trivial. Indeed, were it
to happen that for some T1,
τ(t)z = z, t ∈ T1, (z = (z1, . . . , zn))
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then our initial action σ, whose linear part is represented by τ , would be identity modulo terms
of degree > 1:
σ(t)(zi) = zi +
∑
j,l
aijl(t)zjzl + · · · .
Now, equality σ(t2)(z) = σ(t)(σ(t)(z)) implies
σ(t)(σ(t)(zi)) = σ(t)
(
zi +
∑
jl
aijl(t)zjzl + · · ·
)
= zi +
∑
jl
aijl(t)zjzl +
∑
jl
aijl(t)(zj +
∑
km
ajkm(t)zkzm + · · · )
(zl +
∑
k′m′
alk′m′(t)zk′zm′ + · · · ) + · · ·
= zi +
∑
jl
aijl(t
2)zjzl + · · ·
which means that
2aijl(t) = aijl(t
2)
and therefore aijl(t) = 0. The coefficients of the higher-degree terms are processed by induction
(on the total degree of the monomial). Thus
σ(t)(z) = z, t ∈ T1
which is a contradiction since σ is effective. Finally, if [mij ] were singular, then one would easily
find a one-dimensional torus such that the restriction of τ were trivial.
Consider the action
ϕ(t) = τ(t−1) ◦ σ(t).
The images under ϕ(t) are
(g1(z, t), . . . , gn(z, t)), (t = (t1, . . . , tn))
with
gi(z, t) =
∑
gi,m1...mn(z)t
m1
1 . . . t
mn
n , m1, . . . , mn ∈ Z.
Define Gi(z) = gi,0...0(z) and consider the map β : Fn → Fn,
β : (z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (G1(z), . . . , Gn(z)).
Lemma 5.2.3. β ∈ AutFn and
β = τ(t−1) ◦ β ◦ σ(t).
Proof. This lemma mirrors the final part in the proof in [49]. The conjugation is straightforward,
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since for every s, t ∈ Tn one has
ϕ(st) = τ(t−1s−1) ◦ σ(st) = τ(t−1) ◦ τ(s−1) ◦ σ(s) ◦ σ(t) = τ(t−1) ◦ ϕ(s) ◦ σ(t).
Denote by Fˆn the power series completion of the free algebra Fn, and let σˆ, τˆ and βˆ denote
the endomorphisms of the power series algebra induced by corresponding morphisms of Fn. The
endomorphisms σˆ, τˆ , βˆ come from (polynomial) automorphisms and therefore are invertible.
Let
βˆ−1(zi) ≡ Bi(z) =
∑
J
bi,Jz
J
(just as before, zJ is the monomial with multi-index J). Then
βˆ ◦ τˆ(t) ◦ βˆ−1(zi) = Bi(t
m11
1 . . . t
m1n
n G1(z), . . . , t
mn1
1 . . . t
mnn
n Gn(z)).
Now, from the conjugation property we must have
βˆ = σˆ(t−1) ◦ βˆ ◦ τˆ (t),
therefore σˆ(t) = βˆ ◦ τˆ(t) ◦ βˆ−1 and
σˆ(t)(zi) =
∑
J
bi,J(t
m11
1 . . . t
m1n
n )
j1 . . . (tmn11 . . . t
mnn
n )
jnG(z)J ;
here the notation G(z)J stands for a word in Gi(z) with multi-index J , while the exponents
j1, . . . , jn count how many times a given index appears in J (or, equivalently, how many times a
given generator zi appears in the word z
J).
Therefore, the coefficient of σˆ(t)(zi) at z
J has the form
bi,J(t
m11
1 . . . t
m1n
n )
j1 . . . (tmn11 . . . t
mnn
n )
jn + S
with S a finite sum of monomials of the form
cL(t
m11
1 . . . t
m1n
n )
l1 . . . (tmn11 . . . t
mnn
n )
ln
with (j1, . . . , jn) 6= (l1, . . . , ln). Since the power matrix [mij ] is non-singular, if bi, J 6= 0, we can
find a t ∈ Tn such that the coefficient is not zero. Since σ is an algebraic action, the degree
sup
t
deg(σˆ)
is a finite integer N . With the previous statement, this implies that
bi,J = 0, whenever |J | > N.
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Therefore, Bi(z) are polynomials in the free variables. What remains is to notice that
zi = Bi(G1(z), . . . , Gn(z)).
Thus β is an automorphism.
From Lemma 5.2.3 it follows that
τ(t) = β−1 ◦ σ(t) ◦ β
which is the linearization of σ. Theorem 5.1.5 is proved.
5.3 Discussion
The noncommutative toric action linearity property has several useful applications. In the
work [118], it is used to investigate the properties of the group AutFn of automorphisms of the
free algebra. As a corollary of Theorem 5.1.5, one gets
Corollary 5.3.1. Let θ denote the standard action of Tn on K[x1, . . . , xn] – i.e., the action
θt : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (t1x1, . . . , tnxn).
Let θ˜ denote its lifting to an action on the free associative algebra Fn. Then θ˜ is also given by the
standard torus action.
This statement plays a part, along with a number of results concerning the induced formal
power series topology on AutFn, in the establishment of the free associative analogue of Theorem
1.3.6.
The proofs in this paper, for the most part, were based upon the techniques from the com-
mutative category. It is, however, a problem of legitimate interest to try and obtain proofs for
various linearity statements using tools specific to the category of associative algebras, bypassing
the known commutative results. As one outstanding example of this problem, we expect the free
associative analogue of the second Bia lynicki-Birula theorem to hold and formulate it here as a
conjecture.
Conjecture 5.3.2. Any effective action of Tn−1 on Fn is linearizable.
Also of independent interest is the following instance of the linearity problem.
Conjecture 5.3.3. For n ≥ 1, let Pn denote the commutative Poisson algebra, i.e. the polynomial
algebra
K[z1, . . . , z2n]
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equipped with the Poisson bracket defined by
{zi, zj} = δi,n+j − δi+n,j.
Then any effective regular action of Tn by automorphisms of Pn is linearizable.
This problem is loosely analogous to the Bia lynicki-Birula theorem, in the sense of maximality
of torus with respect to the dimension of the configurations space (spanned by xi). There seems
to be no straightforward way of finding the linearizing canonical coordinates on the phase space,
however. For the Ind-variety AutPn, a version of Theorem 1.3.6 may be stated. The geometry of
AutPn is relevant to problems of deformation quantization.
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Chapter 6
Jacobian conjecture, Specht and
Burnside type problems
This chapter explores an approach to polynomial mappings and the Jacobian Conjecture and
related questions, initiated by A.V. Yagzhev, whereby these questions are translated to identities of
algebras, leading to a solution in [215] of the version of the Jacobian Conjecture for free associative
algebras. (The first version, for two generators, was obtained by Dicks and J. Levin [71, 72], and
the full version by Schofield [169].) We start by laying out the basic framework in this introduction.
Next, we set up Yagzhev’s correspondence to algebras in §6.1, leading to the basic notions of weak
nilpotence and Engel type. In §6.2 we discuss the Jacobian Conjecture in the context of various
varieties, including the free associative algebra.
Given any polynomial endomorphism φ of the n-dimensional affine space An
k
=
Speck[x1, . . . , xn] over a field k, we define its Jacobian matrix to be the matrix
(∂φ∗(xi)/∂xj)1≤i,j≤n .
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix is called the Jacobian of φ. The celebrated Jacobian
Conjecture JCn in dimension n ≥ 1 asserts that for any field k of characteristic zero, any
polynomial endomorphism φ of An
k
having Jacobian 1 is an automorphism. Equivalently, one can
say that φ preserves the standard top-degree differential form dx1∧· · ·∧dxn ∈ Ω
n(An
k
). References
to this well known problem and related questions can be found in [19], [130], and [199]. By the
Lefschetz principle it is sufficient to consider the case k = C; obviously, JCn implies JCm if n > m.
The conjecture JCn is obviously true in the case n = 1, and it is open for n ≥ 2.
The Jacobian Conjecture, denoted as JC, is the conjunction of the conjectures JCn for
all finite n. The Jacobian Conjecture has many reformulations (such as the Kernel Conjecture
and the Image Conjecture, cf. [87, 90, 199, 224, 225] for details) and is closely related to questions
concerning quantization. It is stably equivalent to the following conjecture of Dixmier, concerning
automorphisms of the Weyl algebra Wn, otherwise known as the quantum affine algebra.
Dixmier Conjecture DCn: Does End(Wn) = Aut(Wn)?
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The implication DCn 7→ JCn is well known, and the inverse implication JC2n 7→ DCn was
recently obtained independently by Tsuchimoto [188] (using p-curvature) and Belov and Kontse-
vich [40], [39] (using Poisson brackets on the center of the Weyl algebra). Bavula [28] has obtained
a shorter proof, and also obtained a positive solution of an analog of the Dixmier Conjecture for
integro differential operators, cf. [26]. He also proved that every monomorphism of the Lie algebra
of triangular polynomial derivations is an automorphism [27] (an analog of Dixmier’s conjecture).
The Jacobian Conjecture is closely related to many questions of affine algebraic geometry
concerning affine space, such as the Cancellation Conjecture (see Section 6.2.4). If we replace the
variety of commutative associative algebras (and the accompanying affine spaces) by an arbitrary
algebraic variety 1, one easily gets a counterexample to the JC. So, strategically these questions
deal with some specific properties of affine space which we do not yet understand, and for which
we do not have the appropriate formulation apart from these very difficult questions.
It seems that these properties do indicate some sort of quantization. From that perspective,
noncommutative analogs of these problems (in particular, the Jacobian Conjecture and the ana-
log of the Cancellation Conjecture) become interesting for free associative algebras, and more
generally, for arbitrary varieties of algebras.
We work in the language of universal algebra, in which an algebra is defined in terms of a
set of operators, called its signature. This approach enhances the investigation of the Yagzhev
correspondence between endomorphisms and algebras. We work with deformations and so-called
packing properties to be introduced in Section 6.2 and Section 6.2.2, which denote specific non-
commutative phenomena which enable one to solve the JC for the free associative algebra.
From the viewpoint of universal algebra, the Jacobian conjecture becomes a problem of “Burn-
side type,” by which we mean the question of whether a given finitely generated algebraic structure
satisfying given periodicity conditions is necessarily finite, cf. Zelmanov [223]. Burnside originally
posed the question of the finiteness of a finitely generated group satisfying the identity xn = 1.
(For odd n ≥ 661, counterexamples were found by Novikov and Adian, and quite recently Adian
reduced the estimate from 661 to 101). Another class of counterexamples was discovered by
Ol’shanskij [145]. Kurosh posed the question of local finiteness of algebras whose elements are
algebraic over the base field. For algebraicity of bounded degree, the question has a positive
solution, but otherwise there are the Golod-Shafarevich counterexamples.
Burnside type problems play an important role in algebra. Their solution in the associative
case is closely tied to Specht’s problem of whether any set of polynomial identities can be deduced
from a finite subset. The JC can be formulated in the context of whether one system of identities
implies another, which also relates to Specht’s problem.
In the Lie algebra case there is a similar notion. An element x ∈ L is called Engel of degree
n if [. . . [[y, x], x] . . . , x] = 0 for any y in the Lie algebra L. Zelmanov’s result that any finitely
1Algebraic geometers use word variety, roughly speaking, for objects whose local structure is obtained from the
solution of system of algebraic equations. In the framework of universal algebra, this notion is used for subcategories
of algebras defined by a given set of identities. A deep analog of these notions is given in [32].
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generated Lie algebra of bounded Engel degree is nilpotent yielded his solution of the Restricted
Burnside Problem for groups. Yagzhev introduced the notion of Engelian and weakly nilpotent
algebras of arbitrary signature (see Definitions 6.1.6, 6.1.4), and proved that the JC is equivalent to
the question of weak nilpotence of algebras of Engel type satisfying a system of Capelli identities,
thereby showing the relation of the JC with problems of Burnside type.
A negative approach. Let us mention a way of constructing counterexamples. This ap-
proach, developed by Gizatullin, Kulikov, Shafarevich, Vitushkin, and others, is related to decom-
posing polynomial mappings into the composition of σ-processes [92, 130, 171, 201–203]. It allows
one to solve some polynomial automorphism problems, including tameness problems, the most
famous of which is Nagata’s Problem concerning the wildness of Nagata’s automorphism
(x, y, z) 7→ (x− 2(xz + y2)y − (xz + y2)2z, y + (xz + y2)z, z),
cf. [142]. Its solution by Shestakov and Umirbaev [181] is the major advance in this area in the
last decade. The Nagata automorphism can be constructed as a product of automorphisms of
K(z)[x, y], some of them having non-polynomial coefficients (in K(z)). The following theorem of
Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki [2, 186] and [134] can be viewed in this context:
AMS Theorem. If f and g are polynomials in K[z] of degrees n and m for which K[f, g] =
K[z], then n divides m or m divides n.
Degree estimate theorems are polynomial analogs to Liouville’s approximation theorem in alge-
braic number theory ( [47,102,132,137]). T. Kishimoto has proposed using a program of Sarkisov,
in particular for Nagata’s Problem. Although difficulties remain in applying “σ-processes” (de-
composition of birational mappings into standard blow-up operations) to the affine case, these
may provide new insight. If we consider affine transformations of the plane, we have relatively
simple singularities at infinity, although for bigger dimensions they can be more complicated.
Blow-ups provide some understanding of birational mappings with singularities. Relevant infor-
mation may be provided in the affine case. The paper [45] contains some deep considerations
about singularities.
6.1 The Jacobian Conjecture and Burnside type prob-
lems, via algebras
In this section we translate the Jacobian Conjecture to the language of algebras and their
identities. This can be done at two levels: At the level of the algebra obtained from a polynomial
mapping, leading to the notion of weak nilpotence and Yagzhev algebras and at the level of the
differential and the algebra arising from the Jacobian, leading to the notion of Engel type. The
Jacobian Conjecture is the link between these two notions.
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6.1.1 The Yagzhev correspondence
Polynomial mappings in universal algebra
Yagzhev’s approach is to pass from algebraic geometry to universal algebra. Accordingly, we
work in the framework of a universal algebra A having signature Ω. A(m) denotes A × · · · × A,
taken m times.
We fix a commutative, associative base ring C, and consider C-modules equipped with extra
operators A(m) 7→ A, which we callm-ary. Often one of these operators will be (binary) multiplica-
tion. These operators will be multilinear, i.e., linear with respect to each argument. Thus, we can
define the degree of an operator to be its number of arguments. We say an operator Ψ(x1, . . . , xm)
is symmetric if Ψ(x1, . . . , xm) = Ψ(xπ(1), . . . , xπ(m)) for all permutations π.
Definition 6.1.1. A string of operators is defined inductively. Any operator Ψ(x1, . . . , xm) is
a string of degree m, and if sj are strings of degree dj , then Ψ(s1, . . . , sm) is a string of degree∑m
j=1 dj. A mapping
α : A(m) 7→ A
is called polynomial if it can be expressed as a sum of strings of operators of the algebra A. The
degree of the mapping is the maximal length of these strings.
Example. Suppose an algebra A has two extra operators: a binary operator α(x, y) and a
tertiary operator β(x, y, z). The mapping F : A 7→ A given by x 7→ x+ α(x, x) + β(α(x, x), x, x)
is a polynomial mapping of A, having degree 4. Note that if A is finite dimensional as a vector
space, not every polynomial mapping of A as an affine space is a polynomial mapping of A as an
algebra.
Yagzhev’s correspondence between polynomial mappings and algebras
Here we associate an algebraic structure to each polynomial map. Let V be an n-dimensional
vector space over the field k, and F : V 7→ V be a polynomial mapping of degree m. Replacing
F by the composite TF , where T is a translation such that TF (0) = 0, we may assume that
F (0) = 0. Given a base {~ei}
n
i=1 of V , and for an element v of V written uniquely as a sum
∑
xi~ei,
for xi ∈ k, the coefficients of ~ei in F (v) are (commutative) polynomials in the xi. Then F can be
written in the following form:
xi 7→ F0i(~x) + F1i(~x) + · · ·+ Fmi(~x)
where each Fαi(~x) is a homogeneous form of degree α, i.e.,
Fαi(~x) =
∑
j1+···+jn=α
κJx
j1
1 · · ·x
jn
n ,
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with F0i = 0 for all i, and F1i(~x) =
∑n
k=1 µkixk.
We are interested in invertible mappings that have a nonsingular Jacobian matrix (µij). In
particular, this matrix is nondegenerate at the origin. In this case det(µij) 6= 0, and by composing
F with an affine transformation we arrive at the situation for which µki = δki. Thus, the mapping
F may be taken to have the following form:
xi 7→ xi −
m∑
k=2
Fki. (6.1)
Suppose we have a mapping as in (6.1). Then the Jacobi matrix can be written as E −G1 −
· · ·−Gm−1 where Gi is an n×n matrix with entries which are homogeneous polynomials of degree
i. If the Jacobian is 1, then it is invertible with inverse a polynomial matrix (of homogeneous
degree at most (n− 1)(m− 1), obtained via the adjoint matrix).
If we write the inverse as a formal power series, we compare the homogeneous components and
get: ∑
jimji=s
MJ = 0, (6.2)
where MJ is the sum of products aα1aαq in which the factor aj occurs mj times, and J denotes
the multi-index (j1, . . . , jq).
Yagzhev considered the cubic homogeneous mapping ~x 7→ ~x+ (~x, ~x, ~x), whereby the Jacobian
matrix becomes E − G3. We return to this case in Remark 6.1.8. The slightly more general
approach given here presents the Yagzhev correspondence more clearly and also provides tools for
investigating deformations and packing properties (see Section 6.2.2). Thus, we consider not only
the cubic case (i.e. when the mapping has the form
xi 7→ xi + Pi(x1, . . . , xn); i = 1, . . . , n,
with Pi cubic homogenous polynomials), but the more general situation of arbitrary degree.
For any ℓ, the set of (vector valued) forms {Fℓ,i}
n
i=1 can be interpreted as a homogeneous
mapping Φℓ : V 7→ V of degree ℓ. When Char(k) does not divide ℓ, we take instead the polarization
of this mapping, i.e. the multilinear symmetric mapping
Ψℓ : V
⊗ℓ 7→ V
such that
(Fℓ,i(x1), . . . , Fℓ,i(xn)) = Ψℓ(~x, . . . , ~x) · ℓ!
Then Equation (6.1) can be rewritten as
~x 7→ ~x−
m∑
ℓ=2
Ψℓ(~x, . . . , ~x). (6.3)
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We define the algebra (A, {Ψℓ}), where A is the vector space V and the Ψℓ are viewed as
operators Aℓ 7→ A.
Definition 6.1.2. The Yagzhev correspondence is the correspondence from the polynomial
mapping (V, F ) to the algebra (A, {Ψℓ}).
6.1.2 Translation of the invertibility condition to the language of iden-
tities
The next step is to bring in algebraic varities, defined in terms of identities.
Definition 6.1.3. A polynomial identity (PI) of A is a polynomial mapping of A, all of whose
values are identically zero.
The algebraic variety generated by an algebra A, denoted as Var(A), is the class of all algebras
satisfying the same PIs as A.
Now we come to a crucial idea of Yagzhev:
The invertibility of F and the invertibility of the Jacobian of F can be expressed via (2) in the
language of polynomial identities.
Namely, let y = F (x) = x−
∑m
ℓ=2Ψℓ(x). Then
F−1(x) =
∑
t
t(x), (6.4)
where each t is a term, a formal expression in the mappings {Ψℓ}
m
ℓ=2 and the symbol x. Note
that the expressions Ψ2(x,Ψ3(x, x, x)) and Ψ2(Ψ3(x, x, x), x) are different although they represent
same element of the algebra. Denote by |t| the number of occurrences of variables, including
multiplicity, which are included in t.
The invertibility of F means that, for all q ≥ q0,∑
|t|=q
t(a) = 0, ∀a ∈ A. (6.5)
Thus we have translated invertibility of the mapping F to the language of identities. (Yagzhev
had an analogous formula, where the terms only involved Ψ3.)
Definition 6.1.4. An element a ∈ A is called nilpotent of index ≤ n if
M(a, a, . . . , a) = 0
for each monomial M(x1, x2, . . . ) of degree ≥ n. A is weakly nilpotent if each element of A is
nilpotent. A is weakly nilpotent of class k if each element of A is nilpotent of index k. (Some
authors use the terminology index instead of class.) Equation (6.5) means A is weakly nilpotent.
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To stress this fundamental notion of Yagzhev, we define a Yagzhev algebra of order q0 to be
a weakly nilpotent algebra, i.e., satisfying the identities (6.5), also called the system of Yagzhev
identities arising from F .
Summarizing, we get the following fundamental translation from conditions on the endomor-
phism F to identities of algebras.
Theorem 6.1.5. The endomorphism F is invertible if and only if the corresponding algebra is a
Yagzhev algebra of high enough order.
Algebras of Engel type
The analogous procedure can be carried out for the differential mapping. We recall that Ψℓ
is a symmetric multilinear mapping of degree ℓ. We denote the mapping y 7→ Ψℓ(y, x, . . . , x) as
Adℓ−1(x).
Definition 6.1.6. An algebra A is of Engel type s if it satisfies a system of identities
∑
ℓmℓ=s
∑
α1+···+αq=mℓ
Adα1(x) · · ·Adαq(x) = 0. (6.6)
A is of Engel type if A has Engel type s for some s.
.
Theorem 6.1.7. The endomorphism F has Jacobian 1 if and only if the corresponding algebra
has Engel type s for some s.
Proof. Let x′ = x+ dx. Then
Ψℓ(x
′) =Ψℓ(x) + ℓΨℓ(dx, x, . . . , x)
+ forms containing more than one occurence of dx.
(6.7)
Hence the differential of the mapping
F : ~x 7→ ~x−
m∑
ℓ=2
Ψℓ(~x, . . . , ~x)
is (
E −
m∑
ℓ=2
ℓAdℓ−1(x)
)
· dx
The identities (6.2) are equivalent to the system of identities (6.6) in the signature Ω =
(Ψ2, . . . ,Ψm), taking aαj = Adαj and mj = degΨℓ − 1.
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Thus, we have reformulated the condition of invertibility of the Jacobian in the language of
identities.
As explained in [199], it is well known from [19] and [218] that the Jacobian Conjecture can
be reduced to the cubic homogeneous case; i.e., it is enough to consider mappings of type
x 7→ x+Ψ3(x, x, x).
In this case the Jacobian assumption is equivalent to the Engel condition – nilpotence of the
mapping Ad3(x)[y] (i.e. the mapping y 7→ (y, x, x)). Invertibility, considered in [19], is equivalent
to weak nilpotence, i.e., to the identity
∑
|t|=k t = 0 holding for all sufficiently large k.
Remark 6.1.8. In the cubic homogeneous case, j = 1, αj = 2 and mj = s, and we define the
linear map
Adxx : y 7→ (x, x, y)
and the index set Tj ⊂ {1, . . . , q} such that i ∈ Tj if and only if αi = j.
Then the equality (6.6) has the following form:
Ads/2xx = 0.
Thus, for a ternary symmetric algebra, Engel type means that the operators Adxx for all x are
nilpotent. In other words, the mapping
Ad3(x) : y 7→ (x, x, y)
is nilpotent. Yagzhev called this the Engel condition. (For Lie algebras the nilpotence of the
operator Adx : y 7→ (x, y) is the usual Engel condition. Here we have a generalization for arbitrary
signature.)
Here are Yagzhev’s original definitions, for edification. A binary algebra A is Engelian if for
any element a ∈ A the subalgebra <Ra, La> of vector space endomorphisms of A generated by the
left multiplication operator La and the right multiplication operator Ra is nilpotent, and weakly
Engelian if for any element a ∈ A the operator Ra + La is nilpotent.
This leads us to the Generalized Jacobian Conjecture:
Conjecture. Let A be an algebra with symmetric k-linear operators Ψℓ, for ℓ = 1, . . . , m. In
any variety of Engel type, A is a Yagzhev algebra.
By Theorem 6.1.7, this conjecture would yield the Jacobian Conjecture.
The case of binary algebras
When A is a binary algebra, Engel type means that the left and right multiplication mappings
are both nilpotent.
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A well-known result of S. Wang [19] shows that the Jacobian Conjecture holds for quadratic
mappings
~x 7→ ~x+Ψ2(~x, ~x).
If two different points (x1, . . . , xn) and (y1, . . . , yn) of an affine space are mapped to the same
point by (f1, . . . , fn), then the fact that the vertex of a parabola is in the middle of the interval
whose endpoints are at the roots shows that all fi(~x) have gradients at this midpoint P = (~x+~y)/2
perpendicular to the line segment [~x, ~y]. Hence the Jacobian is zero at the midpoint P . This fact
holds in any characteristic 6= 2.
In Section 6.1.3 we prove the following theorem of Yagzhev, cf. Definition 6.1.12 below:
Theorem 6.1.9 (Yagzhev). Every symmetric binary Engel type algebra of order k satisfying the
system of Capelli identities of order n is weakly nilpotent, of weak nilpotence index bounded by
some function F (k, n).
Remark 6.1.10. Yagzhev formulates his theorem in the following way:
Every binary weakly Engel algebra of order k satisfying the system of Capelli identities of order
n is weakly nilpotent, of index bounded by some function F (k, n).
We obtain this reformulation, by replacing the algebra A by the algebra A+ with multiplication
given by (a, b) = ab+ ba.
The following problems may help us understand the situation:
Problem. Obtain a straightforward proof of this theorem and deduce from it the Jacobian
Conjecture for quadratic mappings.
Problem. (Generalized Jacobian Conjecture for quadratic mappings) Is every sym-
metric binary algebra of Engel type k, a Yagzhev algebra?
The case of ternary algebras
As we have observed, Yagzhev reduced the Jacobian Conjecture over a field of characteristic
zero to the question:
Is every finite dimensional ternary Engel algebra a Yagzhev algebra?
Druz´kowski [82, 83] reduced this to the case when all cubic forms Ψ3i are cubes of linear forms.
Van den Essen and his school reduced the JC to the symmetric case; see [88,89] for details. Bass,
Connell, and Wright [19] use other methods including inversions. Yagzhev’s approach matches
that of [19], but using identities instead.
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An example in nonzero characteristic of an Engel algebra that is not a Yagzhev
algebra
Now we give an example, over an arbitrary field k of characteristic p > 3, of a finite dimensional
Engel algebra that is not a Yagzhev algebra, i.e., not weakly nilpotent. This means that the
situation for binary algebras differs intrinsically from that for ternary algebras, and it would be
worthwhile to understand why.
Theorem 6.1.11. If Char(k) = p > 3, then there exists a finite dimensional k-algebra that is
Engel but not weakly nilpotent.
Proof. Consider the noninvertible mapping F : k[x] 7→ k[x] with Jacobian 1:
F : x 7→ x+ xp.
We introduce new commuting indeterminates {yi}
n
i=1 and extend this mapping to k[x, y1, . . . , yn]
by sending yi 7→ yi. If n is big enough, then it is possible to find tame automorphisms G1 and G2
such that G1 ◦ F ◦G2 is a cubic mapping ~x 7→ ~x+Ψ3(~x), as follows:
Suppose we have a mapping
F : xi 7→ P (x) +M
where M = t1t2t3t4 is a monomial of degree at least 4. Introduce two new commuting indetermi-
nates z, y and take F (z) = z, F (y) = y.
Define the mapping G1 via G1(z) = z + t1t2, G1(y) = y + t3t4 with G1 fixing all other
indeterminates; define G2 via G2(x) = x− yz with G2 fixing all other indeterminates.
The composite mapping G1 ◦ F ◦ G2 sends x to P (x)− yz − yt1t2 − zt3t4, y to y + t3t4, z to
z + t1t2, and agrees with F on all other indeterminates.
Note that we have removed the monomial M = t1t2t3t4 from the image of F , but instead have
obtained various monomials of smaller degree (t1t2 , t3t4, zy, zt3t4, yt1t2). It is easy to see that
this process terminates.
Our new mapping H(x) = x + Ψ2(x) + Ψ3(x) is noninvertible and has Jacobian 1. Consider
its blowup
R : x 7→ x+ T 2y + TΨ2(x), y 7→ y −Ψ3(x), T 7→ T.
This mapping R is invertible if and only if the initial mapping is invertible, and has Jacobian 1
if and only if the initial mapping has Jacobian 1, by [218, Lemma 2]. This mapping is also cubic
homogeneous. The corresponding ternary algebra is Engel, but not weakly nilpotent. ✷
This example shows that a direct combinatorial approach to the Jacobian Conjecture en-
counters difficulties, and in working with related Burnside type problems (in the sense of Zel-
manov [223], dealing with nilpotence properties of Engel algebras, as indicated in the introduc-
tion), one should take into account specific properties arising in characteristic zero.
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Definition 6.1.11.1. An algebra A is nilpotent of class ≤ n if M(a1, a2, . . . ) = 0 for each
monomial M(x1, x2, . . . ) of degree ≥ n. An ideal I of A is strongly nilpotent of class ≤ n if
M(a1, a2, . . . ) = 0 for each monomial M(x1, x2, . . . ) in which indeterminates of total degree ≥ n
have been substituted to elements of I.
Although the notions of nilpotent and strongly nilpotent coincide in the associative case, they
differ for ideals of nonassociative algebras. For example, consider the following algebra suggested
by Shestakov: A is the algebra generated by a, b, z satisfying the relations a2 = b, bz = a and
all other products 0. Then I = Fa + Fb is nilpotent as a subalgebra, satisfying I3 = 0 but not
strongly nilpotent (as an ideal), since
b = ((a(bz))z)a 6= 0,
and one can continue indefinitely in this vein. Also, [103] contains an example of a finite dimen-
sional non-associative algebra without any ideal which is maximal witih respect to being nilpotent
as a subalgebra.
In connection with the Generalized Jacobian Conjecture in characteristic 0, it follows from
results of Yagzhev [220], also cf. [93], that there exists a 20-dimensional Engel algebra over Q,
not weakly nilpotent, satisfying the identities
x2y = −yx2, (((yx2)x2)x2)x2 = 0,
(xy + yx)y = 2y2x, x2y2 = 0.
However, this algebra can be seen to be Yagzhev (see Definition 6.1.4).
For associative algebras, one uses the term “nil” instead of “weakly nilpotent.” Any nil sub-
algebra of a finite dimensional associative algebra is nilpotent, by Wedderburn’s Theorem [204]).
Jacobson generalized this result to other settings, cf. [153, Theorem 15.23], and Shestakov [173]
generalized it to a wide class of Jordan algebras (not necessarily commutative).
Yagzhev’s investigation of weak nilpotence has applications to the Koethe Conjecture, for
algebras over uncountable fields. He reproved:
* In every associative algebra over an uncountable field, the sum of every two nil right ideals
is a nil right ideal [207].
(This was proved first by Amitsur [3]. Amitsur’s result is for affine algebras, but one can easily
reduce to the affine case.)
Algebras satisfying systems of Capelli identities
Definition 6.1.12. The Capelli polynomial Ck of order k is
Ck :=
∑
σ∈Sk
(−1)σxσ(1)y1 · · ·xσ(k)yk.
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It is obvious that an associative algebra satisfies the Capelli identity ck iff, for any monomial
M(x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yr) multilinear in the xi, the following equation holds identically in A:∑
σ∈Sk
(−1)σM(vσ(1), . . . , vσ(k), y1, . . . , yr) = 0. (6.8)
However, this does not apply to nonassociative algebras, so we need to generalize this condition.
Definition 6.1.13. The algebra A satisfies a system of Capelli identities of order k, if (6.8)
holds identically in A for any monomial M(x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yr) multilinear in the xi.
Any algebra of dimension < k over a field satisfies a system of Capelli identities of order
k. Algebras satisfying systems of Capelli identities behave much like finite dimensional algebras.
They were introduced and systematically studied by Rasmyslov [149], [150].
Using Rasmyslov’s method, Zubrilin [229], also see [151, 227], proved that if A is an arbitrary
algebra satisfying the system of Capelli identities of order n, then the chain of ideals defining the
solvable radical stabilizes at the n-th step. More precisely, we utilize a Baer-type radical, along
the lines of Amitsur [4].
Given an algebra A, we define Solv1 := Solv1(A) =
∑
{Strongly nilpotent ideals of A}, and
inductively, given Solvk, define Solvk+1 by Solvk+1 / Solvk = Solv1(A/ Solvk). For a limit ordinal
α, define
Solvα = ∪β<α Solvβ .
This must stabilize at some ordinal α, for which we define Solv(A) = Solvα .
Clearly Solv(A/ Solv(A)) = 0; i.e., A/ Solv(A) has no nonzero strongly nilpotent ideals. Actu-
ally, Amitsur [4] defines ζ(A) as built up from ideals having trivial multiplication, and proves [4,
Theorem 1.1] that ζ(A) is the intersection of the prime ideals of A.
We shall use the notion of sandwich, introduced by Kaplansky and Kostrikin, which is a
powerful tool for Burnside type problems [223]. An ideal I is called a sandwich ideal if, for any k,
M(z1, z2, x1, . . . , xk) = 0
for any z1, z2 ∈ I, any set of elements x1, . . . , xk, and any multilinear monomial M of degree k+2.
(Similarly, if the operations of an algebra have degree ≤ ℓ, then it is natural to use ℓ-sandwiches,
which by definition satisfy the property that
M(z1, . . . , zℓ, x1, . . . , xk) = 0
for any z1, . . . , zℓ ∈ I, any set of elements x1, . . . , xk, and any multilinear monomial M of degree
k + ℓ.)
The next useful lemma follows from a result from [229]:
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Lemma 6.1.14. If an ideal I is strongly nilpotent of class ℓ, then there exists a decreasing sequence
of ideals I = I1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Il+1 = 0 such that Is/Is+1 is a sandwich ideal in A/Is+1 for all s ≤ l.
Definition 6.1.15. An algebra A is representable if it can be embedded into an algebra finite
dimensional over some extension of the ground field.
Remark 6.1.16. Zubrilin [229], properly clarified, proved the more precise statement, that if an
algebra A of arbitrary signature satisfies a system of Capelli identities Cn+1, then there exists a
sequence B0 ⊆ B1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bn of strongly nilpotent ideals such that:
• The natural projection of Bi in A/Bi−1 is a strongly nilpotent ideal.
• A/Bn is representable.
• If I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ In is any sequence of ideals of A such that Ij+1/Ij is a sandwich ideal in
A/Ij, then Bn ⊇ In.
Such a sequence of ideals will be called a Baer-Amitsur sequence. In affine space the Zariski
closure of the radical is radical, and hence the factor algebra is representable. (Although the radical
coincides with the linear closure if the base field is infinite (see [35]), this assertion holds for
arbitrary signatures and base fields.) Hence in representable algebras, the Baer-Amitsur sequence
stabilizes after finitely many steps. Lemma 6.1.14 follows from these considerations.
Our next main goal is to prove Theorem 6.1.18 below, but first we need another notion.
The tree associated to a monomial
Effects of nilpotence have been used by different authors in another language. We associate a
rooted labelled tree to any monomial: Any branching vertex indicates the symbol of an operator,
whose outgoing edges are the terms in the corresponding symbol. Here is the precise definition.
Definition 6.1.17. Let M(x1, . . . , xn) be a monomial in an algebra A of arbitrary signature. One
can associate the tree TM by an inductive procedure:
• If M is a single variable, then TM is just the vertex •.
• Let M = g(M1, . . . ,Mk), where g is a k-ary operator. We assume inductively that the trees
Ti, i = 1, . . . , k, are already defined. Then the tree TM is the disjoint union of the Ti, together
with the root • and arrows starting with • and ending with the roots of the trees Ti.
Remark. Sometimes one labels TM according to the operator g and the positions inside g.
If the outgoing degree of each vertex is 0 or 2, the tree is called binary. If the outgoing degree
of each vertex is either 0 or 3, the tree is called ternary. If each operator is binary, TM will be
binary; if each operator is ternary, TM will be ternary.
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6.1.3 Lifting Yagzhev algebras
Recall Definitions 6.1.4 and 6.1.6.
Theorem 6.1.18. Suppose A is an algebra of Engel type, and let I be a sandwich ideal of A. If
A/I is Yagzhev, then A is Yagzhev.
Proof. The proof follows easily from the following two propositions.
Let k be the class of weak nilpotence of A/I. We call a branch of the tree fat if it has more
than k entries.
Proposition 6.1.18.1. a) The sum of all monomials of any degree s > k belongs to I.
b) Let x1, . . . , xn be fixed indeterminates, and M be an arbitrary monomial, with s1, . . . , sℓ > k.
Then
∑
|t1|=s1,...,|tℓ|=sℓ
M(x1, . . . , xn, t1, . . . , tℓ) ≡ 0. (6.9)
c) The sum of all monomials of degree s, containing at least ℓ non-intersecting fat branches,
is zero.
Proof. a) is just a reformulation of the weak nilpotence of A/I; b) follows from a) and
the sandwich property of an ideal I. To get c) from b), it is enough to consider the highest
non-intersecting fat branches.
Proposition 6.1.18.2 (Yagzhev). The linearization of the sum of all terms with a fixed fat branch
of length n is the complete linearization of the function
∑
σ∈Sn
∏
(Adkσ(i))(z)(t).
Theorem 1.2, Lemma 6.1.14, and Zubrilin’s result give us the following major result:
Theorem 6.1.19. In characteristic zero, the Jacobian conjecture is equivalent to the following
statement:
Any algebra of Engel type satisfying some system of Capelli identities is a Yagzhev algebra.
This theorem generalizes the following result of Yagzhev:
Theorem 6.1.20. The Jacobian conjecture is equivalent to the following statement:
Any ternary Engel algebra in characteristic 0 satisfying a system of Capelli identities is a
Yagzhev algebra.
The Yagzhev correspondence and the results of this section (in particular, Theorem 6.1.19)
yield the proof of Theorem 6.1.9.
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Sparse identities
Generalizing Capelli identities, we say that an algebra satisfies a system of sparse identities
when there exist k and coefficients ασ such that for any monomial M(x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yr) mul-
tilinear in xi the following equation holds:∑
σ
ασM(c1vσ(1)d1, . . . , ckvσ(k)dk, y1, . . . , yr) = 0. (6.10)
Note that one need only check (6.10) for monomials. The system of Capelli identities is a
special case of a system of sparse identities (when ασ = (−1)
σ). This concept ties in with the
following “few long branches” lemma [228], concerning the structure of trees of monomials for
algebras with sparse identities:
Lemma 6.1.21 (Few long branches). Suppose an algebra A satisfies a system of sparse identities
of order m. Then any monomial is linearly representable by monomials such that the corresponding
tree has not more than m− 1 disjoint branches of length ≥ m.
Lemma 6.1.21 may be useful in studying nilpotence of Engel algebras.
6.1.4 Inversion formulas and problems of Burnside type
We have seen that the JC relates to problems of “Specht type” (concerning whether one set
of polynomial identities implies another), as well as problems of Burnside type.
Burnside type problems become more complicated in nonzero characteristic; cf. Zelmanov’s
review article [223].
Bass, Connell, and Wright [19] attacked the JC by means of inversion formulas. D. Wright [205]
wrote an inversion formula for the symmetric case and related it to a combinatorial structure called
the Grossman–Larson Algebra. Namely, write F = X − H , and define J(H) to be the Jacobian
matrix of H . Wright proved the JC for the case where H is homogeneous and J(H)3 = 0, and
also for the case where H is cubic and J(H)4 = 0; these correspond in Yagzhev’s terminology to
the cases of Engel type 3 and 4, respectively. Also, the so-called chain vanishing theorem in [205]
follows from Engel type. Similar results were obtained earlier by Singer [183] using tree formulas
for formal inverses. The inversion formula, introduced in [19], was investigated by D. Wright and
his school. Many authors use the language of so-called tree expansion (see [183, 205] for details).
In view of Theorem 6.1.11, the tree expansion technique should be highly nontrivial.
The Jacobian Conjecture can be formulated as a question of quantum field theory (see [1]), in
which tree expansions are seen to correspond to Feynmann diagrams.
In the papers [183] and [205] (see also [206]), trees with one label correspond to elements of
the algebra A built by Yagzhev, and 2-labelled trees correspond to the elements of the operator
algebra D(A) (the algebra generated by operators x 7→ M(x, ~y), where M is some monomial).
These authors deduce weak nilpotence from the Engel conditions of degree 3 and 4. The inversion
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formula for automorphisms of tensor product of Weyl algebras and the ring of polynomials was
studied intensively in the papers [25,28]. Using techniques from [40], this yields a slightly different
proof of the equivalence between the JC and DC, by an argument similar to one given in [221].
Yagzhev’s approach makes the situation much clearer, and the known approaches to the Jacobian
Conjecture using inversion formulas can be explained from this viewpoint.
Remark 6.1.22. The most recent inversion formula (and probably the most algebraically explicit
one) was obtained by V. Bavula [24]. The coefficient q0 can be made explicit in (6.5), by means
of the Gabber Inequality, which says that if
f : Kn 7→ Kn; xi 7→ fi(~x)
is a polynomial automorphism, with deg(f) = maxi deg(fi), then deg(f
−1) ≤ deg(f)n−1)
In fact, we are working with operads, cf. the classical book [140]. A review of operad theory
and its relation with physics and PI-theory in particular Burnside type problems, will appear in
D. Piontkovsky [147]; see also [105, 148]. Operad theory provides a supply of natural identities
and varieties, but they also correspond to geometric facts. For example, the Jacobi identity
corresponds to the fact that the altitudes of a triangle are concurrent. M. Dehn’s observations
that the Desargue property of a projective plane corresponds to associativity of its coordinate
ring, and Pappus’ property to its commutativity, can be considered as a first step in operad
theory. Operads are important in mathematical physics, and formulas for the famous Kontsevich
quantization theorem resemble formulas for the inverse mapping. The operators considered here
are operads.
6.2 The Jacobian Conjecture for varieties, and deforma-
tions
In this section we consider analogs of the JC for other varieties of algebras, partially with the
aim on throwing light on the classical JC (for the commutative associative polynomial algebra).
6.2.1 Generalization of the Jacobian Conjecture to arbitrary varieties
J. Birman [46] already proved the JC for free groups in 1973. The JC for free associative
algebras (in two generators) was established in 1982 by W. Dicks and J. Levin [71,72], utilizing Fox
derivatives, which we describe later on. Their result was reproved by Yagzhev [216], whose ideas are
sketched in this section. Also see Schofield [169], who proved the full version. Yagzhev then applied
these ideas to other varieties of algebras [215,220] including nonassociative commutative algebras
and anti-commutative algebras; U.U. Umirbaev [192] generalized these to “Schreier varieties,”
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defined by the property that every subalgebra of a free algebra is free. The JC for free Lie
algebras was proved by Reutenauer [152], Shpilrain [182], and Umirbaev [191].
The Jacobian Conjecture for varieties generated by finite dimensional algebras, is closely related
to the Jacobian Conjecture in the usual commutative associative case, which is the most important.
Let M be a variety of algebras of some signature Ω over a given field k of characteristic zero,
and kM< ~x> the relatively free algebra in M with generators ~x = {xi : i ∈ I}. We assume that
|Ω|, |I| <∞, I = 1, . . . , n.
Take a set ~y = {yi}
n
i=1 of new indeterminates. For any f(~x) ∈ kM < ~x > one can define an
element fˆ(~x, ~y) ∈ kM<~x, ~y> via the equation
f(x1 + y1, . . . , xn + yn) = f(~y) + fˆ(~x, ~y) +R(~x, ~y) (6.11)
where fˆ(~x, ~y) has degree 1 with respect to ~x, and R(~x, ~y) is the sum of monomials of degree ≥ 2
with respect to ~x; fˆ is a generalization of the differential.
Let α ∈ End(kM<~x>), i.e.,
α : xi 7→ fi(~x); i = 1, . . . , n. (6.12)
Definition 6.2.1. Define the Jacobi endomorphism αˆ ∈ End(kM<~x, ~y>) via the equality
αˆ :
{
xi 7→ fˆi(~x),
yi 7→ yi.
(6.13)
The Jacobi mapping f 7→ fˆ satisfies the chain rule, in the sense that it preserves composition.
Remark 6.2.2. It is not difficult to check (and is well known) that if α ∈ Aut(kM <~x>) then
αˆ ∈ Aut(kM<~x, ~y>).
The inverse implication is called the Jacobian Conjecture for the variety M. Here is an impor-
tant special case.
Definition 6.2.3. Let A ∈ M be a finite dimensional algebra, with base {~ei}
N
i=1. Consider a set
of commutative indeterminates ~ν = {νsi|s = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , N}. The elements
zj =
N∑
i=1
νji~ei; j = 1, . . . , n
are called generic elements of A.
Usually in the matrix algebra Mm(k), the set of matrix units {eij}mi,j=1 is taken as the base.
In this case eijekl = δjkeil and zl =
∑
ij λ
l
ijeij , l = 1, . . . , n.
Definition 6.2.4. A generic matrix is a matrix whose entries are distinct commutative indetermi-
nates, and the so-called algebra of generic matrices of order m is generated by associative generic
m×m matrices.
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The algebra of generic matrices is prime, and every prime, relatively free, finitely generated
associative PI-algebra is isomorphic to an algebra of generic matrices. If we include taking traces
as an operator in the signature, then we get the algebra of generic matrices with trace. That
algebra is a Noetherian module over its center.
Define the k-linear mappings
Ωi : kM<~x> 7→ k[ν]; i = 1, . . . , n
via the relation
f(
N∑
i=1
ν1iei, . . . ,
N∑
i=1
νniei) =
N∑
i=1
(fΩi)ei.
It is easy to see that the polynomials fΩi are uniquely determined by f .
One can define the mapping
ϕA : End(kM<~x>) 7→ End(k[~ν])
as follows: If
α ∈ End(kM<~x>) : xs 7→ fs(~x) s = 1, . . . , n
then ϕA(α) ∈ End(k[~ν]) can be defined via the relation
ϕA(α) : νsi 7→ Psi(~ν); s = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , n,
where Psi(~ν) = fsΩi.
The following proposition is well known.
Proposition 6.2.4.1 ( [220]). Let A ∈M be a finite dimensional algebra, and ~x = {x1, . . . , xn} be
a finite set of commutative indeterminates. Then the mapping ϕA is a semigroup homomorphism,
sending 1 to 1, and automorphisms to automorphisms. Also the mapping ϕA commutes with the
operation̂of taking the Jacobi endomorphism, in the sense that ϕ̂A(α) = ϕA(αˆ). If ϕ is invertible,
then ϕ̂ is also invertible.
This proposition is important, since as noted after Remark 6.2.2, the opposite direction is the
JC.
6.2.2 Deformations and the Jacobian Conjecture for free associative
algebras
Definition 6.2.5. A T -ideal is a completely characteristic ideal, i.e., stable under any endomor-
phism.
Proposition 6.2.5.1. Suppose A is a relatively free algebra in the variety M, I is a T -ideal
in A, and M′ = Var(A/I). Any polynomial mapping F : A 7→ A induces a natural mapping
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F ′ : A/I 7→ A/I, as well as a mapping F̂ ′ in M′. If F is invertible, then F ′ is invertible; if Fˆ is
invertible, then F̂ ′ is also invertible.
For example, let F be a polynomial endomorphism of the free associative algebra k< ~x>, and
In be the T -ideal of the algebra of generic matrices of order n. Then F (In) ⊆ In for all n. Hence
F induces an endomorphism FIn of k< ~x> /In. In particular, this is a semigroup homomorphism.
Thus, if F is invertible, then FIn is invertible, but not vice versa.
The Jacobian mapping F̂In of the reduced endomorphism FIn is the reduction of the Jacobian
mapping of F .
The Jacobian Conjecture and the packing property
This subsection is based on the packing property and deformations. Let us illustrate the main
idea. It is well known that the composite of ALL quadratic extensions of Q is infinite dimensional
over Q. Hence all such extensions cannot be embedded (“packed”) into a single commutative
finite dimensional Q-algebra. However, all of them can be packed into M2(Q). We formalize the
notion of packing in §6.2.5. Moreover, for ANY elements NOT in Q there is a parametric family
of embeddings (because it embeds non-centrally and thus can be deformed via conjugation by a
parametric set of matrices). Uniqueness thus means belonging to the center. Similarly, adjoining
noncommutative coefficients allows one to decompose polynomials, as to be elaborated below.
This idea allows us to solve equations via a finite dimensional extension, and to find a para-
metric sets of solutions if some solution does not belong to the original algebra. That situation
contradicts local invertibility.
Let F be an endomorphism of the free associative algebra having invertible Jacobian. We
suppose that F (0) = 0 and
F (xi) = xi +
∑
terms of order ≥ 2.
We intend to show how the invertibility of the Jacobian implies invertibility of the mapping F .
Let Y1, . . . , Yk be generic m×m matrices. Consider the system of equations
{Fi(X1, . . . , Xn) = Yi; i = 1, . . . , k} .
This system has a solution over some finite extension of order m of the field generated by the
center of the algebra of generic matrices with trace.
Consider the set of block diagonal mn×mn matrices:
A =

A1 0 . . . 0
0 A2 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . An
 , (6.14)
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where the Aj are m×m matrices.
Next, we consider the system of equations
{Fi(X1, . . . , Xn) = Yi; i = 1, . . . , k} , (6.15)
where the mn×mn matrices Yi have the form (6.14) with the Aj generic matrices.
Any m-dimensional extension of the base field k is embedded into Mm(k). But Mmn(k) ≃
Mm(k) ⊗Mn(k). It follows that for appropriate m, the system (6.15) has a unique solution in
the matrix ring with traces. (Each is given by a matrix power series where the summands are
matrices whose entries are homogeneous forms, seen by rewriting Yi = Xi +
∑
terms of order2
as Xi = Yi +
∑
terms of order 2, and iterating.) The solution is unique since their entries are
distinct commuting indeterminates.
If F is invertible, then this solution must have block diagonal form. However, if F is not
invertible, this solution need not have block diagonal form. Now we translate invertibility of the
Jacobian to the language of parametric families or deformations.
Consider the matrices
Eℓλ =

E 0 . . . 0
0
. . . . . . 0
0 . . . λ · E 0
... . . .
. . .
...
0 . . . E

where E denotes the identity matrix. (The index ℓ designates the position of the block λ · E.)
Taking Xj not to be a block diagonal matrix, then for some ℓ we obtain a non-constant parametric
family EℓλXj(E
ℓ
λ)
−1 dependent on λ.
On the other hand, if Yi has form (6.14) then E
ℓ
λYi(E
ℓ
λ)
−1 = Yi for all λ 6= 0; ℓ = 1, . . . , k.
Hence, if FIn is not an automorphism, then we have a continuous parametric set of solu-
tions. But if the Jacobian mapping is invertible, it is locally 1:1, a contradiction. This argument
yields the following result:
Theorem 6.2.6. For F ∈ End(k< ~x>), if the Jacobian of F is invertible, then the reduction FIn
of F , modulo the T -ideal of the algebra of generic matrices, is invertible.
See [215] for further details of the proof. Because any relatively free affine algebra of char-
acteristic 0 satisfies the set of identities of some matrix algebra, it is the quotient of the algebra
of generic matrices by some T -ideal J . But J maps into itself after any endomorphism of the
algebra. We conclude:
Corollary 6.2.7. If F ∈ End(k<~x>) and the Jacobian of F is invertible, then the reduction FJ
of F modulo any proper T -ideal J is invertible.
In order to get invertibility of ~F itself, Yagzhev used the additional ideas:
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• The block diagonal technique works equally well on skew fields.
• The above algebraic constructions can be carried out on Ore extensions, in particular for
the Weyl algebras Wn = k[x1, . . . , xn; ∂1, . . . , ∂n].
• By a result of L. Makar-Limanov, the free associative algebra can be embedded into the
ring of fractions of the Weyl algebra. This provides a nice presentation for mapping the free
algebra.
Definition 6.2.8. Let A be an algebra, B ⊂ A a subalgebra, and α : A 7→ A a polynomial mapping
of A (and hence α(B) ⊂ B, see Definition 6.1.1). B is a test algebra for α, if α(A\B) 6= A\B.
The next theorem shows the universality of the notion of a test algebra. An endomorphism is
called rationally invertible if it is invertible over Cohn’s skew field of fractions [63] of k<~x>.
Theorem 6.2.9 (Yagzhev). For any α ∈ End(k< ~x>), one of the two statements holds:
• α is rationally invertible, and its reduction to any finite dimensional factor also is rationally
invertible.
• There exists a test algebra for some finite dimensional reduction of α.
This theorem implies the Jacobian conjecture for free associative algebras. We do not go into
details, referring the reader to the papers [215] and [220].
Remark. The same idea is used in quantum physics. The polynomial x2 + y2 + z2 cannot
be decomposed for any commutative ring of coefficients. However, it can decomposed using
noncommutative ring of coefficients (Pauli matrices). The Laplace operator in 3-dimensional
space can be decomposed in such a manner.
Reduction to nonzero characteristic
One can work with deformations equally well in nonzero characteristic. However, the naive
Jacobian condition does not give us parametric families, because of consequences of inseparability.
Hence it is interesting using deformations to get a reasonable version of the JC for characteristic
p > 0, especially because of recent progress in the JC related to the reduction of holonomic
modules to the case of characteristic p and investigation of the p-curvature or Poisson brackets on
the center [40], [39], [187].
In his very last paper [221] A.V. Yagzhev approached the JC using positive characteristics.
He noticed that the existence of a counterexample is equivalent to the existence of an Engel, but
not Yagzhev, finite dimensional ternary algebra in each positive characteristic p ≫ 0. (This fact
is also used in the papers [39, 40, 187].)
If a counterexample to the JC exists, then such an algebra A exists even over a finite field, and
hence can be finite. It generates a locally finite variety of algebras that are of Engel type, but not
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Yagzhev. This situation can be reduced to the case of a locally semiprime variety. Any relatively
free algebra of this variety is semiprime, and the centroid of its localization is a finite direct sum
of fields. The situation can be reduced to one field, and he tried to construct an embedding which
is not an automorphism. This would contradict the finiteness property.
Since a reduction of an endomorphism as a mapping on points of finite height may be an
automorphism, the issue of injectivity also arises. However, this approach looks promising, and
may involve new ideas, such as in the papers [39,40,187]. Perhaps different infinitesimal conditions
(like the Jacobian condition in characteristic zero) can be found.
6.2.3 The Jacobian Conjecture for other classes of algebras
Although the Jacobian Conjecture remains open for commutative associative algebras, it has
been established for other classes of algebras, including free associative algebras, free Lie algebras,
and free metabelian algebras. See §6.2.1 for further details.
An algebra is metabelian if it satisfies the identity [x, y][z, t] = 0.
The case of free metabelian algebras, established by Umirbaev [190], involves some interesting
new ideas that we describe now. His method of proof is by means of co-multiplication, taken from
the theory of Hopf algebras and quantization. Let Aop denote the opposite algebra of the free
associative algebra A, with generators ti. For f ∈ A we denote the corresponding element of A
op
as f ∗. Put λ : Aop⊗A 7→ A be the mapping such that λ(
∑
f ∗i ⊗gi) =
∑
figi. IA := ker(λ) is a free
A bimodule with generators t∗i⊗1−1⊗ti. The mapping dA : A 7→ IA such that dA(a) = a
∗⊗1−1⊗a
is called the universal derivation of A. The Fox derivatives ∂a/∂ti ∈ A
op ⊗A [91] are defined via
dA(a) =
∑
i(t
∗
i ⊗ 1− 1⊗ ti)∂a/∂ti, cf. [72] and [190].
Let C = A/ Id([A,A]), the free commutative associative algebra, and let B = A/ Id([A,A])2,
the free metabelian algebra. Let
∂(a) = (∂a/∂t1, . . . , ∂a/∂tn).
One can define the natural derivations
∂¯ : A 7→ (A′ ⊗A)n 7→ (C ′ ⊗ C)n,
∂˜ : A 7→ (C ′ ⊗ C)n 7→ Cn. (6.16)
where the mapping (C ′⊗C)n) 7→ Cn is induced by λ. Then ker(∂¯) = Id([A,A])2+F and ∂¯ induces
a derivation B 7→ (C ′⊗C)n, whereas ∂˜ induces the usual derivation C 7→ Cn. Let ∆ : C 7→ C ′⊗C
be the mapping induced by dA, i.e., ∆(f) = f
∗⊗ 1− 1⊗ f , and let zi = ∆(xi). The Jacobi matrix
is defined in the natural way, and provides the formulation of the JC for free metabelian algebras.
One of the crucial steps in proving the JC for free metabelian algebras is the following homological
lemma from [190]:
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Lemma 6.2.10. Let ~u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ (C
op ⊗ C)n. Then ~u = ∂¯(w¯) for some w ∈ Id([A,A]) iff
∑
ziui = 0.
The proof also requires the following theorem:
Theorem 6.2.11. Let ϕ ∈ End(C). Then ϕ ∈ Aut(C) iff Id(∆(ϕ(xi)))
n
i=1 = Id(zi)
n
i=1.
The paper [190] also includes the following result:
Theorem 6.2.12. Any automorphism of C can be extended to an automorphism of B, using the
JC for the free metabelian algebra B.
This is a nontrivial result, unlike the extension of an automorphism of B to an automorphism
of A/ Id([A,A])n for any n > 1.
6.2.4 Questions related to the Jacobian Conjecture
Let us turn to other interesting questions which can be linked to the Jacobian Conjecture.
The quantization procedure is a bridge between the commutative and noncommutative cases and
is deeply connected to the JC and related questions. Some of these questions also are discussed
in the paper [79].
Relations between the free associative algebra and the classical commutative situation are very
deep. In particular, Bergman’s theorem that any commutative subalgebra of the free associative
algebra is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in one indeterminate is the noncommutative analog of
Zak’s theorem [222] that any integrally closed subring of a polynomial ring of Krull dimension 1
is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in one indeterminate.
For example, Bergman’s theorem is used to describe the automorphism group
Aut(End(k〈x1, . . . , xn〉)) [37]; Zak’s theorem is used in the same way to describe the group
Aut(End(k[x1, . . . , xn])) [41].
Question. Can one prove Bergman’s theorem via quantization?
Quantization could be a key idea for understanding Jacobian type problems in other varieties
of algebras.
1. Cancellation problems.
We recall three classical problems.
1. Let K1 and K2 be affine domains for which K1[t] ≃ K2[t]. Is it true that K1 ≃ K2?
2. Let K1 and K2 be an affine fields for which K1(t) ≃ K2(t). Is it true that K1 ≃ K2? In
particular, if K(t) is a field of rational functions over the field k, is it true that K is also a field
of rational functions over k?
3. If K[t] ≃ k[x1, . . . , xn], is it true that K ≃ k[x1, . . . , xn−1]?
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The answers to Problems 1 and 2 are ‘No’ in general (even if k = C); see the fundamental
paper [29], as well as [34] and the references therein. However, Problem 2 has a positive solution
in low dimensions. Problem 3 is currently called the Cancellation Conjecture, although Zariski’s
original cancellation conjecture was for fields (Problem 2). See ( [141], [101], [66], [184]) for Zariski’s
conjecture and related problems. For n ≥ 3, the Cancellation Conjecture (Problem 3) remains
open, to the best of our knowledge, and it is reasonable to pose the Cancellation Conjecture for
free associative rings and ask the following:
Question. If K ∗ k[t] ≃ k<x1, . . . , xn>, then is K ≃ k<x1, . . . , xn−1>?
This question was solved for n = 2 by V. Drensky and J.T. Yu [77].
2. The Tame Automorphism Problem. Yagzhev utilized his approach to study the tame
automorphism problem. Unfortunately, these papers are not preserved.
It is easy to see that every endomorphism φ of a commutative algebra can be lifted to some
endomorphism of the free associative algebra, and hence to some endomorphism of the algebra of
generic matrices. However, it is not clear that any automorphism φ can be lifted to an automor-
phism.
We recall that an automorphism of k[x1, . . . , xn] is elementary if it has the form
x1 7→ x1 + f(x2, . . . , xn), xi 7→ xi, ∀i ≥ 2.
A tame automorphism is a product of elementary automorphisms, and a non-tame automorphism
is called wild. The “tame automorphism problem” asks whether any automorphism is tame.
Jung [99] and van der Kulk [200] proved this for n = 2, (also see [143,144] for free groups, [63] for
free Lie algebras, and [65, 135] for free associative algebras), so one takes n > 2.
Elementary automorphisms can be lifted to automorphisms of the free associative algebra;
hence every tame automorphism can be so lifted. If an automorphism ϕ cannot be lifted to an
automorphism of the algebra of generic matrices, it cannot be tame. This give us approach to the
tame automorphism problem.
We can lift an automorphism of k[x1, . . . , xn] to an endomorphism of k< x1, . . . , xn > in
many ways. Then replacing x1, . . . , xn by N ×N generic matrices induces a polynomial mapping
F(N) : k
nN2 7→ knN
2
.
For each automorphism ϕ, the invertibility of this mapping can be transformed into compat-
ibility of some system of equations. For example, Theorem 10.5 of [146] says that the Nagata
automorphism is wild, provided that a certain system of five equations in 27 unknowns has no
solutions. Whether Peretz’ method can effectively attack tameness questions remains to be seen.
The wildness of the Nagata automorphism was established by Shestakov and Umirbaev [181].
One important ingredient in the proof is degree estimates of an expression p(f, g) of algebraically
independent polynomials f and g in terms of the degrees of f and g, provided neither leading term
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is proportional to a power of the other, initiated by Shestakov and Umirbaev [180]. An exposition
based on their method is given in Kuroda [102].
One of the most important tools is the degree estimation technique, which in the multidimen-
sional case becomes the analysis of leading terms, and is more complicated. We refer to the deep
papers [47, 102, 104]. Several papers of Kishimoto contain gaps, but also provide deep insights.
One can also ask the weaker question of “coordinate tameness:” Is the image of (x, y, z) under
the Nagata automorphism the image under some (other) tame automorphism? This also fails,
by [197].
An automorphism ϕ is called stably tame if, when several new indeterminates {ti} are adjoined,
the extension of ϕ given by ϕ′(ti) = ti is tame; otherwise it is called stably wild. Stable tameness of
automorphisms of k[x, y, z] fixing z is proved in [45]; similar results for k〈x, y, z〉 are given in [42].
Yagzhev tried to construct wild automorphisms via polynomial automorphisms of the Cayley-
Dickson algebra with base {~ei}
8
i=1, and the set {νi, ξi, ςi}
8
i=1 of commuting indeterminates. Let
x =
∑
νi~ei, y =
∑
ξi~ei, z =
∑
ςi~ei.
Let (x, y, z) denote the associator (xy)z − x(yz) of the elements x, y, z, and write
(x, y, z)2 =
∑
fi(~ν, ~ξ, ~ς)~ei.
Then the endomorphism G of the polynomial algebra given by
G : νi 7→ νi + fi(~ν, ~ξ, ~ς), ξi 7→ ξi, ςi 7→ ςi,
is an automorphism, which likely is stably wild.
In the free associative case, perhaps it is possible to construct an example of an automorphism,
the wildness of which could be proved by considering its Jacobi endomorphism (Definition 6.2.1).
Yagzhev tried to construct examples of algebras R = A ⊗ Aop over which there are invertible
matrices that cannot decompose as products of elementary ones. Yagzhev conjectured that the
automorphism
x1 7→ x1 + y1(x1y2 − y1x2), x2 7→ x2 + (x1y2 − y1x2)y2, y1 7→ y1, y2 7→ y2
of the free associative algebra is wild.
Umirbaev [193] proved in characteristic 0 that the Anick automorphism x 7→ x+ y(xy − yz),
y 7→ y, z 7→ z+(zy−yz)y is wild, by using metabelian algebras. The proof uses description of the
defining relations of 3-variable automorphism groups [194–196]. Drensky and Yu [78, 80] proved
in characteristic 0 that the image of x under the Anick Automorphism is not the image of any
tame automorphism.
Stable Tameness Conjecture. Every automorphism of the polynomial algebra k[x1, . . . , xn],
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resp. of the free associative algebra k<x1, . . . , xn>, is stably tame.
Lifting in the free associative case is related to quantization. It provides some light on the
similarities and differences between the commutative and noncommutative cases. Every tame
automorphism of the polynomial ring can be lifted to an automorphism of the free associative
algebra. There was a conjecture that any wild z-automorphism of k[x, y, z] (i.e., fixing z) over an
arbitrary field k cannot be lifted to a z-automorphism of k<x, y, z >. In particular, the Nagata
automorphism cannot be so lifted [79]. This conjecture was solved by Belov and J.-T.Yu [36] over
an arbitrary field. However, the general lifting conjecture is still open. In particular, it is not
known whether the Nagata automorphism can be lifted to an automorphism of the free algebra.
(Such a lifting could not fix z).
The paper [36] describes all the z-automorphisms of k< x, y, z > over an arbitrary field k.
Based on that work, Belov and J.-T.Yu [42] proved that every z-automorphism of k<x, y, z > is
stably tame, for all fields k. A similar result in the commutative case is proved by Berson, van
den Essen, and Wright [45]. These are important first steps towards solving the stable tameness
conjecture in the noncommutative and commutative cases.
The free associative situation is much more rigid than the polynomial case. Degree estimates
for the free associative case are the same for prime characteristic [132] as in characteristic 0 [137].
The methodology is different from the commutative case, for which degree estimates (as well as
examples of wild automorphisms) are not known in prime characteristic.
J.-T.Yu found some evidence of a connection between the lifting conjecture and the Embedding
Conjecture of Abhyankar and Sathaye. Lifting seems to be “easier”.
6.2.5 Reduction to simple algebras
This subsection is devoted to finding test algebras.
Any prime algebra B satisfying a system of Capelli identities of order n+ 1 (n minimal such)
is said to have rank n. In this case, its operator algebra is PI. The localization of B is a simple
algebra of dimension n over its centroid, which is a field. This is the famous rank theorem [150].
Packing properties
Definition 6.2.13. Let M = {Mi : i ∈ I} be an arbitrary set of varieties of algebras. We say
that M satisfies the packing property, if for any n ∈ N there exists a prime algebra A of rank n
in some Mj such that any prime algebra in any Mi of rank n can be embedded into some central
extension K ⊗A of A.
M satisfies the finite packing property if, for any finite set of prime algebras Aj ∈Mi, there
exists a prime algebra A in some Mk such that each Aj can be embedded into A.
The set of proper subvarieties of associative algebras satisfying a system of Capelli identities
of some order k satisfies the packing property (because any simple associative algebra is a matrix
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algebra over field).
However, the varieties of alternative algebras satisfying a system of Capelli identities of order
> 8, or of Jordan algebras satisfying a system of Capelli identities of order > 27, do not even
satisfy the finite packing property. Indeed, the matrix algebra of order 2 and the Cayley-Dickson
algebra cannot be embedded into a common prime alternative algebra. Similarly, H3 and the
Jordan algebra of symmetric matrices cannot be embedded into a common Jordan prime algebra.
(Both of these assertions follow easily by considering their PIs.)
It is not known whether or not the packing property holds for Engel algebras satisfying a
system of Capelli identities; knowing the answer would enable us to resolve the JC, as will be seen
below.
Theorem 6.2.14. If the set of varieties of Engel algebras (of arbitrary fixed order) satisfying
a system of Capelli identities of some order satisfies the packing property, then the Jacobian
Conjecture has a positive solution.
Theorem 6.2.15. The set of varieties from the previous theorem satisfies the finite packing prop-
erty.
Most of the remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of these two theorems.
Problem. Using the packing property and deformations, give a reasonable analog of the JC
in nonzero characteristic. (The naive approach using only the determinant of the Jacobian does
not work.)
Construction of simple Yagzhev algebras
Using the Yagzhev correspondence and composition of elementary automorphisms it is possible
to construct a new algebra of Engel type.
Theorem 6.2.16. Let A be an algebra of Engel type. Then A can be embedded into a prime
algebra of Engel type.
Proof. Consider the mapping F : V 7→ V (cf. (6.1)) given by
F : xi 7→ xi +
∑
j
Ψij; i = 1, . . . , n
(where the Ψij are forms of homogenous degree j). Adjoining new indeterminates {ti}
n
i=0, we put
F (ti) = ti for i = 0, . . . , n.
Now we take the transformation
G : t0 7→ t0, xi 7→ xi, ti 7→ ti + t0x
2
i , for i = 1, . . . , n.
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The composite F ◦ G has invertible Jacobian (and hence the corresponding algebra has Engel
type) and can be expressed as follows:
F ◦G : xi 7→ xi +
∑
j
Ψij , t0 7→ t0, ti 7→ ti + t0x
2
i for i = 1, . . . , n.
It is easy to see that the corresponding algebra Â also satisfies the following properties:
• Â contains A as a subalgebra (for t0 = 0).
• If A corresponds to a cubic homogenous mapping (and thus is Engel) then Â also corresponds
to a cubic homogenous mapping (and thus is Engel).
• If some of the forms Ψij are not zero, then A does not have nonzero ideals with product 0,
and hence is prime (but its localization need not be simple!).
Any algebra A with operators can be embedded, using the previous construction, to a prime
algebra with nonzero multiplication. The theorem is proved. ✷
Embedding via the previous theorem preserves the cubic homogeneous case, but does not yet
give us an embedding into a simple algebra of Engel type.
Theorem 6.2.17. Any algebra A of Engel type can be embedded into a simple algebra of Engel
type.
Proof. We start from the following observation:
Lemma 6.2.18. Suppose A is a finite dimensional algebra, equipped with a base ~e1, . . . , ~en, ~en+1.
If for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1 there exist operators ωij in the signature Ω(A) such that
ωij(~ei, . . . , ~ei, ~en+1) = ~ej, with all other values on the base vectors being zero, then A is simple.
This lemma implies:
Lemma 6.2.19. Let F be a polynomial endomorphism of C[x1, . . . , xn; t1, t2], where
F (xi) =
∑
j
Ψij.
For notational convenience we put xn+1 = t1 and xn+2 = t2. Let {kij}
s
i=1,j be a set of natural
numbers such that
• For any xi there exists kij such that among all Ψij there is exactly one term of degree kij,
and it has the form Ψi,kij = t1x
kij−1
j .
• For t2 and any xi there exists kiq such that among all Ψij there is exactly one term of degree
kiq, and it has the form Ψn+2,kiq = t1x
kiq−1
j .
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• For t1 and any xi there exists kiq such that among all Ψij there is exactly one term of degree
kiq, and it has the form Ψn+1,kiq = t2x
kiq−1
j .
Then the corresponding algebra is simple.
Proof. Adjoin the term tℓx
k−1
i to the xi, for ℓ = 1, 2. Let ei be the base vector corresponding to
xi. Take the corresponding kij-ary operator
ω : ω(~ei, . . . , ~ei, ~en+ℓ)) = ~ej,
with all other products zero. Now we apply the previous lemma. ✷
Remark. In order to be flexible with constructions via the Yagzhev correspondence, we are
working in the general, not necessary cubic, case.
Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 6.2.17. Let F be the mapping corresponding to
the algebra A:
F : xi 7→ xi +
∑
j
Ψij , i = 1, . . . , n,
where Ψij are forms of homogeneous degree j. Let us adjoin new indeterminates {t1, t2} and put
F (ti) = ti, for i = 1, 2.
We choose all kα,β > max(deg(Ψij)) and assume that these numbers are sufficiently large.
Then we consider the mappings
Gkij : xi 7→ xi + x
kij−1
j t1, i ≤ n; t1 7→ t1; t2 7→ t2; xs 7→ xs for s 6= i.
Gki(n+2) : t2 7→ x
kij−1
i t1; t1 7→ t1; xs 7→ xs for 1 ≤ s ≤ n.
Gki(n+1) : t1 7→ x
kij−1
i t2; t2 7→ t2; xs 7→ xs for 1 ≤ s ≤ n.
These mappings are elementary automorphisms.
Consider the mapping H = ◦kijGkij ◦ F , where the composite is taken in order of ascending
kαβ, and then with F . If the kαβ grow quickly enough, then the terms obtained in the previous
step do not affect the lowest term obtained at the next step, and this term will be as described in
the lemma. The theorem is proved. ✷
Proof of Theorem 6.2.15. The direct sum of Engel type algebras is also of Engel type, and
by Theorem 6.2.17 can be embedded into a simple algebra of Engel type. ✷
The Yagzhev correspondence and algebraic extensions.
For notational simplicity, we consider a cubic homogeneous mapping
F : xi 7→ xi +Ψ3i(~x).
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We shall construct the Yagzhev correspondence of an algebraic extension.
Consider the equation
ts =
s∑
p=1
λpt
s−p,
where the λp are formal parameters. If m ≥ s, then for some λpm, which can be expressed as
polynomials in {λp}
s−1
p=1, we have
tm =
s∑
p=1
λpmt
s−p.
Let A be the algebra corresponding to the mapping F . Consider
A⊗ k[λ1, . . . , λs]
and its finite algebraic extension Aˆ = A⊗k[λ1, . . . , λs, t]. Now we take the mapping corresponding
(via the Yagzhev correspondence) to the ground ring R = k[λ1, . . . , λs] and algebra Aˆ.
For m = 1, . . . , s − 1, we define new formal indeterminates, denoted as Tmxi. Namely, we
put T 0xi = xi and for m ≥ s, we identify T
mxi with
∑s
p=1 λpmT
s−pxi, where {λp}
s−1
p=1 are formal
parameters in the centroid of some extension R ⊗A. Now we extend the mapping F , by putting
F (Tmxi) = T
mxi + T
3mΨ3i(~x), m = 1, . . . , s− 1.
We get a natural mapping corresponding to the algebraic extension.
Now we can take more symbols Tj , j = 1, . . . , s, and equations
T sj =
s∑
p=1
λpjT
s−p
j
and a new set of indeterminates xijk = T
k
j xi for j = 1, . . . , s and i = 1, . . . , n. Then we put
xijm = T
m
j xi =
s∑
p=1
λjpmT
s−p
j xi
and
F (xijm) = xijm + T
3m
j Ψ3i(~x), m = 1, . . . , s− 1.
This yields an “algebraic extension” of A.
Deformations of algebraic extensions. Let m = 2. Let us introduce new indeterminates
y1, y2, put F (yi) = y1, i = 1, 2, and compose F with the automorphism
G : T 11 xi 7→ T
1
1 xi + y1xi, T
1
1 xi 7→ T
1
2 xi + y1xi, xi 7→ xi, i = 1, 2,
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y1 7→ y1 + y
2
2y1, y2 7→ y2.
(Note that the T 11 xi and T
1
2 xi are new indeterminates and not proportional to xi!) Then compose
G with the automorphism H : y2 7→ y2 + y
2
1, where H fixes the other indeterminates. Let us call
the corresponding new algebra Aˆ. It is easy to see that Var(A) 6= Var(Aˆ).
Define an identity of the pair (A,B), for A ⊆ B to be a polynomial in two sets of indeterminates
xi, zj that vanishes whenever the xi are evaluated in A and zj in B.) The variety of the pair (A,B)
is the class of pairs of algebras satisfying the identities of (A,B).
Recall that by the rank theorem, any prime algebra A of rank n can be embedded into an
n-dimensional simple algebra Aˆ. We consider the variety of the pair (A, Aˆ).
Considerations of deformations yield the following:
Proposition 6.2.19.1. Suppose for all simple n-dimensional pairs there exists a universal pair
in which all of them can be embedded. Then the Jacobian Conjecture has a positive solution.
We see the relation with
The Razmyslov–Kushkulei theorem [150]: Over an algebraically closed field, any two
finite dimensional simple algebras satisfying the same identities are isomorphic.
The difficulty in applying this theorem is that the identities may depend on parameters. Also,
the natural generalization of the Rasmyslov–Kushkulei theorem for a variety and subvariety does
not hold: Even if Var(B) ⊂ Var(A), where B and A are simple finite dimensional algebras over
some algebraically closed field, B need not be embeddable to A.
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Conclusion
The quantization program constitutes a substantial and well designed approach to the Jacobian
conjecture, as well as to various related topics in algebra and algebraic geometry. The recent
developments presented in this review have been instrumental in our investigation of Kontsevich
conjecture as well as the establishment of results of independent interest.
Furthermore, as can be seen from the discussion of the work of A.V. Yagzhev, there are
substantial areas of the theory which require further development and which might, conceivably,
hold the insights necessary for the resolution of the Jacobian conjecture.
While at present the quantization approach does not seem to be adequately developed for a
successful attack on the Jacobian problem to happen (as evidenced by our discussion of Kontsevich
conjecture), and the rather substantial critique of the general quantization and lifting philosophy
(due to Orevkov and others) exists, further research and development of the theory is well advised.
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